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AGENDA
1.

Call to Order and Welcome of Guests: Larkin Moyer, Chairman

2.

Determination of Quorum

3.

Approval of Minutes:
Regular Meeting – December 27, 2021

4.

Organizational Meeting:
Elections: Chairman
Vice-chairman
Planning Commission Subcommittees
By-laws

5.

Old Business

6.

New Business

Action
Needed
Call to Order
Quorum
Motion

2023-2027 Capital Improvement Plan
7.

Chairman Comments

8.

Informational
2021 Annual Report

9.

Adjournment

Motion

SPEAKER RULES OF PROCEDURE
Please respect all speakers and allow all opinions to be expressed in a tolerant atmosphere.
a) Speakers may speak only once during a specific comment time and all comments should
be directed to the Planning Commission.
b) Speakers should approach the podium so they may be visible and audible to the Commission.
c) Each speaker should clearly state his/her name and address.
d) All questions should be directed to the Chairman. Speakers are encouraged to contact staff
regarding unresolved concerns or to receive additional information.
e) Speakers should be brief and avoid repetition of previously presented comments.

VIRGINIA:

AT A REGULAR MEETING OF THE AMELIA COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION HELD
IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM OF THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ON
MONDAY, DECEMBER 27, 2021, AT 7:30 P.M.

PRESENT:

LARKIN MOYER- Chairman
ABSENT: TRAVIS BARNARD
JOHN AARON
DENNIS RAMSEY
JERRY “WHIT” MORRIS
ROY EASTER
JUAN WHITTINGTON
RENEE WINFREE
HOWARD WORSHAM
DAVID FELTS, JR. – Board of Supervisors Represent
RICHARD CUMBIE, JR.
Amelia County Planning Commission

HOLLY STEELE, Director of Community Development
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman Larkin Moyer called the meeting of the Amelia County Planning Commission to order and
declared there was a quorum with all members present. Chairman Moyer recognized this meeting
as Commissioner Howard Worsham’s final meeting and commended him on 26 years of service.
Commissioner Roy Easter made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Whit Morris that the
Planning Commission approve the minutes of the November Regular Meeting..

The motion carried 10 -0 recorded as follows: Larkin Moyer-AYE, John Aaron- AYE, Dennis
Ramsey- AYE, Roy Easter-AYE, Howard Worsham- AYE, Juan Whittington-AYE, Renee Winfree-AYE,
David Felts- AYE, Whit Morris- AYE, Richard Cumbie, Jr.- AYE.

III.

OLD AND NEW BUSINESS

Rezoning – Calvin J. Walker (Old Business)

Calvin J. Walker (the “Applicants”), requests the rezoning of 102 acres of land from the RR-3, Rural
Residential zoning classification to R-10, Residential zoning classification.. The subject property is
located on the west side of State Route 656 (S. Amelia Avenue), one-half mile from Broad Meadow
Drive and is identified as Tax Parcel 30-1-1 on the Amelia County Real Property Identification Map.
The Applicant proposes to develop a farming neighborhood. The Amelia County Comprehensive
Plan shows this property is located in the Rural Residential Development Area.
Ms. Walker submitted a letter withdrawing this rezoning request on November 30, 2021.

Special Exception Permit – Amelia Energy Facility, LLC – Utility-scale Solar

Amelia Energy Facility, LLC (the “Applicants”), request a Special Exception Permit for a utility-scale
solar farm on 1,763 acres. The subject properties, which are owned by JoAnn S. Webb, William L.
Scott, Leander O. Scott, Jr., Ralph A. Whitaker, Kimberley P. Whitaker, Paul B. Whitaker, and Susan C.
Wade, and are located south of Route 603 (Poor House Road), east of Route 640 (Buckskin Creek
Road), north of Route 607 (West Creek Road) and west of Route 614 (Dennisville Road) and are
identified as Tax Map Parcels 41-13,20,21,23,24,25,27,58A,60,19, 59 and 54-4 on the Amelia
County Real Property Identification Map. The Amelia County Comprehensive Plan shows this
property is located in the Rural Residential Development Area.
Director of Community Development, Holly Steele, opened the discussion with an overview of the
project and the 12 conditions that are recommended as part of this permit. Ms. Steele stated the
applicants were requesting an exemption from having to meet the interior setbacks so that they
would be able to construct panels across interior property lines for contiguous parcels.
Chairman Moyer asked if there would be signage required at each of the entrances to the solar
array. Ms. Steele responded that yes, signage would be required at all access roads into the
development.
Chairman Larkin Moyer opened the public hearing at 7:38p.m.

Ms. Steele read an email from Sharon Baber, a resident of West Creek Road, stating that she is in
support of the project.

The following residents spoke in opposition of the project: Rich Ricchezza, Kenny Barnard, Robbie
Parsons, Jay Griles, Teresa Busic, Robert Courter Bradshaw, Martin Koenkel, Samantha Santilli, Cory
Busic, and Beth and Jim Stanley. The residents shared concerns regarding wildlife, loss of
agricultural land, decreasing property values, noise, traffic during construction, environmental
concerns, and decommissioning of the site. Randy Robertson spoke on behalf of Rennie Memorial
Baptist Church. He was not for or against the project, but requested that the applicants push the
project further away from the church and cemetery.
The following residents spoke in favor of the project: Sam Gulland, Torch Clean Energy, and JoAnn
Scott Webb, owner of parcels in the project. Mr. Gulland responded to many concerns raised by the
residents. He stated that there would be no noise, the panels would be recycled after the project
was complete, and that they had intentionally increased the setbacks from roads and adjoining
property owners in order to make it more palatable for the neighbors.
Chairman Moyer closed the public hearing at 8:35p.m

Commissioner Renee Winfree asked the representatives from Torch Clean Energy, Sam Gulland and
Wes Andrews, about their decommissioning process and if they had ever decommissioned a solar
array before. The representatives stated that they have not decommissioned any projects yet.
Commissioner Whit Morris asked Mr. Gulland and Mr. Andrews how many solar farms Virginia
need will need across the state in order to meet the State of Virginia’s renewable energy goals. The
representatives did not have a definitive answer. Board of Supervisors representative, David Felts,
asked if the representatives had seen any issues with the projects that were already constructed.
Torch Clean Energy stated that there were not any issues and that solar was generally low
maintenance.

Chairman Moyer asked about other projects that Torch Clean Energy has worked on in Virginia and
what size projects the company normally represents. Torch stated that they tend to work on larger
projects, like the size being proposed in Amelia. Commissioner Roy Easter questioned their
timbering, clearcutting, grubbing process. The applicants will have to grade the entire site after the
trees are cut.

Commissioner Juan Whittington stated that the Giles District has the best agricultural soil in the
county and that solar farms would be better suited in other areas of the county with less productive
soil. Commissioner Roy Easter suggested that TorchClean reach out to the homeowners in the area
regarding the radiation concerns that were brought up. Mr. Moyer asked about the stormwater
runoff generated by the panels. Torch Clean stated that there will be stormwater ponds on the
property and due to the arrangement of the solar array, it is only approximately 30% covered in
panels. Whit Morris asked if the landowners were still given access to the portions of the parcels
that the solar company was not actually using. Torch Clean stated that, yes, anything outside of the
fence can be used by the landowners. Morris also asked if the company would be using local firms
for site work, construction, etc. Mr. Gulland said that Torch Clean always tries to use local
contractors.
Commissioner Richard Cumbie stated that there was too much confusion and misinformation
surrounding this project. He stated that it would increase Amelia’s property values if all of the
surrounding counties had large solar farms, but not Amelia because people do not want to live next
to solar farms.
Mr. Cumbie made a motion to deny the proposal. Commissioner Howard Worsham seconded the
motion. Whit Morris abstained from voting due to family members having land in the project. Roy
Easter stated that the landowners in the solar project owned thousands of acres, whereas their
neighbors only owned a few acres with a home on it and would be negatively impacted by having a
solar farm directly adjoining their properties.

The motion carried 10 -0 recorded as follows: Larkin Moyer-AYE, John Aaron- AYE, Dennis
Ramsey- AYE, Roy Easter-AYE, Howard Worsham- AYE, Juan Whittington-AYE, Renee Winfree-AYE,
David Felts- AYE, Whit Morris- AYE, Richard Cumbie, Jr.- AYE.
Ordinance Text Amendment – Funeral Home Definition

An amendment to Article II of the Amelia County Zoning Ordinance to include a definition for
funeral home.

Ms. Steele gave a short overview of the necessity of the amendment. Commissioner Roy Easter
made a motion to approve the amendment. Dennis Ramsey seconded the motion.

The motion carried 01 -0 recorded as follows: Larkin Moyer-AYE, John Aaron- AYE, Dennis
Ramsey- AYE, Roy Easter-AYE, Howard Worsham- AYE, Juan Whittington-AYE, Renee Winfree-AYE,
David Felts- AYE, Whit Morris- AYE, Richard Cumbie, Jr.- AYE.
Ordinance Text Amendment – Distillery with tastings, tours, and retail sales

An amendment to Article XVIII of the Amelia County Zoning Ordinance to include Distillery with
Tours, Tastings, and Retail Sales as a permitted use by-right in the B-1, Business Zoning District.

Ms. Steele gave a short overview of the necessity of the amendment. Commissioner Roy Easter
made a motion to approve the amendment. Renee Winfree seconded the motion.

The motion carried 10 -0 recorded as follows: Larkin Moyer-AYE, John Aaron- AYE, Dennis
Ramsey- AYE, Roy Easter-AYE, Howard Worsham- AYE, Juan Whittington-AYE, Renee Winfree-AYE,
David Felts- AYE, Whit Morris- AYE, Richard Cumbie, Jr.- AYE.

IV. INFORMATIONAL
V. ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business to come before the Planning Commission, Chairman Moyer
adjourned the meeting at 9:35 p.m.
Larkin Moyer, Chairman
Amelia County Planning Commission
ATTEST:
Holly Steele
Director of Community Development

Capital Improvement Current Funded Projects
Projects FY 2021

Dept

Cost

Funding Source

Fiscal Year

Notes

County State State Other 22 23 24 25 26
1 Elementary Field Lighting

Maintenance

$50,000

X

Complete

2 Wellhead Protection Study

Water

$170,000

X

Is underway

3 Beopple Building Improve.

Maintenance

$47,000

X

On hold pending building study

4 Library Field Grading & Lights

Maintenance

$60,000

X

Materials have been ordered

5 Hindle Field Lights

Maintenance

$40,000

X

Complete

6 WWTP UV Upgrade

Sanitary Dist.

$307,000

X

On hold pending direction from 360 expansion study

7 Fire Station Pavement Improvements, Phase V

Maintenance

$226,000

X

99% Complete

8 Evaluation 360 Sewer & Water

Sanitary Dist.

$90,000

X

On hold pending direction from BOS

9 P&R Generator Install

Maintenance

$92,000

X

Material has been ordered

10 War Memorial Building Evaluation

Maintenance

$25,000

X

New project

11 Fire Station Pavement Improvements, Phase VI

Maintenance

$166,000

X

Plan to bid in January 2022

Total:

$1,273,000

Capital Improvement Plan 2023
Projects 2022

Dept

Cost

Funding Source

Fiscal Year

Notes

County Grant State Other 23 24 25 26 27
1 Wastewater System Inflow and Infiltration Study

Sanitary Dist.

$50,000

X

X

2 Courthouse Window Upgrade

Public Works

$60,000

X

X

3 Superior Way Extension

Admin. / EDA

$975,000

X

X

4 Hindle Building - Design & Renovation Prep

Hindle Comm

$1,300,000

X

X

Emergency Mgmt

$2,896,950

X

X

Animal Control

$350,000

X

X

7 ACHS Bathroom Renovation Planning

ACPS

$205,000

X

X

8 ACHS New Athletic Complex Planning

ACPS

$1,395,000

X

X

9 ACHS Metal Wall Replacement

ACPS

$30,000

X

X

10 ACES Front Exterior Envelope

ACPS

$40,000

X

X

11 RGA HVAC Replacement

ACPS

$90,000

X

X

12 ACMS Gym\Locker Room Roof

ACPS

$280,000

X

X

13 ACES HVAC Replacement

ACPS

$688,050

X

X

14 Busshop Field Lighting

ACPS

$399,000

X

X

15 Rec Gym Safety Upgrades - Bleachers

Parks and Rec

$54,600

X

X

16 Gym and Field Scoreboards

Parks and Rec

$79,465

X

X

5 County Radio System Upgrade
6 Phase I- New Animal Shelter

TOTAL:

$8,893,065

Part 3 of overall County Radio System Upgrade. 50% of cost

Capital Improvement Plan 2023
Projects 2023
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Wastewater System Inflow and Infiltration Study
Courthouse Window Upgrade
Superior Way Extension
Hindle Building - Design & Renovation Prep
County Radio System Upgrade
Phase I- New Animal Shelter
ACHS Bathroom Renovation Planning
ACHS New Athletic Complex Planning
ACHS Metal Wall Replacement
ACES Front Exterior Envelope
RGA HVAC Replacement
ACMS Gym\Locker Room Roof
ACES HVAC Replacement
Busshop Field Lighting
Rec Gym Safety Upgrades - Bleachers
Gym and Field Scoreboards

Dept

Cost

Sanitary Dist.
$50,000
Public Works
$60,000
Admin. / EDA
$975,000
Hindle Comm
$1,300,000
Emergency Mgmt $2,896,950
Animal Control
$350,000
ACPS
$205,000
ACPS
$1,395,000
ACPS
$30,000
ACPS
$40,000
ACPS
$90,000
ACPS
$280,000
ACPS
$688,050
ACPS
$399,000
Parks and Rec
$54,600
Parks and Rec
$79,465
TOTAL:

$8,893,065

Priority
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
LOW

Capital Improvement Plan 2024
Projects 2023

Dept

Cost

Funding Source

Fiscal Year

Notes

County Grant State Other 23 24 25 26 27
1 Pridesville Rd WWTP Upgrade, Phase 2

Sanitary Dist.

$160,000

X

X

2 County Park Fence Improvements

Public Works

$50,000

X

X

3 Jackson Building Basement Improvements

Public Works

$35,000

X

4 Hindle Building - Renovation

Hindle Comm

$1,000,000

X

5 County Radio System Upgrade

Emergency Mgmt

$2,896,950

X
X

X

$455,000 will be deducted from 1mil (Historic Tax Credits Sale
Part 3 of overall County Radio System Upgrade. 50% of cost

X

X

6 ACMS Bathroom Renovations Planning

ACPS

$180,000

X

X

7 Storage Building 2 Renovation

ACPS

$115,800.00

X

X

8 ACHS HVAC RTU 1-2 Replacement

ACPS

$683,000.00

X

X

9 ACHS Bathroom Renovations

ACPS

$1,350,000.00

X

X

10 ACHS New Athletic Complex Phase 1

ACPS

$9,300,000.00

X

X

11 ACES\ACHS Paving

ACPS

$200,000.00

X

X

12 ACHS Plumbing Upgrade

ACPS

$120,000.00

X

X

13 Batting Cages

Parks and Rec

$120,065.00

X

X

14 Basketball Court Upgrades

Parks and Rec

$75,600.00

X

X

TOTAL:

$16,286,415

Moved back from to allow more time for direction on expansion

Capital Improvement Plan 2025
Projects 2024

Dept

1 EOC/Hindle Building Parking Lot Upgrade

Administration

2 Water Well Exploration North of 360

Cost

Funding Source

Fiscal Year

Notes

County Grant State Other 23 24 25 26 27
187,000
X
X
Moved back from 2023 to allow time to complete other phases

Sanitary Dist.

$150,000

X

X

3 ACHS HVAC RTU 4 – Cafe Replacement

ACPS

$648,000

X

X

4 ACMS Bathroom Renovations

ACPS

$1,200,000

X

X

5 ACMS HVAC Replacement Gym\8th Grade

ACPS

$700,000

X

X

6 Headstart Window Replacement

ACPS

$135,000

X

X

7 ACHS New Athletic Complex Phase 2 Planning

ACPS

$615,000

X

X

8 ACMS New Cafe Planning

ACPS

$565,000

X

X

TOTAL:

$4,200,000

Moved back from to allow more time for direction on expansion

Capital Improvement Plan 2026
Projects 2025

Dept

Cost

Funding Source

Fiscal Year

Notes

County Grant State Other 23 24 25 26 27
1 Water Tank

Sanitary Dist.

$1,634,500

X

X

Moved back from 2023 to allow more time for 360 expansion

2 Water Well Development North of 360

Sanitary Dist.

$150,000

X

X

Moved back from 2024 to allow time to complete other phases

3 Storage Building 1 Renovation

ACPS

$347,400

X

X

4 ACHS New Athletic Complex Phase 2

ACPS

$4,100,000

X

X

5 ACMS New Cafe Build

ACPS

$3,751,197

X

X

6 ACHS New Facility Planning

ACPS

$6,000,000

X

X

7 ACMS Plumbing Upgrade

ACPS

$200,000

X

X

TOTAL:

$16,183,097

Capital Improvement Plan 2027
Projects 2026

Dept

Cost

Funding Source

Fiscal Year

Notes

County Grant State Other 23 24 25 26 27
1 Smack's Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant

Sanitary Dist.

$29,000,000

X

X Moved back from 2023 to allow more time for 360 expansion

Library

$9,000,000

X

X

3 ACHS Kitchen Hood,Equipmen/Light Replacement

ACPS

$520,140

X

X

4 ACMS Bus Canopy Replacement

ACPS

$157,810

X

X

5 ACES Hot Water Heater Replacement

ACPS

$63,124

X

X

6 ACHS New High School

ACPS

$40,000,000

X

X

2 New Library Construction

7 Headstart Ceiling Replacement

ACPS

$71,014

X

X

8 Headstart Toilet Renovations

ACPS

$252,495

X

X

9 Headstart Roof\Ventilation\Restroom HVAC

ACPS

$681,737

X

X

TOTAL:

$79,746,320

Sheet1

ACPS 2023-2027 CIP Project Requests
ACHS Bathroom Renovation Planning
ACHS New Athletic Complex Planning
ACHS Metal Wall Replacement
ACES Front Exterior Envelope
RGA HVAC Replacement
ACMS Gym\Locker Room Roof
ACES HVAC Replacement
Busshop Field Lighting

2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023
2023

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$205,000 (Mosley Architects)
$1,395,000 (Mosley Architects)
$30,000 (Mosley Architects)
$40,000 (Mosley Architects, Deshazo Roofing)
$90,000 (Mosley Architects)
$280,000 (Mosley Architects)
$688,050 (Mosley Architects)
$399,000(Techline Sports Lighting)

ACHS HVAC RTU 4 – Cafe Replacement
ACMS Bathroom Renovations
ACMS HVAC Replacement Gym\8th Grade(Large Carrier VAV)
Headstart Window Replacement
ACHS New Athletic Complex Phase 2 Planning
ACMS New Cafe Planning

2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025

1
2
3
4
5
6

$648,000 (Mosley Architects)
$1,200,000 (Mosley Architects)
$700,000 (Mosley Architects)
$135,000 (Mosley Architects)
$615,000 (Mosley Architects)
$565,000 (Mosley Architects Architects)

ACHS Kitchen Hood,Equipment Replacement, Light Renovation
ACMS Bus Canopy Replacement
ACES Hot Water Heater Replacement
ACHS New High School
Headstart Ceiling Replacement
Headstart Toilet Renovations
Headstart Roof\Ventilation\Restroom HVAC

2027
2027
2027
2027
2027
2027
2027

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

$520,140 (Mosley Architects)
$157,810 (Mosley Architects)
$63,124 (Mosley Architects)
$40,000,000 (Estimate)
$71,014 (Mosley Architects)
$252,495 (Mosley Architects)
$681,737 (Mosley Architects)

ACMS Bathroom Renovations Planning
Storage Building 2 Renovation
ACHS HVAC RTU 1-2 Replacement
ACHS Bathroom Renovations
ACHS New Athletic Complex Phase 1
ACES\ACHS Paving
ACHS Plumbing Upgrade

Storage Building 1 Renovation
ACHS New Athletic Complex Phase 2
ACMS New Cafe Build
ACHS New Facility Planning
ACMS Plumbing Upgrade

2024
2024
2024
2024
2024
2024
2024

2026
2026
2026
2026
2026

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
3
4
5

Page 1

$180,000 (Mosley Architects)
$115,800 (Mosley Architects)
$683,000 (Mosley Architects)
$1,350,000 (Mosley Architects)
$9,300,000 (Mosley Architects)
$200,000 (Estimate)
$120,000 (Mosley Architects)

$347,400 (Mosley Architects)
$4,100,000 (Mosley Architects)
$3,751,197.79 (Mosley Architects)
$6,000,000 (Mosley Architects)
$200,000 (Mosley Architects)

2023-2027 CIP Project Request
(1) Office/Department
Animal Control

Planning
Commission
Use

(2) Project Title
New Animal Shelter (Initial year)
Project Priority ____
Year Required _____

1
2023

(3) Project Description (Include sketches, appraisals, plans, etc.)
To build a new animal shelter that is of adeqaute size and function for the present and
future needs of Amelia County. This initial request is for the design, engineering,
soil testing (if Needed) and land acquisition.
Attachment # 1
(4) Project Justification (Include ramifications if project is not implemented)
The existing animal shelter is to small and out of date. The shelter employees have
done an amazing job keeping the shelter clean and running as smoothly as possible
but with old poor condstruction and limited space we cannot adeqautely do the job
nor pass the annual/biannual state inspections. This creates displeasure among the
residents needing help and creats extra costs to the county.
Attachment # 1
(5) Cost (Include staffing needs, annual O&M requirements, planning/engineering,
equipment/furniture, acquisition, construction)
$350,000

Attachmen #1
(6) Funding source(s)
◊ Current Revenue ______
◊ Revenue Bond ______
◊ General Obligation Bond _____
◊ Capital Reserve Fund ______

Data Sourc Shelter Planners Of America

◊
◊
◊
◊

Grant (Type) ______
Loan (Type) ______
Special Assessment ______
Other _________________

Requestor _____Brian Wootton________________________ Date ___11/20/2021__________
Planning Commission Meeting _____________________
Date/Time

Planning Commission Comments: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Needs Assessment Study for
Amelia County Animal Shelter
16565 Five Forks Road, P.O. Box A
Amelia Court House, VA 23002

April 22, 2021

1106 W. Randol Mill Rd. Suite 300, Arlington, TX 76012 Phone (817) 265-8522 www.shelterplannersofAmerica.com
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1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY
The purpose of this Needs Assessment Study (Study) is for Shelter Planners of America
(SPA) to provide information to Amelia County Animal Shelter (ACAS) that will guide
them in regard to their future Animal Shelter facility needs.

The Study was authorized by A. Taylor Harvie, III, County Administrator on March 8,
2021 in accordance SPA proposal dated December 10, 2020.

Information in this Study was developed from information provided by ACAS and
observed during our on-site visit on March 8,2021. The Study provides a look at people
and animal levels, provides a proposed Building Space Program, provides site
considerations, recommended features, discusses staffing, operating cost, and Opinion
of Probable Cost.

It should be understood this Study is the first step in planning a new shelter. The second
step will be to develop the Conceptual Site Plan and Building Floor Plan based on the
approved Building Program contained in this Study. The third and final step will be
development of the working drawings and specifications for constructing your project.

The Needs Assessment was held at the County Administration Building. The following
were in attendance:

Name

Organization

Title

Brian Wootton
Jessica Easter
Taylor Harvie
Daryl C. Gough
Patty Averett
Roger Scott
Michael Barnard

Amelia County
Amelia County
Amelia County
Amelia County
Amelia County
Amelia County
SPA

Senior ACO
Deputy ACO
County Administrator
Public Works Director
Environmental Manager
Board of Supervisor
President

Shelter Planners of America, Copyright © Comm # 1143
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2. EXISTING FACILITIES
General
ACAS started more than 30 years ago. The Senior ACO is responsible for the
operation of the existing shelter under the governance of the County Administrator. The
present shelter was constructed in 1996. The shelter contains approximately 1,716
square feet of indoor space, some storage sheds and some outdoor dog pens.

Front view of existing shelter

Side of existing shelter

Back of existing shelter

Side of existing shelter

The present shelter facility was built with materials and concepts that are of lower
quality materials and finishes than today’s modern shelters. The building does not have
good flow and creates additional work for staff. The dog kennels are not ideal for ease
of cleaning and maintaining the animals in a healthy state. The staff has done the best
job possible of maintaining the building under difficult conditions. They are to be
commended for keeping the building clean and presentable to the public.

Shelter Planners of America, Copyright © Comm # 1142
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It has already been determined that a new shelter is needed. Therefore, an extensive
list of deficiencies has not been provided in this study.

Shelter Planners of America, Copyright © Comm # 1143
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3. PEOPLE AND ANIMAL LEVELS
The shelter serves the Amelia County with a total people population of approximately
13,142 for 2020. The number of animals received at the shelter in 2020 was
approximately 518. This total is composed of approximately 303 dogs, 210 cats, and 5
other species. (approximately 59% dogs, 41% cats)

Nationally, the number of animals normally received at local shelters annually is 2-3% of
the human population. There are no other animal shelters that serve Amelia County.
The 518 animals received at ACAS in 2020 is 3.94% of the human population. This
means the number of animals received per year at ACAS is slightly higher than the
range of the national average.

Over the next 20 years, the population of Amelia County is projected to increase to
approximately 14,008, a 6.6% increase.

Preventative programs including low cost and subsidized spay/neuter procedures,
public education promoting responsible pet ownership, and developing progressive
ordinances is part of the solution to reducing unwanted and stray animals. The
underlying overpopulation of pets is caused by irresponsible pet ownership and
uncontrolled breeding of pets. Although animal overpopulation is beginning to come
down nationwide due to remedial programs, it can be countered by increasing human
population and continued irresponsible pet ownership.

Shelter Planners of America, Copyright © Comm # 1142
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Of the 508 dogs and cats dispositioned at the shelter in 2020 the breakdown is as
follows:
Adoption: approximately 411, or approximately, 80.9% are adopted or transferred. The
number of adoptions is good compared to many modern shelters that have adoption
rates of 60-70%.
Returned to Owner: approximately 67, or approximately 13.2%, are returned to their
owners. The number of returns to owners is within the average range when compared
to many modern shelters that have return to owner rates between 10-20%.
Euthanized: approximately 12, or about 2.4%, were euthanized which is below the
range of many shelters that have rates of 20–40%. There is a strong push nationally to
move to a 90% live release rate and ACAS should be commended for their good work.
Died in Shelter: approximately 18, or about 3.5%, die in the shelter which is higher
than normal and should be investigated.

Projected Animal Housing Need
Before we discuss the proposed animal housing for the new shelter we want to discuss
an important question.
“Will Holding More Animals for Longer Periods of Time Increase the Number of
Animals Adopted?”
“If we hold more animals for longer times won’t more be adopted?” The two following
examples can help individuals understand this frequently misunderstood question.
Before we examine the questions however, we want to emphasize the importance of all
healthy animals being provided a reasonable stay. As long as animals are emotionally
and physically healthy, and kennels are not overcrowded, it is reasonable to extend
their stay. However, dogs should not be kenneled so long that it adversely affects their
behavior, causing neurotic behavior such as pacing, spinning and aggression.
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This issue often becomes confusing for many people when trying to understand the
value (or lack thereof) of building bigger shelters and holding more and more animals
for longer periods. The following examples will help facilitate understanding:

1. In the first example, assume the shelter holds animals an average of ONE week each
during a one-year period. During the year, 50 people (or pet rescue groups) visit per
month with the intention to adopt a pet. How many animals could be adopted in that
year? If every visitor adopted, you would adopt 600 animals.

Now, assume you kept every animal for FOUR weeks (four times longer) during a oneyear period. The same 50 people per month visited with the intention to adopt a pet.
How many animals could be adopted in a year? If every visitor adopted, you would still
adopt 600 animals. As you can clearly see, holding the animals longer, by itself, did not
affect adoptions.

It is important that your shelter make an informed decision of how many animals
to hold at any given time and how long to hold each animal to provide the best
opportunity for adoption and have humane treatment.

2. In this second example the shelter houses about 50 animals available for adoption at
all times. The same 50 people visit per month with the intention to adopt a pet. How
many will be adopted in one year? If every visitor adopts, you will have 600 adoptions in
one year.
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Now, assume the organization builds a shelter to house twice as many animals, holding
about 100 animals at all times, how many will then be adopted? If all of the 50 visitors
adopted, you would still adopt 600 animals. As you can see, holding twice as many
animals does not affect the number adopted.
The conclusion of these two examples is simply this: The only factor that truly affects
the number of animals you adopt is the number of people (or rescue groups) who visit
the shelter with the intention of adopting. Holding animals longer and holding many
more animals does not significantly increase adoptions.
NOTE: (A shelter may hold an animal an extended period of time and finally get it
adopted, but other animals are being euthanized to allow that one animal the
space to stay longer. This is the scenario that causes people to think incorrectly,
“If we could just hold all animals longer, they would all eventually be adopted”.)

TO INCREASE ADOPTIONS, YOU MUST INCREASE THE NUMBER OF VISITORS
(WHO WANT TO ADOPT). This is done through a good visible shelter location, visibility
of all animals, weekend and evening hours, web-site pet listings, an attractive
welcoming shelter, well-groomed and healthy animals, friendly staff, adoption
requirements that are not too restrictive, reasonably low adoption fees, promotion of
adoptions in all local media, special adoption events, the help of rescue groups and
transfer programs.

The more effective approach an animal shelter can take rather than warehousing
animals is to help get all pets in their service area spayed or neutered and educate their
community about responsible pet ownership. This will eventually solve the pet overpopulation problem in a community. A community simply cannot “shelter their way” out
of an animal overpopulation problem.

Refer to Exhibit A that shows the summary of current and projected animal intake and
proposed animal housing along with the Average Length of Stay (ALS). This
information is discussed in more detailed below.
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Dog Housing Capacity
The existing shelter has a 17 day Average Length of Stay (ALS) for the approximate
303 dogs handled per year with the present dog housing capacity of 14.

For the new shelter, ACAS has requested the dog housing for 16 dogs, which results in
an approximate 18-19 day ALS, as seen in Exhibit A.

The Building Space Program, EXHIBIT B, includes housing for 16 dogs which is an
increase of 14.3% over the existing shelter. Refer to the Animal Housing section of the
Building Space Program for the breakdown of the proposed Dog Housing.

Cats Housing Capacity
The existing shelter has a 31 day Average Length of Stay (ALS) for the approximate
210 cats received per year with the present cat housing capacity of 18. For the new
shelter, ACAS requested the housing for 24 cats, which results in an approximate 39-40
day ALS, as seen in Exhibit A.

The Building Space Program EXHIBIT B includes housing for 24 cats which is an
increase of 33% over the existing shelter. Refer to the Animal Housing Section of the
Building Space Program for the breakdown of the proposed cat housing.

Other Animal Species
For the new shelter, ACAS does not plan to dedicate any space for housing other
animal species.
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4. BUILDING SPACE PROGRAM
The Building Space Program is a detailed listing of each room or space proposed to
accommodate ACAS’s needs based on a 20 year planning horizon. The net area of
each room or space is listed. Net area is defined as the inside dimensions of the space
but does not include the wall thickness and corridors. The quantity of each type of room
or space is also listed. The rooms are sub-divided into major groupings such as
Administrative, Animal Housing, Animals support areas. The net area totals are listed at
the bottom of each section and then a grossing factor is applied to the net area. The
grossing factor projects the estimated SF needed to accommodate the wall thickness,
corridors and any other unidentified space. This helps to determine the total SF
needed. The total SF is critical to developing an Opinion of Probable Cost.

Refer to attached EXHIBIT B dated 4-22-2021 for the Proposed Building Space
Program.
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5. SITE CONSIDERATIONS
The qualifications of a site are very important for the special needs of the shelter. ACAS
is planning to build the new shelter at the existing site adjacent to the existing shelter.
The proposed site was examined for compliance to the following criteria:
A. Visibility: This is a very important concern for an animal shelter; however, it is most
often overlooked. In the past, it was customary to locate shelters at out-of-the-way
places on the least expensive properties like industrial areas or near sewage treatment
plants or landfills. The theory was that if someone wanted to visit the shelter, they could
call for directions to find it. Today it is recognized that locating shelters in high-visibility
locations not only increases visitors and the number of pets adopted and returned to
owners, but also reduces the need for animal euthanasia and helps build public
awareness and community goodwill. A good location can increase adoption by
100%. Coupled with an active adoption promotion program, this location and visibility
factor can increase adoptions and reduce euthanasia. The existing site is off Five Forks
Road which is well traveled with the local Elementary and High Schools nearby. The
existing site is very visible and is in a well-traveled area.
B. Accessibility: It is important that the animal shelter be centrally located to the area it
serves. If the shelter were located in a far corner of the jurisdiction, the driving time may
be lengthy and people would be less likely to use the shelter. That long drive would
mean people being less likely to come to look for lost pets or visit for adoptions. The
service area is ACAS which is approximately 359 square miles; therefore, the travel
distance can be significant to certain areas from any one location. The existing site is
relatively central to the service area and therefore a good choice. The site also has
good access on and off Five Forks road.
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Map of Service Area and Location of Amelia County Animal Shelter
C. Suitability:
1. Availability of utilities such as water, sewer, gas and electricity. It is understood the
existing site has water, electricity, and holding tanks for sewage system. However,
they will need new holding tanks for the new shelter.
2. Zoning restrictions: Finding a site with zoning that will allow an animal shelter “by
right” can be a challenge. If a special use permit or zoning change is required, these
have been a challenge in some cities. From our cursory review, the zoning is
Residential and does not allow an animal shelter “by right”. This will need to be
verified with the Authority Having Jurisdiction.
3. Easements, right-of-ways and setbacks: Each potential site should be carefully
examined to make sure there are no restrictions that would prohibit the construction
of the new animal shelter. A complete survey of the proposed site has not been
provided, therefor this will need to be verified.
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4. Excessive topography or drainage concerns: Each potential site should be examined
to make sure the slope across the site will allow for proper drainage and there is a
place to drain the water to. However, sites with excess slopes should be avoided if
possible. Sites should be checked to confirm they are not in an area that floods.
Based on our cursory review, the proposed location seems appropriate.
5. Check for wetland concerns: Each potential site should be examined to make sure it
does not have any wet lands or if it does the remaining area is still sufficient for the
proposed project. Based on our cursory review, this does not seem like an concern.
6. A rectangular shape. Odd shapes can be used but may require acquiring more land
due to inefficiency of the shape. Potential sites may need to be “test fit” to assume
everything works before acquiring the property. Based on our cursory review of the
existing site, it appears the site will accommodate the proposed new animal shelter.
D. Parking: Adequate parking is very important for the success of an animal shelter.
The parking needed for the shelter, based on function, is estimated as follows:

Public Visitors

6

Staff

8

Volunteers

0

Foster Parking

0

ACO Vehicles

2

Trailers

2

Total

18

Amelia County’s required parking is 1 space per 200 SF of business floor space in the
building. For the building size proposed in the Building Space Program, the City will
require 26 parking spaces, but we suggest a variance be requested.
Parking should be arranged to provide good visible parking for visitors and located for
easy access to the main entrance. Ideally, staff parking should be separate and located
to the side near a separate staff entrance. Shelter vehicles should be provided with
simple to navigate routes with adequate turning radius and concealed from public view
in a screened service yard.
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E. Site Size: The proposed site appears to be adequate size if additional land can be
acquired from the neighbor. This is based on a one story building using indoor kennels
with surface parking for approximately 26 vehicles. Refer to the following site plan:

Site Plan for Proposed New Shelter
F. Other Outdoor Features: Space for designated areas for outdoor features is also
important when considering the site. The following items are requested.
1. One dog exercise/get acquainted yards.
G. Summary:
The proposed new shelter is to be constructed adjacent to the existing shelter on the
existing site, plus some additional land to be purchased from a neighbor. The site
appears to be sufficient size, is in a good location, and is in a well-traveled location, but
will need to be studied in more detail during “Step 2- Conceptual Design”.
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6. RECOMMENDED FEATURES
A. Design Concept

An example of a welcoming new animal shelter by
“Shelter Planners of America”
of about the size needed for ACAS
The shelter should have low-maintenance, heavy-duty materials. The interior should be
brightly lighted and open with pleasing colors and pleasant public spaces. Animal
housing areas should provide as much health protection, safety and comfort as possible
with today’s new materials and designs.

For the new shelter we recommend a one-story building. The structure would be a slab
on grade, depending on the soil condition, with masonry and framed walls and sloped
truss roof. The exterior should avoid an institutional look, preferring a human scale and
welcoming feel. It should be compatible with the community and be attractive and
inviting to the public. Natural lighting should be provided to all public areas, animal
housing areas and staff work areas.
Attractive landscaping will be very important to the appearance of the shelter. We
recommend that an extensive landscaping plan, be a part of the building project.
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1. Dog Housing – SPA presented several dog housing options to ACAS for
consideration and they selected indoor/outdoor kennels. The indoor portion of the
kennel will allow the dogs to be comfortable both the summer and winter.

DIAGRAM OF INDOOR/OUTDOOR KENNELS (NOT TO SCALE)
The two-compartment kennel design will allow dogs to be kept safe and dry during the
cleaning procedure by moving dogs to the covered outside run. This allows for efficient
daily cleaning. Floors will be sloped to individual drains thereby eliminating trench drains
which are difficult to clean and can cause cross contamination.
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There should be special sound control materials used in the design to keep the noise
level down. Dog Kennels should be arranged where dogs are not looking at each other
across the aisle which can cause stress and increase barking.

Photo of outdoor portion of indoor/outdoor kennels

Photo of indoor portion of indoor/outdoor kennels
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2. Puppy areas - Puppies are to be housed separately from the adult dogs for disease
control. We recommend all puppies be housed in floor level pens. This is to prevent
them from stepping out of an elevated cage with an open door, falling out of cages
located several feet above the floor and possibly injuring themselves.

Puppies will have individual inside pens to hold
litters of puppies separated from adult dogs.

3. Cat Housing
SPA recommends two compartment housing for cats which is consistent with
recommendations of the Association of Shelter Veterinarians. This allows the cat
cages to be spot cleaned on one side while the cat is in the other compartment. This
eliminates the need to move the cats out of their cages for cleaning. This reduces the
potential transfer of disease and reduces stress for the cats.
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Mason Cat Towers

Shor-line Stainless Steel Cat Suite

These cages have individual exhaust; the cats can be viewed from the public
corridor through glass or from inside the cat room through the cage front
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Cat Community Room with free roam cats

Catio with free roam cats
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B. Interior Features
Shelters built in the past did not have the advantage of using many of the new
innovative materials and equipment available only in recent years. Animal shelters of
today are no longer just “warehouse structures” with cages lined down the walls.
Shelters are very specialized buildings which are more like hospitals and shopping
malls than warehouses in construction.

A high level of quality is needed if the facility is to be able to keep animals healthy and
to hold up under heavy wear. This is especially important for a shelter that is striving to
present an attractive, welcoming image to the public.

An attractive, spacious, quiet front lobby is important in a shelter. This
improves customer satisfaction and increases adoptions.

The goal is to make the shelter a place where employees feel positive and the public
enjoys visiting for pet adoption, pet retrieval, pet owner education and other animal
services. Most importantly, the shelter must house animals in the healthiest, least
stressful manner possible.

Today, modern shelters are designed to include central washing equipment, automatic
animal watering systems, individual kennel floor drains, fresh air with heat exchangers
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for economy, heated kennel floors, noise control systems and long-lasting, easily
disinfected wall and floor finishes.

Special equipment can be utilized in a new shelter. During the preparation of the
construction drawings and specifications in Step 3 we will review with you all of the
details and choices that are available including performances, features, pros & cons,
and the cost implications of the various options. Some of the equipment and finishes are
pictured below.

Central pressure washing equipment allows the animal areas to be cleaned and
disinfected in one very rapid process with less water consumption.
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The special trowel on kennel floor finish comes in an
attractive array of earth tone colors to make kennels
cheerful and bright. It also halts bacteria growth.

Shelter Planners of America uses special Guillotine doors with an insulated Pet
door that prevents loss of heated or cooled air from the kennel.
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Each dog Kennel is equipped with an automatic waterer so that dogs
always have fresh water available with no staff time required refilling bowls.

Attractive Kennels with bright lighting levels, troweled epoxy
floor finishes and sound absorbing ceilings make quiet,
inviting public spaces.
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Professional grooming tub that animals can be walked into through a
swinging door.

C. Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems must be designed to provide clean,
odor free and uncontaminated air throughout all animal housing areas. This is essential
to control the spread of air borne disease.

The HVAC system will be custom designed to provide a high volume of fresh air to
kennels with a specific number of air changes per hour at the proper temperature and
humidity range. The system will be designed to provide ceiling air supply above public
walkways with a ceiling exhaust above dog runs opposite each supply providing the
best odor control for the visiting public and staff.

Additionally, the systems will be fitted with heat exchangers to recapture energy before
it is exhausted. This helps keep utility bills as low as possible. There will also be
supplemental roof mounted exhaust fans (with separate switches on timers, with red
lights) to pull out moist air during and immediately following kennel cleaning.
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The facility should be served by multiple, separate, smaller HVAC systems, each to
serve a portion of the facility. This smaller equipment is less expensive to install and
service and if a system fails, you still have portions of the building heated and cooled
until the system is repaired. Animals can be doubled up until repairs are made. The
administrative areas are on a separate air system to prevent odors from entering the
staff areas.
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7. STAFFING
The present animal shelter staff consists of the following staff positions:
Position

Number of Staff
Full Time Part Time

Accumulated
Total

1

Animal Control
Director

1

1

2

Animal Control
Officer 1

1

2

3

Shelter Operator

1

3

This staffing level is average compared to most shelters across the Country handling
approximately the same number of animals and having similar adoption results.
However, since the new shelter will be larger and require more cleaning, ACAS may
need some additional help.

Also, in a new shelter that is a more pleasant environment, it should be possible to have
a successful volunteer program. Volunteers can help with a wide variety of activities at
the shelter to promote adoption.
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8. OPERATION COST
The present annual operating cost is $192,600. The average cost per animal handled is
approximately $372 based on 518 animals. Nationally, animal shelter operational
budgets run between $250 and $500 per animal. ACAS’s operating cost is within the
normal range.

The proposed new shelter will be larger than the present shelter and the cost of utilities
will be higher than the existing shelter. However, the maintenance cost of a new
building will be generally less than an older building. We anticipate the operating budget
should be increased slightly to accommodate the increased utility costs and a slight
increase in staffing.
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9. OPINION OF PROBABLE COST
Construction cost of animal shelters vary significantly, based on the national economy,
the region of the country they are constructed in, when they are constructed and the
individual market factors at that time and the method of project delivery. Other important
factors are the size of the shelter, the site conditions such as soil and topography,
quality of finishes and materials, HVAC systems included and the quality of animal
equipment. Since detailed design drawings and engineering have not been prepared at
this time, only estimated costs can be presented.
This is based on actual costs of several good quality shelters we have designed. We
have taken those costs and adjusted the cost for Richmond, VA in 2021 based on the
R.S Means cost guide. Refer to EXHIBIT D dated 4-22-2021 for examples of shelters
built around the country with the estimated cost per sf adjusted for Richmond, VA in
2021. Unfortunately, there is not construction cost data available specifically for Amelia
Court House. It is possible the costs in Amelia Court House could be lower but we are
not certain. Also, occasionally we find a small community that rallies behind the project
and “in-kind” services are donated that reduces the cost. We recommend ACAS plan
for the worst and hope for the best.

Please note that modern animal shelters are more like a combination of a hospital and a
shopping mall than a warehouse or other industrial use. The cost of modern animal
shelters often surprises people because the cost is actually more than many buildings
they may be familiar with. The following are some reasons for this:

1. Animal shelter foundations are complicated because there will be slopes within the
animal housing areas to drains and this requires additional labor beyond most buildings
like schools or office buildings.

2. The floor finishes in animal housing areas are perhaps 3 times the cost of typical
carpet or other floor finishes in most buildings.

3. Animal shelters have animal equipment that can add $20 to $30/SF on top of the
cost of most buildings. Occasionally, the costs people hear about other animal shelters
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they do not know if this equipment is included in the price or not. For the estimate in
this study we have included the animal equipment.

4. Animal shelters have more walls per SF than most any other building type. For
example, dog kennels walls are usually 4 feet to 6 feet apart whereas classrooms in
schools are more like 20 feet apart.

5. The Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems in the animal housing
portions of animal shelters are more expensive than other buildings to reduce disease
transmission.

6. The wall finishes in the animal housing portions of animal shelters need to be a nonporous and durable finish to prevent disease transmission and to stand up to the daily
washing. Glazed structural tile is a common material but costs significantly more than
other materials.

7. Sound control within animal shelters is generally more cost than many building types
due to the dogs barking. This requires the walls being extended to the roof deck to
prevent sound transmission to other areas and this requires sound absorption materials
that cost more than normal materials.

Refer to Exhibit C dated 4-22-2021 for the Opinion of Probable Cost. We have included
Construction Costs including Site Work as well as for soft costs and contingency that
should be considered. Please note, the cost of land is not included.
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EXHIBIT A
AMELIA PUBLIC ANIMAL SHELTER

FIGURE 1. EXISTING AND PROJECTED HUMAN POPULATION AND ANIMAL INTAKE
2020

2020

2020

2030

Human

Actual

Intake as a

Human

Population

Animal

% of

Population

Estimate

Intake

Population

Estimate

2030

2030

2040

Projected

Human

Intake

Animal

Population

Intake

Animal

Ratio

Intake

Estimate

Ratio

Intake

Projected

2040

2040

Projected

Projected

Dogs

303

2.31%

2.31%

312

2.31%

323

Cats

210

1.60%

1.60%

216

1.60%

224

5

0.04%

0.04%

5

0.04%

5

518

3.94%

3.94%

533

3.94%

552

Other
Total

13,142

13,522

14,008

FIGURE 2. CURRENT AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY (ALS)
Based on Existing Housing Spaces
2020

Existing

Actual

Housing

Current

Intake

Spaces

ALS

Dogs

303

14

17

Cats

210

18

31

Other

5

0

Total

518

32

FIGURE 3. 2030 AND 2040 PROJECTED ANIMAL HOUSING NEEDS
2030 (10-YEAR PROJECTION)
2030
Projected

2040 (20-YEAR PROJECTION)

Number of

2040

Number of

Animals

Projected

Animal

Desired

to be

Animal

Desired

Animals
to be

Intake

ALS

Housed

Intake

ALS

Housed

Dogs

312

19

16

Dogs

323

18

16

Cats

216

40

24

Cats

224

39

24

Other

5

14

0

Other

5

14

0

Total

533

40

Total

552

40

1

80

275

120

80

275

Total SF

1 Adoption Lobby
1

120

60
100
100

SF of
Each

2 Vestibule
1

60
100
100

150

No. of
Rooms

BUILDING SPACE PROGRAM
Amelia Public Animal Shelter
DATE: 4-22-2021

Administrative
Medical Clinic
Animal Housing (Interior)
Animal Housing (Exterior)
Animal Support Area (Interior)
Animal Support Area (Exterior)

Summary:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

SECTION A - ADMINISTRATIVE
Room or Space

Customer Service Counter (2 Customer
3
Service Representatives at counter)
1
1
1

150

PUBLIC AREAS

4 Public Toilet
5 Senior ACO Office
6 ACO Office
1

8
90

1
1

7 Staff Breakroom

1
1

8
90
1,063
319

-

Total SF

1,382

SF of
Each

Departmental Gross Area:

No. of People

8 Staff Locker Alcove
9 Staff Toilet with Shower
Subtotal:
Net to Gross SF Factor 30%:

No. of
Rooms

SECTION B - MEDICAL CLINIC (NO CLINIC INCLUDED)
Room or Space
Subtotal:
Net to Gross SF Factor 30%:
Departmental Gross Area:
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TOTAL SF
COMBINED SF

Adjacent to or Near

Lobby
Lobby

Adjacent to or Near

Interior

Exterior

550
1,130

580

EXHIBIT B

1,382
0
1,651

1,170

4,203
5,333

Equipment / Comments

Visitor seating for 4. Approximate 10' wall for
"donor wall". Consider large screen TV.

Space for 2 staff at front counter in Lobby

unisex. Verify code minimum.

Counter with sink, microwave, refrigerator,
Kerig type coffee maker, seating at table for 4

4 Lockers for staff 1' x1' x 6'
Accessible

Equipment / Comments

EXHIBIT B - Page 1 of 3

Room or Space
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
0

1
0
0

No. of
Spaces

Animals
per Space
-

0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
24
0

1
6
1
4
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
16
12
0

Animals Animals to
per Space be Housed

1
6
1
4
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
1

0

1

12
0

No. of
Spaces

SECTION C - ANIMAL HOUSING - INTERIOR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
17
18
19
20

Adoption Dog Runs - Jumbo
Adoption Dog Runs - Standard
Stray Dog Runs - Jumbo
Stray Dog Runs - Standard
Nursing Mother Dogs - Jumbo
Medical Isolation Dog Runs
Strict Medical Isolation Dog Runs
Quarantine Dog Runs
Puppy Pens / Small Dog Breeds
Transfer Dog Runs - Jumbo
Transfer Dog Runs - Standard
TOTAL DOGS:
Adoption Cat Room - Adult
Adoption Cat Room - Kitten
Cat Community Rooms
(18 SF / cat Free Roam)
Stray Cat Room - Adult
Stray Cat Room - Feral
Stray Cat Room - Kitten
Nursing Mother Cats
Medical Isolation Cats - Non-Viewable
Strict Medical Isolation Cats - Non-Viewable
Quarantine Cat Room - Viewable by public
TOTAL CATS:

21 Other Animals
Subtotal:
Net to Gross SF Factor 30%:
Departmental Gross Area:

Room or Space
Adoption Dog Runs - Jumbo
Adoption Dog Runs - Standard
Stray Dog Runs - Jumbo
Stray Dog Runs - Standard
Nursing Mother Dog Runs - Jumbo
Medical Isolation Runs
Strict Medical Isolation Dog Runs
Dog Quarantine Runs
Puppy Runs / Small Dog Breeds
Transfer Runs - Jumbo
Transfer Runs - Standard
Cat Sun Porch

1
6
1
4
2
2
1

SECTION D - ANIMAL HOUSING - EXTERIOR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Subtotal:
Departmental Gross Area:
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6.0
5.0
6.0
5.0
6.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
5.0

8.0

6.0
5.0
6.0
5.0
6.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
4.0
8.0

Size
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Size
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
4.0
4.0
6.0
6.0

9.0

8.0
6.0
8.0
6.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
6.0
6.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

SF of
Walkway
Total SF

Adjacent to or Near

EXHIBIT B

Equipment / Comments

See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run.
See corresponding Exterior Run
See corresponding Exterior Run

SF of
Each

-

66
330
66
220
30
25
30
25
30
20
20
25
25
30
25

Each cat is housed in a 2-compartment cage.

90
90

36
30
36
30
36
24
24
20
20
36
30
204
102
102
-

See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run
See corresponding Interior Run

Equipment / Comments

Each cat is housed in a 2-compartment cage.

Each cat is housed in a 2-compartment cage.

12

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

1,270
381
1,651

Total SF

Adjacent to or Near

5
72
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

SF of
Each
48
30
48
30
48
32
32
30
30
48
32
64

48
180
48
120
60
60
64
580
580

EXHIBIT B - Page 2 of 3

1
80

250

SF of
Each

100

80

250

Total SF

shared for dogs and cats

Near Lobby and Sally Counter with sink, under counter refrigerator,
scales, Exam table, 2 cat cages, grooming tub
Port

EXHIBIT B

1 Animal Receiving
1
100

120

SECTION E - ANIMAL SUPPORT AREA - INTERIOR

2 Get Acquainted Rooms
1
120

120

Total SF

EXHIBIT B - Page 3 of 3

backing in is acceptable, space for chest type
freezer
Chain-link fenced enclosure within Sally Port
event material to be kept in trailer
Chain-link fenced enclosure within Sally Port
Chain-link fenced enclosure within Sally Port

Equipment / Comments

Cleaning supplies, pressure wash equipment,
space for janitor's sink, trash cans, Utility sink
to wash litter pans, etc.

one Residential washer and one dryer with
folding table, shelves for clean laundry and
space for carts.

Counter with 2-compartment sink, no
commercial dishwasher, under-counter
refrigerator. Metal shelves for food.

Equipment / Comments

3 Animal Kitchen
1
120

80

Adjacent to or Near

4 Food and Litter Storage
1

80

150

No. of
Rooms

5 Laundry

1

150

Room or Space

6 Cleaning Equipment Room
1

SF of
Each

500

900
270
1,170

50

500
50
50

50
50
50
550
550

Adjacent to or Near

7 Mechanical/ Elec Room

Subtotal:
Net to Gross SF Factor 30%:
Departmental Gross Area:

1
0
1
1

1

No. of
Rooms

SECTION F - ANIMAL SUPPORT AREA - EXTERIOR
Room or Space

General Storage
Event Storage
Trap Storage
Crate Storage

1 Enclosed Sally Port ( space for one trucks)
2
3
4
5
Subtotal:
Departmental Gross Area:

Shelter Planners of America, Copyright ©

EXHIBIT C
OPINION OF PROBABLE COST
Amelia Public Animal Shelter
DATE: 4-22-2021
Based on New Construction on a New Site:

Fully Enclosed Space - SF
Exterior Space - SF
Total SF :

4,203
1,130
5,333

Fully Enclosed Space
A
B
C
D

Administrative Areas
Medical Clinic
Animal Housing - Interior
Animal Support Areas - Interior
Subtotals:

Exterior Space

New
Construction
Total SF
1,382
1,651
1,170
4,203

LOW
Total Cost at
$218.00
Per SF
$
$
$
$
$

$152.60
Per SF

Total SF

E Animal Housing - Exterior
F Animal Support Areas - Exterior

301,254
359,918
255,060
916,232

HIGH
Total Cost at
$255.00
Per SF

$
1,071,740
Total Cost at
$178.50
Per SF

580
550
1,130

$

172,438

$

201,705

5,333

$

1,088,670

$

1,273,445

$

108,867

$

191,017

$

1,197,537

$

1,464,461

$

225

$

275

(Consulting fee, Surveying, Soil Tests,
Construction Materials Testing, Air Balancing,
Furnishing, Loose Equipment, Computers &
Phone System, etc.)

$

179,631

$

219,669

Contingency

$

68,858

$

84,207

$

1,446,026

$

1,768,337

Subtotals:
Building - Sub-Totals:
Site Work & Parking

Low High
10% 15%

Total Construction Cost
Total Cost / SF
Consider Budgeting for the following:
Soft Costs
15%

5%

Estimated Total Project Cost
*Note: This does not include the cost of land.

Shelter Planners of America, Copyright ©

EXHIBIT C - Page 1 of 1

EXHIBIT D
Fort Bend County Animal Services
Rosenberg, TX

Project Information:
•
•
•
•

Public Bid
Project Delivery Method: Design-Build
Type of Construction: Pre-Engineered Metal Building
Flooring Type in Dog Kennels: Sealed Concrete

•
•
•

Project Size: 5,500 SF
Site Size: 0.25 acres
Quality: Low

CONSTRUCTION COST IN 2021, RICHMOND, VA DOLLARS $198/SF

This is a County owned facility that was built on a tight budget and had to meet
the local flood requirements since this site is in an area subject to flooding. The
facility features ACO offices, a large conference room, and medical clinic The facility is designed to house 38 Dogs and 12 Cats.

ACAS, Amelia Court House, VA 2021

© Copyright 2021 Shelter Planners of America
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Fort Bend County Animal Services
Rosenberg, TX

ACAS, Amelia Court House, VA 2021
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Shelby County Animal Shelter
Sidney, OH

Project Information:
•
•
•
•

Public Bid
Project Delivery Method: Competitive
Type of Construction: Wood
Flooring in Dog Kennels: Epoxy Resinous

•
•
•

Project Size: 9,900 SF
Site Size: 1.5 acres
Quality: High

CONSTRUCTION COST IN 2021, RICHMOND, VA DOLLARS $322/SF

This is a County owned facility that had support from Shelby County Animal Rescue Foundation called SCARF. The facility features a large “Welcome Center”
and an Education Center. The facility is designed to house 48 Dogs and 24 Cats.

ACAS, Amelia Court House, VA 2021

© Copyright 2021 Shelter Planners of America
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Shelby County Animal Shelter
Sidney, OH

ACAS, Amelia Court House, VA 20

© Copyright 2021 Shelter Planners of America
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Universal City Animal Care &
Adoption Center
Universal City, TX

Project Information:
•
•
•
•
•

Publicly Bid
Project Delivery Method: Competitive
Type of Construction: Wood Frame
Flooring in Dog Kennels: Epoxy Resinous
Dog Kenneling: Aluminum

•
•
•
•

50% outside air in Animal Area
Project Size: 7,000 SF
Site Size: 1.5 acres
Quality: Good

CONSTRUCTION COST IN 2021, RICHMOND, VA DOLLARS $365/SF
This is a City owned facility with a courtyard design. The facility features an animal receiving area, dog kennels, cat rooms, staff offices, laundry room, food storage and animal kitchen. The facility is designed to house 31 Dogs and 40 Cats.

ACAS, Amelia Court House, VA 2021

© Copyright 2021 Shelter Planners of America
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Universal City Animal Care &
Adoption Center

ACAS, Amelia Court House, VA 2021
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2023-2027 CIP Project Request
(1) Office/Department
Emergency Management
This project provides direct benefit to Amelia Co. Sheriff's Office, Amelia Co. Volunteer
Fire Department, Amelia Emergency Squad, Amelia Co. Public Schools, as well as other
other county departments need radio communications.
(2) Project Title
County Radio System Upgrade
Project Priority _____1______
Year Required _2023________

Planning
Commission
Use

(3) Project Description (Include sketches, appraisals, plans, etc.)
See Attachment 1

Attachment # 1
(4) Project Justification (Include ramifications if project is not implemented)
See Attachment 2

Attachment # 2
(5) Cost (Include staffing needs, annual O&M requirements, planning/engineering,
equipment/furniture, acquisition, construction)
See Attachment 3

Attachment # 3
(6) Funding source(s)
◊ Current Revenue ______
◊ Revenue Bond ______
◊ General Obligation Bond _____
◊ Capital Reserve Fund ______

Data Source: CTA Consultants LLC

◊
◊
◊
◊

Grant (Type) ______
Loan (Type) ______
Special Assessment ______
Other _________________

Requestor _Kent Emerson________________ Date _11/22/2021__
Planning Commission Meeting _____________________
Date/Time

Planning Commission Comments: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

2023-2027 CIP Project Request
(1) Office/Department
Emergency Management
This project provides direct benefit to Amelia Co. Sheriff's Office, Amelia Co. Volunteer
Fire Department, Amelia Emergency Squad, Amelia Co. Public Schools, as well as other
other county departments need radio communications.
(2) Project Title
County Radio System Upgrade
Project Priority _____1______
Year Required _2024________

Planning
Commission
Use

(3) Project Description (Include sketches, appraisals, plans, etc.)
See Attachment 1

Attachment # 1
(4) Project Justification (Include ramifications if project is not implemented)
See Attachment 2

Attachment # 2
(5) Cost (Include staffing needs, annual O&M requirements, planning/engineering,
equipment/furniture, acquisition, construction)
See Attachment 3

Attachment # 3
(6) Funding source(s)
◊ Current Revenue ______
◊ Revenue Bond ______
◊ General Obligation Bond _____
◊ Capital Reserve Fund ______

Data Source: CTA Consultants LLC

◊
◊
◊
◊

Grant (Type) ______
Loan (Type) ______
Special Assessment ______
Other _________________

Requestor _Kent Emerson________________ Date _11/22/2021__
Planning Commission Meeting _____________________
Date/Time

Planning Commission Comments: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Attachment # 1 – Project Description
This project is a multi-phase, multi-year project to upgrade the county-wide radio system, to include all public
safety agencies, other county agencies, as well as the public school system.
Phase 1 was completed in 2021 for $40,000. This phase completed a radio system needs assessment for Amelia
County, including all public safety agencies, public school system, as well as other county departments with
radio communications needs.
Phase 2 is currently in process with a completion date of 2022 for a cost of $84,593. This phase is the final
“planning” phase of the project and will include the development of technical specifications for a new radio
system, creation of a bid document, a competitive bid process, and selection of vendor for a new county radio
system.
We are currently seeking funding for Phase 3 of this project which will be the first step of construction and
installation of a new radio system. As we do not currently have the bids that will be completed during Phase 2
above, and will not have them until md-2022, the cost figures we are currently using are those estimates created
during Phase 1 mentioned above (See Page 8 of the Executive Summary of the Radio System Assessment Report,
Attachment # 3). The overall estimated cost of a new radio system is $5,793,900. We are currently seeking 50%
of this amount, or $2,896,950.
We plan to seek the remainder of the cost in next year’s CIP cycle. This is currently estimated to be $2,896,950.
However, as the bids for the new system will be known by next year, we do anticipate some final adjustments to
next year’s actual request.

Attachment # 2 – Project Justification
The current radio system(s) contain obsolete equipment and are disparate systems. New and repair equipment
for the current radio system are becoming harder to find, and equipment that is purchased to work with the
current system will not function when we are forced to move to a new system, thereby causing lost funding.
The current system utilizes analog technology, which is being phased out by manufacturers. One of the new
needs for radio system improvement is movement to digital technology. In addition to being forced forward
into digital technology, we also need to increase our
radio system coverage into areas without current coverage, which cause a safety concern for our public safety
personnel. And we need to work towards eliminating single points of failure in our system so that the entire
system cannot be brought down by one problem. The new system will also enable better communication
between agencies.
We have currently spent $124,593 in funding for the proper planning activities in Phases 1 and 2. Failure to
keep the overall project moving forward could result in having to spend future funds to update the work already
completed. Technology changes rapidly, so a delay in moving the project forward could cost more just to get
back to the point at which we are currently.

Attachment # 3 – Cost
As mentioned in Attachment # 1 above, we are currently seeking an estimated 50% of what we believe the
overall installation cost to be for the new radio system, or $2,896,950. We plan to seek the additional funding
next year. The following is the Executive Summary of the Radio System Assessment Report created by CTA
Consultants LLC, as mentioned in Attachment # 1 above. Grant funding will be sought if available during the
project.

Amelia County, Virginia
Executive Summary
Radio System Assessment Report

May 2021

Amelia County, Virginia
Radio Communications Assessment
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Executive Summary
Amelia County contracted CTA Consultants LLC (CTA) to provide an assessment of their public safety and school
communications operations and make recommendations for a future public safety radio communications system
to serve the County Sheriff’s Office and 9-1-1, Volunteer Fire Departments, Emergency Management, Emergency
Squad, Public Schools, and other agencies such as Public Works and Department of Community Development.
Amelia County is just southwest of the State Capital of Richmond, covering 360 square miles with a population of
13,000. Amelia County borders 6 counties operating communications systems in different frequency bands.
As part of the assessment, CTA interviewed Amelia County Emergency Management Services, the Sheriff’s
Department and Dispatch Supervisor, Amelia Emergency Squad, Amelia County Volunteer Fire Department, the
County School Representative, and Public Works Department. CTA also surveyed the radio system site at
Cheathams Road and the school system repeater site at the water tower on Goodes Bridge Road. All information
gathered was used to evaluate the existing systems, determine future operational and technical requirements,
and develop viable approaches to upgrade or replace the existing radio system.

Assessment
Amelia County agencies provide public safety services throughout the County and primarily use their radio system
to communicate with Dispatch and to provide Mutual Aid to:
 Town of Crewe
 Chesterfield County
 Town of Blackstone
 Powhatan County
 Dinwiddie County
 Cumberland County
 Prince Edward County
 Nottoway County
Amelia County has a three channel, VHF, conventional, analog radio system. The three channels provide
dispatch for the Sheriff’s Office, Fire, and Emergency Squad, respectively. The system consists of one RF
repeater site at Cheathams Road and a one remote satellite receiver site at the Tyson feed mill, located off
Highway 360, just south of the Amelia / Nottoway County line in Nottoway County. Amelia Public Schools operate
on a UHF Analog system between the buses and the bus garage.
CTA asked radio system users to identify coverage problem areas on a large map of the County. CTA digitally
recreated the map showing the coverage problem areas as shown in Figure ES-1. All the Amelia County
agencies share many of the same problems with the current radio system. The most common issues and
concerns are:



Lack of Redundancy—the current radio system lacks back
up equipment and has a single repeater site, presenting a
single point of failure.




Coverage is lacking and/or weak around County borders.




Equipment, both repeaters and the consolettes, are
reaching the end of their useful life to safely provide
communications for the County.
Lack of Interoperability.
Lack of Capacity—crowding and interference occur when
more than once incident occurs simultaneously.
Figure ES-1: Coverage Problem Areas

www.cta-c.com
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System Alternatives
CTA worked with the County to identify the following potential alternatives to implement a public safety grade
radio system that will provide reliable communications for Amelia County:









Do Nothing
Upgrade Existing Radio Systems
700/800 MHz DMR Radio System
700/800 MHz P25 Conventional Radio System
700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2 Trunked Simulcast Radio System
Join Powhatan County’s 800 MHz P25 Radio System
Join a Neighboring 700/800 MHz P25 Trunked Radio System

CTA understands Redundancy is a major concern for all Amelia County radio users. Our analysis of each of the
alternatives takes into account the necessary elements for system Redundancy. Additionally, CTA weighs
coverage, capacity, and interoperability as overarching system considerations when developing our System
Alternatives. The ability of a public safety communications system to meet the requirements of the users will rely
heavily upon meeting these system considerations.
Coverage:
Coverage is one of the most important aspects of any public safety radio system, as radio system coverage
determines whether first responders can communicate effectively in emergency situations.
Based upon preliminary coverage estimations, 4 sites may provide public safety grade (95%) portable outdoor
coverage for the Amelia County service area in the 700/800 MHz band. 700/800 MHz frequencies provide good
mobile and portable radio coverage in areas that do not have greatly varying terrain such as Amelia County.
Capacity:
Based upon preliminary capacity estimations a trunked DMR system will need 3 channels for each of the 4 sites,
requiring a total of 12 channels; a P25 Phase 1 Conventional System will require 6 channels; and a P25 Phase 2
Trunked Simulcast system will require 4 channels.
Interoperability:
Interoperability for the local jurisdictions operating around Amelia County is critically important and must be
considered as we look at potential system alternatives. CTA developed an interoperability chart as part of the
interview process, which clearly shows the need for Law Enforcement, Fire, and EMS to be able to communicate
directly with each other in emergency situations. It also reflects the need for users to communicate with other
agencies outside of the local jurisdictions, and the ability to use dedicated channels to communicate directly with
each other without overloading the primary dispatch channels.

www.cta-c.com
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Based upon our analyses and these considerations we evaluated the viability of each potential alternative:



Do Nothing Alternative
Amelia County may consider staying the course and continue to communicate using the existing radio
systems. Under this course of action, significant costs will be incurred just to maintain today’s
communications with no improvements. Coverage will continue to be severely inadequate. Capacity will
continue to be limited. Interoperability will remain fragmented both within and outside of Amelia County.
Overall communications will not improve, there will continue to be lack of Redundancy, and Amelia County
will be no closer to its goal of safe and reliable communications for its public safety users.



Upgrade Existing Radio Systems
Amelia County can upgrade their existing radio system, keeping the same general technical configuration
used today with few operational changes and no change to the overall functionality of the radio systems. The
first step must be replacement of equipment not supported by the vendor past 2021. An additional 1 to 2
tower sites may be needed to improve the coverage for the existing radio systems. Additionally, existing
vehicular repeaters can be upgraded to improve the portable coverage. Without licensing additional
frequencies, there may not be enough capacity on the existing systems to allow Amelia County’s public safety
personnel to communicate effectively. Upgrading the existing radio systems in Amelia County is not a
sustainable alternative and does not provide public safety grade coverage, capacity, and interoperability for all
public safety users in Amelia County.



700/800 MHz DMR Trunked Radio System
Amelia County can implement a DMR radio system, however this alternative still does not provide Amelia
County a sustainable public safety grade system that will provide reliable mission critical communications for
the next 15-20 years. There will be many other obstacles to overcome, not the least of which is the difficulty
in achieving the desired level of interoperability with neighboring jurisdictions. Interoperability gateways and
P25 control stations will be needed to be able to communicate with all surrounding jurisdictions, as DMR
radios are not compatible with P25 radio systems or subscriber units. Amelia County dispatchers will need to
patch channels/talk groups together, or the dispatchers can relay information from surrounding jurisdictions to
Amelia County’s public safety personnel for mutual aid scenarios.



700/800 MHz P25 Conventional Simulcast Radio System
Amelia County can implement a new 700/800 MHz Simulcast P25 Conventional Simulcast Radio System,
which will provide a public safety grade, reliable, mission critical voice and data communications for all first
responders in Amelia County. This alternative moves all the County’s public safety agencies to the 700/800
MHz frequency band. The P25 standards facilitate interoperability by allowing any P25 certified radio
subscriber to operate on any P25 system infrastructure regardless of the system vendor. This alternative will
allow Amelia County to have dedicated channels for specific groups and users. Interoperability will be
seamless for other surrounding Counties with P25 subscribers coming into Amelia County. This alternative
will provide the needed public safety grade coverage and provide capacity for all users in Amelia County that
desire to participate in the system.



700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2 Trunked Radio System
Amelia County can replace their existing systems with a new 700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2 Trunked Simulcast
Radio System, which will provide a public safety grade, reliable, mission critical voice and data
communications for all first responders. This alternative moves all the County’s public safety agencies to the
700/800 MHz frequency band. In a Phase 2 Trunked Radio System, Amelia County will need multi-band
band radios or control stations with patches to easily communicate with surrounding jurisdictions that do not
have 700/800 MHz P25 systems. Multi-band radios are significantly more expensive than single band radios.

www.cta-c.com
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To achieve interoperability with mutual aid agencies coming into Amelia County, VHF and UHF control
stations will need to be connected by interoperability gateways so Amelia County dispatchers can patch the
UHF and 700/800 MHz channels together. However, this option provides seamless interoperability with
surrounding jurisdictions who are also using 700/800 MHz P25 Trunked Radio Systems.



Join Powhatan County’s 800 MHz P25 Trunked Radio System
Amelia County can connect their radio system equipment to the L3Harris 800 MHz P25 Phase 2 Trunked
simulcast radio system that is currently being implemented in Powhatan County. This option will provide
public safety grade, reliable, mission critical voice and data communications for all first responders in Amelia
County. This alternative moves all the County’s public safety agencies to the 700/800 MHz frequency band.
We estimate 3 additional sites will be needed in Amelia County to meet coverage requirements. Amelia
County will be required to sign a Memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Powhatan County and pay a
percentage of the use and maintenance costs for any shared equipment. Powhatan is considering a TDMA
control channel, which complicates interoperability for Amelia County and may require the County to purchase
L3Harris’ high tier portables and mobiles for all users, increasing costs. The interoperability issues caused by
the L3Harris TDMA control channel will require additional infrastructure equipment to make Amelia County
interoperable with all surrounding jurisdictions. This system can provide a reliable public safety grade system
with improved coverage and increased capacity.



Join a Neighboring 700/800 MHz P25 Trunked Radio System
Amelia County can potentially use one of the neighboring jurisdictions’ tower sites if the location is close to
the border of both Counties. There is a possibility of two counties sharing a radio system, and potentially
using each other’s Dispatch Centers as a backup in the event that their primary Dispatch Center becomes
non-operational. There is a potential for some cost savings by sharing tower sites and the P25 system core.
However, we do not see a significant opportunity to share sites that would provide coverage into Amelia
County. Therefore, we do not believe there will be a significant cost savings by joining a neighboring P25
radio system. Amelia County may be required to use the same radio manufacturer for subscribers as the
system they are joining, which may limit Amelia County’s available subscriber features to those features
already purchased for the neighboring system.

Ranking
CTA uses an impact analysis process to help evaluate the system alternatives in combination with of all the
information gathered during this needs assessment. The results help narrow down the alternative(s) that best fit
your needs by reflecting how well each alternative meets the needs and requirements of Amelia County’s users.
Part of this process is evaluating the rough order of magnitude (ROM) costs for each alternative. The totals are
summarized below.
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ALTERNATIVES SUMMARY
DMR 700/800 MHz
Trunked Radio
System

700 MHz P25
Conventional System

700 MHz P25 Phase 2
Trunked System

Join Powhatan **
800 MHz P25 Trunked
System

Join a Neighboring
700/800 MHz P25
Trunked System

System Functionality /
System Reliability

Not Public Safety
Grade

Public Safety P25

Public Safety P25

Public Safety P25

Public Safety P25

Coverage / Sites

4

4

4

5
(2 Powhatan & 3 Amelia)

4

Capacity / Frequency
Pairs Needed

12

6 (Plus additional TAC
channels)

4

4

4

Operability

All users on same
system

All users on same system

All users on same system

All users on same system

All users on same system

Operational Control

Full

Full

Full

Limited

Limited

Features

Significantly Limited
Features Available

All Features Available

Limited to Core System
Features Implemented

Limited to Core System
Features Implemented

Limited Features Available

Seamless inside of
Seamless inside of
County:
County:
Chesterfield, Dinwiddie, and Chesterfield, Dinwiddie, and Seamless inside of County:
Powhatan
Powhatan
Powhatan

Interoperability

Gateways/Manual
Patch:
Cumberland,
Chesterfield,
Dinwiddie, Nottoway,
Prince Edward, and
Powhatan.

Gateways/Manual Patch
Gateways/Manual Patch
Inside of County:
Inside of County:
Cumberland, Nottoway, and Cumberland, Nottoway, and
Prince Edward
Prince Edward
Seamless Outside of
County:
Cumberland, Nottoway, and
Prince Edward
Gateways/Manual Patch
Outside of County:
Chesterfield, Dinwiddie, and
Powhatan

ROM Costs

$

4,850,000.00

$

6,650,000.00

Seamless Outside of
County:
Chesterfield, Cumberland,
Dinwiddie, Nottoway, and
Prince Edward
Gateways/Manual Patch
Outside of County:
Powhatan
$

7,325,000.00

Gateways/Manual Patch
Inside of County:
Chesterfield, Cumberland,
Dinwiddie, Nottoway, and
Prince Edward
Seamless Outside of
County:
Cumberland, Chesterfield,
Dinwiddie, Nottoway,
Powhatan, and Prince Edward

$

7,500,000.00

Seamless inside of
County:
Chesterfield, Dinwiddie,
and Powhatan
Gateways/Manual Patch
Inside of County:
Cumberland, Nottoway, and
Prince Edward
Seamless Outside of
County:
Chesterfield, Cumberland,
Dinwiddie, Nottoway, and
Prince Edward
Gateways/Manual Patch
Outside of County:
Powhatan
$

8,250,000.00

Alternatives Score

409.6

455.6

509.4

463.7

449.6

Alternatives Ranking

5

3

1

2

4

** Powhatan considering migrating to TDMA control channel, which may lead to interoperability concerns and increased costs.

Table ES-1 Alternative Summary

When comparing the results of each alternative, it is clear that the options related to moving all users to a single
radio system in the 700/800 MHz frequency band are the highest ranked alternatives for Amelia County. The
overall highest ranked alternative is a standalone Amelia County 700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2 trunked simulcast
radio system.
Upgrading the existing systems within Amelia County will provide the needed public safety grade
coverage, capacity, and interoperability for all current public safety and non-public safety radio users
within the County for the next 15+ years. In CTA’s opinion, a standalone 700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2
trunked simulcast radio system is the BEST FIT for Amelia County.
Basis of Best Fit
 Coverage
 Interoperability
 Long Term Costs
 Cost Effectiveness
 Competitive Procurement
 Dispatch Operational Concept
 Flexibility in channel/talk group structure

www.cta-c.com
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Conceptual Design
The new configuration will operate in the 700/800 MHz public safety band and use new licensed 700/800 MHz
frequencies. The design also links the Dispatch Center into the system with a Microwave link. The design
includes improvements for important auxiliary systems, such as the existing paging system, consoles, and fixed
control stations, and will provide adequate radio coverage for Amelia County. This new system will provide
reliable public safety grade service for the next 15-20 years. This architecture may be procured turnkey, or via
separate procurements using an open and competitive Request for Proposals (RFP) from a variety of system
vendors.
This conceptual design addresses the following
overarching technical concerns:



Aging, support-limited radio system, subscriber
units, and dispatch consoles



Lack of capacity causing interference from users
talking over each other





Countywide coverage issues
Portable outdoor coverage issues
Portable in-building coverage issues

Figure ES-2 Conceptual Design Block Diagram

Coverage
We performed an analysis of the potential coverage a 700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2 trunked system can provide.
Our goal is to evaluate the total coverage that can be delivered by using existing tower sites which are locality
owned, existing state-owned sites, or existing commercial sites. We individually studied the existing towers sites
and nearby potential towers.
After analyzing the coverage advantages and disadvantages of the various tower sites considered above, we
concluded the base configuration that best meets the County’s stakeholder needs is 4 RF sites in a P25 trunked
simulcast site design. We tried to avoid using greenfield tower sites; however, our conceptual design includes
one greenfield site on County-owned property, as there are no existing towers to fill the coverage gaps.
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Figures ES-3 – ES-4 illustrate the performance of this configuration at the two coverage levels needed by County
agencies: mobile, and portable outdoor.

Figure ES-3 P25 Mobile Conceptual Coverage

Figure ES-4 P25 Portable Outdoors Balanced Conceptual
Coverage

Indoor coverage issues were identified by public safety agencies. There are several approaches to improving
indoor coverage. Our recommended approach is to install bidirectional amplifiers (BDAs) in specific buildings that
have inadequate coverage according to the coverage testing results.
Interoperability
The new infrastructure will include interoperability gateway equipment so the Dispatch Center can continue to
communicate to the identified regional agencies.
Redundancy
The new Amelia County radio system will feature redundancy in both simulcast control equipment, and the
system core equipment. The communications center and one additional transmit tower site will house a
redundant set of equipment. Our conceptual design arbitrarily houses the redundant core equipment and
simulcast control at the VSP tower site, as the location is easily accessible even in severe weather emergencies.
The forthcoming RFP can offer one or both locations.
Connectivity
Utilizing a microwave network is a common way to ensure highly reliable radio system connectivity. To function
reliably, the radio system requires a highly reliable telecommunications backbone to connect the radio system
tower sites and the Amelia Dispatch Center. Reliability is a function of equipment and path redundancy, as well
as path dependability. This reliability is most often provided by a dedicated digital microwave system. For the
Amelia County radio system, there will be a public safety grade microwave network configured in a ring topology,
or with Monitored Hot Stand-By (MHSB) equipment for microwave spur links.

www.cta-c.com
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Opinion of Probable Costs
The opinion of probable cost represents the conceptual system design operating in the 700/800 MHz frequency
band and using mostly existing sites. The system includes the radio infrastructure, any upgrades to the physical
facilities, upgrades to the paging system, a microwave system, dispatch consoles, subscriber equipment, vendor
services, consulting, and contingency funds.

Amelia County, VA
Cost
Elements

700 MHz P25 Phase 2 Radio System
List
Negotiated
Competitive
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate

MULTI-VENDOR
ESTIMATE

RADIO INFRASTRUCTURE

$

2,060,000 $

1,998,200 $

1,957,000 $

1,957,000

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

$

325,500 $

325,500 $

315,700 $

315,700

MICROWAVE SYSTEM

$

582,300 $

582,300 $

582,300 $

465,800

PHYSICAL FACILITIES

$

1,304,500 $

1,304,500 $

1,304,500 $

847,900

SUBSCRIBERS

$

2,151,800 $

1,829,000 $

1,613,900 $

1,570,800

VENDOR SERVICES

$

991,600 $

942,000 $

922,200 $

775,000

DISCOUNT

$

- $

(792,700) $

(1,562,100) $

SPARES - SUBSCRIBERS

$

40,600 $

34,500 $

30,500 $

25,200

SPARES - FIXED NETWORK

$

132,000 $

132,000 $

125,400 $

125,400

CONSULTING

$

240,000 $

240,000 $

240,000 $

312,000

CONTINGENCY (5%)

$

379,400 $

317,800 $

264,500 $

239,000

RADIO SYSTEM TOTAL

$

8,207,700 $

6,913,100 $

5,793,900 $

5,331,400

$

260,100 $

260,100 $

260,100 $

208,100

MAINTENANCE (After 1 year warranty)

(1,302,400)

Table ES-2 Opinion of Probable Cost – 700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2 Trunked Simulcast Radio System

Recommendations
Amelia County urgently needs to upgrade the existing public safety communications system to protect
your public safety users. Your current systems have reached the end of their usable life and their ability to be
supported. Spare parts are becoming scarce, which will lead to potentially dangerous system issues.
Public Safety radio communications within the County are characterized by poor portable coverage in some
areas, both in-buildings and outdoors, as well as aging equipment. These major deficiencies, plus other
operational and technical concerns, currently inhibit public safety personnel from operating at full capacity and
efficiency. Mutual aid between the surrounding Counties and Amelia County routinely occurs, and without the
ability to communicate with all public safety personnel in these jurisdictions, users will find themselves in
potentially dangerous conditions.
As recently as the last ice storm in February 2021, major communications system outages caused your public
safety users to implement extraordinary measures to communicate at the most basic levels.
The public safety personnel in the County have made valiant efforts to provide necessary services to your citizens
using the communications resources made available to them. We believe the County recognizes the potential
advantages of designing and implementing a Public Safety Radio System that will address the needs of the
Sheriff’s Office, Fire, EMS, and Schools.
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CTA recommends Amelia County procure and install a 700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2 Trunked Simulcast Radio
System consisting of 4 RF sites and 4 channels.
A well designed, implemented, and tested radio system will provide the public safety users in Amelia County:



Simplified communications – removing the dispatch communications relay barriers and differences in
equipment and capabilities from agency to agency.



The ability to communicate as needed – within the guidelines of organizational structure, users can push to
talk with those they need to. Equipment is no longer a barrier, and with cooperative agreements, political
boundaries are less of a barrier. The tools are in place for true interoperable communications.



Consistently dependable system – uniform design, deployment, operation, and maintenance of the system
means robust equipment will be designed for the task, placed where it is needed, and users will be able to
depend on reliable service every day.

Go Forward Plan of Action
1. Initiate planning and budgeting for a new 700/800 MHz P25 Phase 2 Trunked System.
2. Identify and submit grants to support the cost of the system.
3. Review and approve the upgraded radio communications conceptual design contained in this report. Work
with CTA to complete any adjustments in preparation for specifications development.
4. Any new replacement subscriber radios, whose lifecycle is anticipated to span into new upgraded P25
infrastructure, should be P25 capable.
5. Adopt Project 25 (P25) technology as the interoperability standard for Amelia County. This will help maintain
interoperability with some surrounding jurisdictions operating on P25 systems.
6. Prepare a set of functional specifications, scope of work, and terms and conditions in preparation for issuance
of Request for Proposals. Construct the RFP package targeting a competitive multi-vendor procurement. We
recommend the specifications allow the following to be examined and evaluated for each proposal:




Overall viability of the configuration



Guaranteed (95%) coverage over the
Amelia County service area



Redundancy and Backup Failure Modes



Fifteen-year life cycle costs, including
keeping the number of tower sites as low as
possible while retaining the requisite
coverage for mobile and portable units, both
outdoors and inside buildings



Degree to which the system requirements
are addressed

Communications throughput and
performance, matched to consider present
and future voice needs

7. Implement a digital microwave network as a stand-alone, fault tolerant, dedicated emergency system to
provide long-term cost savings and improved reliability.
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8. Retain CTA to provide implementation oversight for the following items:














Project Kickoff Meeting
System Design
Frequency Licensing
Physical Facilities Site Upgrades
Detailed Design Review




Radio System Staging Test
Microwave System Staging Test
Radio System Installation
Microwave System Installation
Site Inspections
o Physical Facilities Completion
o Equipment Installation Completion
o Final Acceptance

www.cta-c.com





Field Acceptance Testing
o Radio System Testing
o Subscriber Radio Testing
o Microwave Network Testing
o Coverage Testing
Fleet Mapping Workshop

Training
o Radio User Training
o System Administrator Training
o Console User Training
o Maintenance Training
System Cutover

Final Documentation/ System As-builts
Review
Final Acceptance

+1-800-878-1436
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An Interesting Architectural History
• Designed by Charles M. Robinson who designed many of the buildings of
James Madison University, Mary Washington University, Radford, and the
College of William & Mary.
• Mr. Robinson also designed many public school buildings as the
Commonwealth of Virginia began supporting the development of high
schools in rural areas and small towns.
• Constructed in 1910-1911 as a modern building that was seen as evidence
of the “progress in Amelia” and “social development of the County” by
local newspapers.
• Because of the connection to Charles M. Robinson, the building is very
likely eligible for the State and National Registers of Historic Places.
• If nominated and accepted, the building would be eligible for 25% state
and 20% federal Historic Tax Credits for qualified improvements which are
typically sold through a tax credit syndicator bringing needed cash into the
project.

Alignment with Comprehensive Plan
•

Major Goal #1: Community Character and Vision – Protect the rural
character, cultural heritage, and scenic beauty of the County. Recognize
that these are valuable and irreplaceable resources.

•

Strategy and Implementation Objective F under the above item – Create
policies and plans for the Courthouse Village that recognize and respect
the scale and ambience of its existing community character.

•

Major Goal #9: Culture, History, and Recreation – Preserve, expand and
promote Amelia’s historic sites, landmarks, parks, community attractions,
recreational opportunities, and open space areas in ways that bring
tourism revenue to County businesses.

Market Conditions
• The ages of the County’s 13,265 residents are very favorable.
• Incomes and housing costs are lower than the statewide averages.
• Retail leakages of sales to other localities are significant, except for gas
stations.
• Amelia’s retail and traffic are centered on Patrick Henry Highway, U.S.
Route 360, while Amelia Courthouse is very “quiet.”
• There is limited demand for new housing, particularly multifamily housing.
• Community input – many have expressed a desire to use the Hindle
Building for a community center.

Physical Conditions
• A foursquare building.
• The building is structurally very solid, but portions of the interior are in
very poor condition.
• All of the electrical, plumbing, and mechanical systems are dated and
would need to be replaced.
• As previously determined, lead-based paint and asbestos are present in the
building.
• There are remnants of three heating systems and a unique original
ventilation system.
• The large windows are an asset, but will require significant repair.
• Some rooms have significant moisture damage, peeling paint, and falling
plaster.
• The basement has a coal bin and two dilapidated bathrooms.

Three Potential Scenarios
•

Scenario #1 – as an apartment building with studio apartments on
all three floors owned privately.

•

Scenario #2 – as a publicly owned community center with public
uses on all floors.

•

Scenario #3 – as a mixed-use building with a mix of public and retail
(restaurant) uses on the first floor, apartments on the second floor,
and public use as a community center in the basement, privately
owned with leases for the public and retail uses.

•

Common factors:
o
o
o
o

High construction cost environment.
A goal of maintaining the building’s historic character.
An elevator and fire suppression system.
Leaving the old boilers as artifacts and using the coal storage
bin for mechanical/storage only.

Community
Center, 1st
Floor

Apartments,
2nd Floor

Pro Formas
• Depending on the scenario, the combined hard and soft costs range from $2.9
million as apartments to $2.3 million as a community center, with the mixeduse scenario coming in at $2.8 million.
• Scenario #1 – Private redevelopment as apartments would not cash flow well
for the developer/investor(s) even with the use of state and federal Historic
Tax Credits due to the high cost of the renovations/adaptations and low
market-rate residential rents in Amelia County.
• Scenario #3 – Private mixed-use redevelopment also does not cash flow well
even with the Historic Tax credits due to the high costs and both low marketrate residential and low market-rate retail rents.
• Scenario #2 – As a public redevelopment, cash flow is not at play in this
scenario, but the full cost of the renovations/adaptations would fall to the
County at $2.3 million minus $450k in state Historic Tax Credits for a net cost
of $1.85 million plus the cost of equipping the facility.
• An annual operational cost for a community center of $83k should also be
anticipated, with fundraising and rentals helping offset some of the cost.

In Summary
• The adaptive reuse of the Hindle Building provides a chance to preserve an
architecturally significant building that was a key part of the County’s history
and development.
• The adaptive reuse of the Hindle Building does fit well into the Comprehensive
Plan by protecting an historic building, helping to maintain the County’s rural
heritage, and respecting the Courthouse Village’s community character.
• While the Hindle Building does have its challenges, it is structurally sound and
an adaptive reuse is technically feasible.
• A public redevelopment of the Hindle Building as a community center is likely
the only viable use for the building.
• A Hindle Building community center would serve to compliment and enhance
the programs available through the County’s Parks and Recreation Department.
• The adaptive reuse of the Hindle Building would bring extra traffic into Amelia
Courthouse, helping spur revitalization in the area.
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INTRODUCTION

The Hindle Building is located in Amelia
Courthouse in Amelia County, VA. Considered
a part of the Richmond Metro Area, Amelia
Courthouse is 40 miles southwest of Downtown
Richmond, VA and only a 20-minute drive
from some of the far-flung suburbs of
Chesterfield County. While a part of the
Richmond Metro Area, Amelia County is one
of the more rural counties in the region and its
citizens are quite proud of that status. The 2020
Census counted 13,265 residents spread across
the County’s 359 square miles.
The Hindle Building, located at the northwest
corner of the intersection of Washington Street
and Dunn Road in unincorporated Amelia
Courthouse was constructed as the Amelia
High School in 1910-1911 as part of a statewide
push to provide high school education in rural
communities. The building served that purpose
and as a school facility for other grades for
many decades. It currently stands vacant across
the street from the second-generation high
school building that now serves as the County
Administrative offices.

•

Major Goal #1: Community Character
and Vision – Protect the rural character,
cultural heritage, and scenic beauty of
the County. Recognize that these are
valuable and irreplaceable resources.

•

Strategy and Implementation Objective
F under the above item – Create policies
and plans for the Courthouse Village that
recognize and respect the scale and
ambience of its existing community
character.

•

Major Goal #9: Culture, History, and
Recreation – Preserve, expand and
promote Amelia’s historic sites, landmarks, parks, community attractions,
recreational opportunities, and open
space areas in ways that bring tourism
revenue to County businesses.

1.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES
The County consulted twice with Dave
McCormack of Waukeshaw Development out
of Petersburg, VA to gain the perspective of a
developer as to what could be done with the
building. His take was that the building
represented too small of an opportunity for the
cost involved in redeveloping it, particularly in
a small market.

Amelia County has grappled with what to do
with the Hindle Building for many years. As
outlined in this section, several explorations
regarding the buildings condition have been
undertaken previously.
Yet, the question
remains – What should we do with the Hindle
Building?

The County has had professional physical
examinations of the building done, one a
structural examination, the other an analysis of
the hazardous materials present in the building.
Additionally, the County solicited a cost estimate for mitigating the hazardous materials/
conditions. All three of the reports from these
examinations are included in the appendix of
this study.

1.1 AN IMPORTANT QUESTION
Apart from the obvious questions stated above,
there is another question that needs to be asked
and answered early on in deliberations
regarding the Hindle Building – How does a
revitalized Hindle Building fit into the County’s
comprehensive plan? Though the Amelia Comprehensive Plan 2017 does not specifically
mention the Hindle Building, it does provide
some helpful guidance:

1.3 THIS STUDY
This current study was authorized by the
County in order to provide more detail as to the
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potential future uses for the Hindle Building,
the market for such uses, the costs associated
with redeveloping the building, and the overall
viability of adaptively reusing the building. The
timing of this study is important because the
building’s current condition is sufficiently
sound so as to support an opportunity for
redevelopment. However, that opportunity
may be fading fast because 100+ year-old
buildings like the Hindle Building deteriorate at
a quicker pace with each passing year.
The time is fast approaching when one of
several decisions has to be made:
•

“Button up” the building more tightly for
a long-haul mothballing; or

•

Put it back into productive use via a
viable adaptive reuse; or

•

Demolish it.

All of that being said and before jumping into
the meat of this analysis, a bit more about the
Hindle Building’s architectural history is in
order.
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AN INTERESTING
ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY

Because of the potential to use federal and state
Historic Tax Credits to help capitalize the cost
of construction associated with an adaptive
reuse of the Hindle Building, it was important
to clearly establish its eligibility for these credits.
In order to utilize state and federal Historic Tax
Credits (nominally valued at 25% and 20%
respectively), a building must be over 50 years
old and be either a contributing building within
a state and federally recognized historic district
or be individually listed on the Virginia and
Federal Registers of Historic Places. Though
Amelia County has a number of historic
properties, it does not have any recognized
historic districts. Additionally, the Hindle
Building is not individually registered.

The Hindle Building’s most likely path to
nomination and listing would be the third
criteria listed above. An initial review of data
and information related to the architecture for
the building yielded several references to the
architect of the building, Richmond-based
Charles M. Robinson (1867-1932). However,
none of the references provided a clear
connection between Robinson and the Hindle
Building. Finding clear evidence of Robinson’s
association with the building would be the first
step toward nominating the building for listing.
Robinson was a prolific architect, mainly
designing institutional buildings for schools and
churches. His designs included:
•

1. Are associated with events that have
made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history; or

The original buildings of the State
Normal Schools in Harrisonburg (the
current James Madison University),
Fredericksburg (the current Mary Washington University), Radford (the current
Radford University), and Richmond
(the current Albert Hill Middle School)

•

2. Are associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past; or

17 buildings at the College of William
& Mary that mirrored the style of the
original Wren Building

•

20 buildings at Virginia State University

3. Embody the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a
master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant
and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual
distinction; or

•

Cannon Memorial Chapel at the
University of Richmond

•

The Altria Theater (formerly the
Mosque) in Richmond

•

Thomas Jefferson High School, Highland Park Elementary School, and Fox
Elementary School in Richmond

4. Have yielded or may be likely to yield,
information important in history or
prehistory.

•

The Bookbindery Building in Richmond (now adaptively reused as office
space and home to Summit Design and
Engineering Service’s Richmond office)

Nominating a property to be listed on these
historic registers takes time, but is doable if it
meets one of the criteria established by the U.S.
Secretary of the Interior. Buildings or sites that
qualify for nomination and listing are those
that:
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Robinson was also known for designing local
public schools across Virginia, particularly high
school buildings as the Commonwealth of
Virginia began to push for and assist with the
funding of high school education in rural
communities and small towns in the early
1900’s. The images shown below, all buildings
designed by Charles M. Robinson, likely have a
familiar feel to any reader acquainted with the
Hindle Building.

The two buildings to the left also serve as examples of the adaptive potential and possible
new uses for Robinson-designed buildings. The
Arlington Arts Center has operated out of the
old Clarendon High School/Maury School
since 1976. As of July 2021, Stephens City had
received approval of a $2 million loan from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Development Program for renovations to the building
to prepare it for use as the Town offices.

Old Clarendon High School /Maury School
(now the Arlington Arts Center)

Old Lexington High School
(building demolished)

Old Stephens City High School
(currently being considered for new Town offices)

Old Charlotte County Agricultural School
(currently vacant)

Source: Google Streetview

Source: Wikipedia.org

Source: sah-archipedia.org

Source: charlotteva.com
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Even though finding a verifiable Robinson
connection to the Hindle Building was difficult,
continued research finally found a “smoking
gun.” The online archives of the Library of
Congress yielded the notice shown below that
was printed in The Times-Dispatch, Richmond,
VA on February 17, 1910.

2.1 A “MODERN” BUILDING
Another interesting piece of the building’s
history is the many references to it being
“modern.” One is seen in the notice to the left.
In the October 12, 1910 edition of The TimesDispatch the following appeared:
“The new High School at Amelia opened
yesterday morning with an enrolment [sic]
of 120 pupils, and many more are yet to
come.
The building will soon be
completed and equipped with the most
modern [underlining added] heating,
ventilating, and sanitary arrangements,
including water on every floor.”
Found in The Times-Dispatch April 27, 1913
edition were the following praises offered for
the progress being made in Amelia County:
“The introduction of the high school
system, the creation of a splendid central
high school at the county seat, with its
equipment and water supply, which is
pumped from a deep well on its grounds by
a gasolene [sic] engine into a pneumatic
steel tank, placed in its basement, and
supplying
drinking
fountains
and
lavatories, and the establishment of a
workshop and library, besides the fencing
and care of its spacious grounds;…

A digital copy of the notice above was sent to
the Virginia Department of Historic Resources
for its archives, which was glad to receive it
because many of the Robinson rural/small
town school buildings have been torn down or
are threatened and in danger of being
demolished. With this verifiable connection to
Robinson established, project proponents
would likely be successful in nominating the
Hindle Building for the Virginia and Federal
Registers of Historic Places. Similarly, the
property would likely be approved for Historic
Tax Credits on this basis if plans were presented
for an adaptive reuse of the building that
maintained the majority of its architectural and
historic character.

Among the great evidence of progress in
Amelia can also be mentioned the literary
and social development of the community,
as shown in the attendance upon and
interest in the high school events, offered
for the entertainment and instruction of the
people. These entertainments have paid
for many of the improvements at the
school. Thursday night the large auditorium was crowded to overflowing to
witness an operetta entitled “The Gipsy
Queen,” rendered in three acts. The
entertainment was attended by parties
from all over the county and was greatly
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enjoyed, and resulted in a good sum for the
high school improvement fund.”
In many ways, while in its heyday, the
activities, progress toward more modern
schooling, and the unfolding history of the
Hindle Building was very much tied to the
progress and history of Amelia County. That
heyday is illustrated by the photo below from
the collections of the Amelia County Historical
Society.
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THE MARKET

Market data is very hard to come by for small
markets like Amelia Courthouse and even to
some extent, Amelia County as a whole.
However, Census data and other “small” data
can provide some key insights into the general
market in Amelia County and for the Hindle
Building specifically.

percentage is very close to the statewide
figure at 20.8%. As with the elderly
population percentage, this is a very
positive indicator for the County.
•

In 2019 (the last year for which local
comparison numbers are available), the
statewide median household income
stood at $74,222 versus $57,946 for
Amelia County. Costs associated with
rural and small-town living are often
lower than “urban” living. However, in
Amelia’s situation, many Amelia residents are likely stretched financially in
that much of their shopping necessarily
takes place in urban/suburban Richmond where costs are likely higher.

•

In 2019 (the last year for which an
accurate comparison can be made), the
statewide median owner-occupied home
value was $273,100 versus $201,400 for
Amelia County. Lower housing costs
are most likely the factor that allows
many Amelia County residents to
balance their budgets. A lower housing
cost is certainly one of the attractions of
the County, particularly when coupled
with the ability of affording a home with
some surrounding land versus the small
lots of most Richmond homes.

3.1 DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
In the decade ending in 1980, Amelia County
broke out of a decades long pattern of
population decline when it showed a decadal
growth rate of 10.7%. Since then, the County
has continued to grow, albeit at many different
paces over the intervening decades. From 1990
to 2000, the County grew from 8,787 resident to
11,400 residents, a decadal growth rate of
29.7%. At the 2010 Census the County had
12,690 residents representing an 11.3% decadal
increase. However, population growth in the
County declined to a growth rate of 3.4% from
2010 to 2020 as the County’s population
increased to 13,265 residents.
The 2015-2019 American Community Survey
data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau
between Censuses (and the only detailed
numbers currently available since the more
granular 2020 Census data is still being
compiled) provides some key contrasts between
Amelia County and the Commonwealth as a
whole:
•

21.9% of Virginia’s population is age 65
or over.
For Amelia County the
percentage is similar at 21.3%. This
rough equivalency is very positive in that
many rural communities have a much
higher percentage of elderly residents, a
result of out-migration of younger families with children.

•

21.8% of Virginia’s population is under
the age of 18. For Amelia County, this

On the following page can be found a graphic
representation of additional demographic data
with some 5-year projections calculate by Esri,
one of the largest demographic data aggregators
and the company used by Summit Design and
Engineering Services.
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Amelia County, VA
Amelia County, VA (51007)
Geography: County

Prepared by Esri

2021 Population by Race

2021 Population by Age

75.1%

12,000

4.4%

12.0%

10,000

16.5%

<5
5-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

11.7%

8,000

5.1%

6,000

19.9%

4,000
2,000
0

White

Black

12.5%

0.5%

0.6%

Am .Ind.

Asn/Pac

2021 Percent Hispanic Origin:

1.9%

2.1%

Other

Two+

21.3%
16.5%

3.3%

Households
6,000

2021 Home Value
5,318

5,157

4,821

25.6%

5,000

12.1%

4,000
3,000

5.3%

31.3%

2,000

<$100K
$100-199K
$200-299K
$300-399K
$400-499K
$500K+

9.5%

1,000

16.3%

0

Census 2010

2021

2026
2021-2026 Annual Growth Rate
1.75

Percent

2
1.5

0.73

0.62

0.59

1
0.5
0

Population

Households

Median Household Income

Owner Occupied Housing Units

Percent

Household Income
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Source:

2021
2026

<$15K

$15K-$25K

$25K-$35K

$35K-$50K

$50K-$75K

$75K-$100K

U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2021 and 2026. © Esri 2021.
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the critical mass of people and spending necessary to attract retail outlets to the community.

3.2 RETAIL PROFILE
The most telling data when it comes to
understanding the retail market in a community
is that which is garnered from a “retail gap
analysis.” A retail gap occurs when the
spending of the households in a given
community for a good or service is much lower
than would be typical for the population and
households in the community given their
income levels. The gap occurs because the
needed good or service is not available in the
local market and residents have to travel out of
the community to a neighboring market to
spend their money to obtain the desired good or
service.

The numbers in red represent retail surpluses.
Interestingly, the only one of the three surpluses
of any size is for gasoline stations. However,
this is not surprising in that as noted later in this
section, the County has a number of gas stations
that serve travelers and commuters headed to
and from Richmond, including those from
other localities.
While a “sea of red” in a table like this might be
disconcerting, it does serve to point out the
retail opportunities that are waiting to be filled.
One example is the “Food Services and
Drinking Places” industry, where nearly $12
million is flowing out of the County on an
annual basis. If a new restaurant was able to tap
only 10% of this outflow, it would have revenue
of $1.2 million.

Conversely, a retail surplus occurs when the
sales of a good or service exceed the typical
demand for that good or service based on the
number of persons and households in the
community.

One final note regarding the retail market – The
staff of Summit Design and Engineering
Services did investigate the online listings for
retail and commercial space in Amelia County
and surrounding the County to the south, west,
and southwest (at the exclusion of the more
urban markets to the north and northeast).
There were very few listings during the time of
the investigation, but in general, retail/
commercial space was listed for $15 per square
per year or less. Being optimistic, the $15 rate
is used later on in this study in the pro formas.

In the table on the following page is the retail
gap analysis compiled for Amelia County by
Esri. Every number in green represents money
flowing out of Amelia County to purchase
goods and services in neighboring jurisdictions
(mainly the Metro Richmond area). These are
considered the leakages in the local retail
economy. It can be seen that in all but three of
the industry groups, such leakages occur, with a
number of 100% leakages. For rural communities in particular, leakages like those
shown in the table are the result of not having
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Retail MarketPlace Profile
Amelia County, VA
Amelia County, VA (51007)
Geography: County

Prepared by Esri

Summary Demographics
2021 Population

13,503
5,157

2021 Households
2021 Median Disposable Income

$50,488

2021 Per Capita Income

$31,580

NOTE: This database is in mature status. While the data are presented in current year geography, all supply- and demand-related estimates
remain vintage 2017.
NAICS

2017 Industry Summary
Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink
Total Retail Trade
Total Food & Drink
2017 Industry Group
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers

Demand
(Retail Potential)
44$181,359,702
45
722
44-45
$165,518,617

Supply
(Retail Sales)
$92,980,315

Retail Gap
$88,379,387

$89,049,445

Leakage/Surpl
Factor
32.2

Number of
Businesses
64

$76,469,172

30.0

50

722

$15,841,085

$3,930,870

$11,910,215

60.2

14

441

$37,797,952

$21,411,948

$16,386,004

27.7

8

Automobile Dealers

4411

$31,078,092

$19,062,889

$12,015,203

24.0

2

Other Motor Vehicle Dealers

4412

$3,966,377

$705,645

$3,260,732

69.8

2

Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores

4413

$2,753,483

$1,643,414

$1,110,069

25.2

4

Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores

442

$5,651,995

$268,066

$5,383,929

90.9

1

Furniture Stores

4421

$3,125,859

$268,066

$2,857,793

84.2

1

Home Furnishings Stores

4422

$2,526,136

$0

$2,526,136

100.0

0

Electronics & Appliance Stores

443

$4,782,034

$1,289,512

$3,492,522

57.5

3

Bldg Materials, Garden Equip. & Supply Stores

444

$11,993,639

$9,011,429

$2,982,210

14.2

6

Bldg Material & Supplies Dealers

4441

$11,103,341

$8,781,259

$2,322,082

11.7

5

Lawn & Garden Equip & Supply Stores

4442

$890,298

$230,170

$660,128

58.9

1

445

$28,654,791

$14,170,182

$14,484,609

33.8

10

Grocery Stores

4451

$26,717,510

$12,765,389

$13,952,121

35.3

7

Specialty Food Stores

4452

$834,944

$364,197

$470,747

39.3

2

Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores

4453

$1,102,337

$1,040,596

$61,741

2.9

1

446,446
1
447,447

$10,363,853

$2,320,550

$8,043,303

63.4

3

$17,321,123

$35,262,123

-$17,941,000

-34.1

9

$7,166,436

$0

$7,166,436

100.0

0

Food & Beverage Stores

Health & Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores

1
448

Clothing Stores

4481

$4,921,394

$0

$4,921,394

100.0

0

Shoe Stores

4482

$1,052,382

$0

$1,052,382

100.0

0

Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores

4483

$1,192,660

$0

$1,192,660

100.0

0

451

$4,086,444

$0

$4,086,444

100.0

0

Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores

4511

$3,502,908

$0

$3,502,908

100.0

0

Book, Periodical & Music Stores

4512

$583,536

$0

$583,536

100.0

0

452

$28,129,289

$515,259

$27,614,030

96.4

2

Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.

4521

$19,067,807

$0

$19,067,807

100.0

0

Other General Merchandise Stores

4529

$9,061,482

$515,259

$8,546,223

89.2

2

453

$6,450,176

$1,617,477

$4,832,699

59.9

6

Florists

4531

$261,555

$138,080

$123,475

30.9

1

Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores

4532

$1,400,267

$72,713

$1,327,554

90.1

1

Used Merchandise Stores

4533

$652,695

$1,406,684

-$753,989

-36.6

4

Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers

4539

$4,135,659

$0

$4,135,659

100.0

0

454

$3,120,885

$3,182,899

-$62,014

-1.0

2

Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses

4541

$1,835,343

$3,182,899

-$1,347,556

-26.9

2

Vending Machine Operators

4542

$142,690

$0

$142,690

100.0

0

Direct Selling Establishments

4543

$1,142,852

$0

$1,142,852

100.0

0

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book & Music Stores

General Merchandise Stores

Miscellaneous Store Retailers

Nonstore Retailers

Food Services & Drinking Places

722

$15,841,085

$3,930,870

$11,910,215

60.2

14

Special Food Services

7223

$225,483

$0

$225,483

100.0

0

Drinking Places - Alcoholic Beverages

7224

$188,133

$0

$188,133

100.0

0

Restaurants/Other Eating Places

7225

$15,427,469

$3,930,870

$11,496,599

59.4

14

Source:

Esri and Data Axle. Esri 2021 Updated Demographics. Esri 2017 Retail MarketPlace. ©2021 Esri. ©2017 Data Axle, Inc. All rights reserved.
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that is actually very rural. In addition to the
retail presence along U.S. 360, the County’s
successful Industrial Park lies immediately
behind the retail outlets and restaurants on the
south side of U.S. 360 near the Goode’s Bridge
Road intersection.

3.3 TRAFFIC DATA
Amelia County is bisected by U.S. Route 360
(Patrick Henry Highway) from the southwest to
the northeast toward Richmond, VA. This
highway serves multiple purposes as it
transverses the County. It is a through route for
travelers seeking to reach Southside and Southwest Virginia from Richmond, particularly if
they are trying to avoid interstate travel. It is
the commuting path for Amelia County
residents whose employment base is in the
Metro Richmond area. It is home to the vast
majority of the County’s retail commerce and
serves as the pathway to the larger Richmond
market to purchase goods and services not
available in the County.

It is often over-estimated as to the impact new
retail development on the outskirts of a small
town has on the traditional retail in town, but it
is hard to deny there is an impact. Such is likely
the case in Amelia Courthouse because the
retail facilities that surround the courthouse
square have a high vacancy rate. The low traffic
count of 4,500 vehicles per day entering Amelia
Courthouse on Goode’s Bridge Road is a
symptom of those vacancies. This is important
to note because care would need to be taken in
regard to adding new retail or other commercial
uses to the Hindle Building that could possibly
exacerbate the vacancy issue even more.
Alternatively, several niche retailers not found
elsewhere in Amelia County and that have a
unique draw could be attracted to the Hindle
Building. This would potentially help energize
the retail market at the Courthouse and help fill
some of the vacancies.

From the Intersection of Holly Farms Road
(State Route 307, often used as a shortcut to
U.S. 460 westbound, Farmville, and beyond) to
Pridesville Road (Route 681), the Annual
Average Daily Traffic (AADT) count is 13,000
vehicles. By the time U.S. Route 360 reaches
the Good’s Bridge Road (U.S. Business 360)
interchange, the count jumps to 16,000 AADT.
As U.S. 360 exits the County into Chesterfield
County, that count is up to 17,000 AADT.
These jumps from one end of the County to the
other clearly indicate a strong pattern of Amelia
residents commuting to work in Richmond and
driving to Richmond to access the retail goods
and services found there. Any casual observer
traveling outbound from Richmond on U.S.
360 during rush hour is met with a sea of
headlights heading toward Richmond. By way
of contrast, the traffic count on Goode’s Bridge
Road (U.S. Business 360) that funnels traffic
into Amelia Courthouse is only 4,500 vehicles
per day.

3.4 RENTAL HOUSING MARKET DATA
Because it would be physically possible to
redevelop the Hindle Building as an apartment
building, staff of Summit Design and Engineering Services monitored the Amelia Bulletin
Monitor and several online listing platforms for
advertisements regarding rental units in the
County during the summer months of 2021.
Among the several small apartment complexes
with approximately 34 units in and just outside
of Amelia Courthouse, none of their units were
advertised for rent during this timeframe. Only
four rental listings were observed during the
timeframe:

The vibrant retail corridor just northeast of
Amelia Courthouse along U.S. 360 stands as
evidence of the traffic patterns referenced
above. Additional evidence can be seen by the
four gas stations along U.S. 360 from Chula
Junction to the Appomattox River in an area

•
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A room with a private bath in a home
for $275/month.
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•

An 830 square foot studio apartment in
a separate building on a farm for
$950/month.

•

A 780 square foot 2-bedroom/1-bath
home for $750/month.

•

A 1,638 square foot 4-bedroom/2-bath
home for $950/month.

Per data filed by the County and available
through the Weldon Cooper Center at the
University of Virginia, no building permits were
filed for multi-unit dwellings for the years 2015
through 2020. During that timeframe, 290
permits were filed for single-family homes
valued at just under $57 million, though some
of those were likely for improvements to
existing single-family homes.
During the compiling of this study a proposal
came forward for building an apartment
complex on Amelia Avenue on the edge of
Amelia Courthouse. Very germane to this
study, it garnered much opposition from the
community and the project had not moved
forward at the point the finishing touches on
this study were being applied.

As additional activity space for the
library.

•

As coworking space/business incubator
with technology people can use.

•

As home to a visitor’s center, County
museum, and/or Chamber location.

•

As shared space for non-profits and other
organizations in the County.

•

To provide rental space for meetings,
social events, and private parties.

•

As a place for fine arts classes.

•

As a place for performances, movies, etc.

•

As a restaurant and/or brew pub.

•

As housing.

•

To provide for a commercial kitchen/
cannery.

•

As an office building with shared
conference space.

The Hindle Building Planning Committee had
previously conducted outreach to generate
ideas and also generated additional ideas within
the group for the use of the building at their
meetings and via email ex-changes. Ideas
different from the above include

3.5 COMMUNITY INPUT
A Community Input Session was held on June
14, 2021 at the County Administration Building
along with a tour of the Hindle Building for
those interested in seeing the interior of the
building. While input from a session like this is
very subjective, it does provide insight into the
uses and activities that local residents might
participate in if they were provided via a
redeveloped Hindle Building. Such uses and
activities of note put forward by the group
included:
•

•

As a John Tyler Community College
outpost (though it was noted, the school
would not likely pay for the use of the
building).
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•

An additional location for the Longwood Small Business Center.

•

After school programs and tutoring.

•

One classroom should be dedicated to
STEM education.

•

Additional County office space.

•

A space where various needed community services could be administered
and offered in a coordinated fashion,
including bringing in services from
outside the County.

•

Make sure portions of the building and
the grounds around it are used to
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•

•

•

highlight the natural, rural, and
agricultural beauty of the County (the
County Comprehensive Plan pointedly
put forward keeping Amelia County
rural).

conversations that the Department staff do see
a number of possibilities whereby a revitalized
Hindle Building would be an asset that could be
utilized to expand what ACPR can offer the
community.

The Amelia County Historical Society
could use space to teach history via
hands-on methods that engage children
and youth.

3.7 SO, WHAT’S THE MARKET?
Based on this brief analysis, the several market
niches for the Hindle Building that the County
has been exploring have the following
potentials:

Space to provide environmental education
offered by local and state agencies such
as the Virginia Forestry Department,
Virginia Tech Cooperative Extension,
etc.

•

Retail – The retail gap analysis for
Amelia County would indicate that
much of the demand for retail goods and
services is unmet within the local retail
market. However, given the County’s
small population and the presence of
many retail outlets only 20 to 30 minutes
away in the Richmond suburbs, it is
likely that this gap has been and will
always be the reality for Amelia County.
At the same time, smaller niche retailers
that have a unique draw for County
residents and visitors to the County alike,
could be very successful in the Hindle
Building. Success would be even more
likely if the County’s Economic Development Authority and local business
leaders made a concerted effort to bring
retail back to Amelia Courthouse
through a start-up business grant program, a business mentoring program,
and other programs that have proven
successful in challenging retail markets.

•

Restaurant – As indicated earlier, the
restaurant market is pretty wide open for
Amelia County. This is particularly true
if a unique offering was put forward
currently not available in the County.
Possibilities include a restaurant that is a
bit “higher end,” a combination restaurant/brew pub, or a true farm to table
restaurant in keeping with Amelia
County’s rural setting. While restaurant

Make sure the performance space that
could be developed upstairs is quality
with needed lighting, audio-visual enhancements, digital equipment, etc. for
use by many groups including a community theater or community chorus.

3.6 AMELIA COUNTY PARKS AND
RECREATION
Members of the Hindle Building Planning
Committee had conversations with the staff of
the Amelia County Parks and Recreation
Department (ACPR) to determine if the Hindle
Building could serve as an additional Department facility and as a means of expanding the
offerings of the Department. The consultant
followed up as well and reviewed the ACPR’s
most recent quarterly report (July-September
2021).
It is quite impressive what the staff and volunteers of ACPR sponsor and host on an ongoing
basis at the various recreation fields in the
County and at the War Memorial Building at
Amelia Courthouse. ACPR staff in particular
are to be commended for their dedication and
hard work. While this study can not fully
answer the question as to how a revitalized
Hindle Building could fit into ACPR programs
and future plans, it was evident via the several
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use in particular would be a challenging
adaptation for the property, the Hindle
Building would provide a very unique
venue for any restaurant that would
choose to locate there.
•

keep clean, freeing up their time to be out
among their friends when not working.
The question is, would Amelia County’s
young adults do the same.
•

Rental Housing – Per the available data,
the rental housing market in Amelia
County is very limited. However, there
is a “hint” of a potential market in the
County’s demographic profile. It seems
likely that the quality of life and rural
setting of Amelia combined with the
ability to easily reach an urban marketplace when desired has enabled the
County to mirror the age profile of the
Commonwealth of Virginia as a whole.
This is no easy fete for a rural community and an indication that to some
extent younger persons are staying in the
County or returning to the County once
they complete their education. This is
the very group of individuals that flock to
apartments in adapted older buildings
where they have the advantage of having
a unique space that is small and easy to
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Public Use – Per the community input
received and the conversations project
leadership had with staff of Amelia
County’s Parks and Recreation Department, redeveloping the Hindle Building
for public use is potentially viable.
Given the success of the ACPR, the
market for the recreation programs
offered by the County is quite strong.
These programs are likely one of the
“quality of life” factors underlying the
mirroring of the County and Commonwealth’s age profiles. As stated on the
previous page, additional work would
need to go into determining the mix of
programs and services, whether offered
by ACPR, County non-profits, or outside agencies that could fit into a
revitalized Hindle Building and serve to
keep the building occupied and
“humming” as a center of activity on a
regular basis.
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

The Hindle Building is a very solidly built
structure showing no signs of significant
settling, either in the basement or in the exterior
walls. A Preliminary Condition Assessment
done by master Engineers and Designers, Inc.
in 2020 (included as Appendix A) outlined
needed repairs, but concluded overall that “the
building is in good condition given the age.”
The Assessment did point out moisture issues in
the basement and the lack of gutters and
downspouts, which if left unaddressed will
continue to have a very detrimental impact on
the building.

demolition of all interior wall surfaces, all
doors, all windows, and all trim. While this
represents a safe alternative for dealing with the
hazardous materials in the building, this course
of action would significantly alter the character
of the building and likely preclude the building
from being eligible for Historic Tax Credits. As
noted later in this study, the cost of stripping
and repairing windows, doors, etc. would likely
not be any more expensive that their complete
demolition and replacement, particularly when
replacement would require customized sizes
and configurations. Saving as much of the
original fabric of the interior of the building
would provide a significant benefit by maintaining the historic character of the building and
its eligibility for Historic Tax Credits.

A Pre-Renovation/Demolition Hazardous Materials Inspection of the Hindle Building conducted by Hurt & Proffit and an accompanying
laboratory analysis conducted in 2017 and 2020
(included as Appendix B) did find a number of
issues in regard to lead paint and asbestos. Of
significance:
•

Lead-based paint throughout the
building, much of which is peeling or
attached to walls that are in poor or very
poor condition.

•

Asbestos in many exterior caulked joints
and in the joint compound found behind
the blackboards.

•

Asbestos in the elbow mud of the piping
for the furnace supporting the presumption that the several furnaces
remaining in the building are lined on the
interior with asbestos-containing materials
and the earthen floor areas around the
furnaces have asbestos-containing debris.

•

Fluorescent light ballasts that might
contain polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

The Hindle Building was constructed much like
a 4-square house with four rooms on each of its
three floors. Each space is approximately 18
feet by 24 feet except for the front two
classrooms on the second floor, which are 22
feet by 24 feet because there is no intervening
hallway or stairs in the front part of the second
floor. The total area of the building is just over
7,000 square feet. The parcel on which the
building is located is zoned B-1.
The Hindle Building contains an interesting
array of previous heating systems, none of
which are currently operable. The original
system included two coal-fired furnaces, one on
the left side and one on the right side of the
basement connected to two separate ventilation
shafts with pulley/belt-driven air circulators
that extended upward to all floors of the
building. This system served to heat the
building and bring fresh air into the building, a
quite modern system when the building was
constructed. This system was replaced by a
newer coal-fired furnace that used a hot water
radiator system to distribute heat throughout
the building. Finally, a series of individual

An additional report obtained by the County
from Semco Services (included as Appendix C)
recommended both the safe removal of the
asbestos-containing materials and the complete
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room propane heaters was installed in the
building’s latter years of use. The building has
never had an air conditioning system.

Included over the next twelve pages are exterior
and interior photographs of the building
showing some of the conditions referenced
above and providing a snapshot of what the
Hindle Building looks like today. The labels for
the photos refer to the “left” and “right” side of
the building which are based on a perspective
from the front of the building. A number of the
labels also contain information pointing out key
features and/or problem areas of the building.

Also of note, the Hindle Building originally had
a well as its water source, though the building
has long since been hooked up the municipal
water system available in the Courthouse areas.
There was and still continues to be a large water
storage tank in the basement of the building,
one of those “modern” amenities once used as
a reservoir for potable water and to provide
uniform water pressure throughout the building.

Front Elevation
Like many of Robinson’s public school buildings, the Hindle Building is mainly constructed of brick,
but has stucco areas to provide a contrasting element to the four façades. The building originally had
two chimneys that extended above the roof line and a copula with a bell, all of which have been
removed, though the bell still exists and is in storage. Note the tall windows that provide much light
to the building’s interior and the English basement where even though ½ of the space is below ground,
the windows provide needed light to the space.
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Left Side Elevation
Note where a fire escape was added to the front left room, replacing a window
with a door. Paint remnants and holes drilled into the building to attach
supports outline the course of the fire escape’s stairs.

Right Side Elevation
Note where a fire escape was added to the front right room, though the path
of the stairs is not obvious.
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Rear Elevation
Note the two central windows that light the rear interior stairs and that the
exterior stairs leading up to the building have been removed.

Stairways – Front (shown on the left) and Rear (shown on the right)
18
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Hallways – First Floor (shown on the left) and Second Floor (shown on the right)

First Floor/Front Left Classroom
Note the propane heating unit in the upper right corner of the photograph.
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First Floor/Front Right Classroom

First Floor/Rear Left Classroom
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First Floor/Rear Right Classroom
Note the radiators still in place beneath the rear windows.

Second Floor/Front Left Front Classroom
Note the beadboard wall in the left of the photograph. Per individuals who
attended school in the Hindle Building this wall was a later addition.
Originally an auditorium extended across the entire front of the second floor.
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Second Floor/Front Right Classroom
Note the boarded up former fire escape entrance and that the left side windows
have been covered from the outside with a translucent material. Also note the
scaling/alligatoring of the paint due to moisture and unregulated swings in
temperature. The floors on the 2nd floor also show moisture damage.

Second Floor/Rear Left Classroom
22
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Second Floor/Rear Right Classroom
This room is the most deteriorated of all of the classrooms with significant
failures of the plaster on lath walls and ceilings due to moisture and swings in
temperature. The flooring is also severely damaged due to moisture.

Basement Hallway Showing Rear Stairs
Note the water storage tank to the right.
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Basement Front/Left Classroom
Note the severe water damage. Though the immediate site around the building
is mostly flat, the topography of the block is downhill from the left of the building
to the right, continuing downhill at a more significant grade to the soccer field
to the right of the building and a creek beyond that. This room and the room
immediately behind it bear the brunt of water traveling this downhill course.

Basement Front/Right Former Girls’ Restroom
Note wooden bathroom stalls.
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Basement Rear/Left Former Boy’s Restroom
Note that the partitioned area with toilets and sinks is elevated and has a tile
floor, an indication that these facilities might have been installed post
construction of the building. A shower area is to the right of the partitioned area.

Basement Rear/Right Former Coal Bin
Note that this room does not have a floor and is covered in coal dust.
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Original Furnaces – At Left in Basement and at Right in Basement

Lower Portion of Ventilation Shaft

“New” Furnace for Hot Water
Radiator System
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Creative Use of Space
Note the left to right array: entrance door, closet, a passageway between the
two classrooms, and a former ventilation register to the right (boarded up area
in upper right corner of the photograph). The former ventilation shaft runs up
through the building behind the “green” board.

Closets with Roll-Up Doors
Several closets have roll-up doors. In some of the closets the pulley/beltdriven air circulating system can still be seen overhead indicating that these
spaces might have also been a part of the original air circulation system.
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5

POTENTIAL SCENARIOS
skilled construction labor, bottlenecks in the
supply chain for building materials, and an
improving economy coming out of the COVID19 pandemic seem to be leveling off, with
some costs beginning to come down, such as
the cost of lumber. Hopefully when any Hindle
Building construction is undertaken, all
construction costs will be lower, but for now it
is necessary to keep cost estimates in the higher
ranges in order to not downplay the cost of
adaptively reusing the building.

Because there are potentially multiple uses and
combinations of uses for the Hindle Building
that could garner interest and supportive constituencies, it is appropriate to provide several
scenarios for undertaking the building’s reuse.
At least one scenario should include private
redevelopment in order to provide some
additional detail to the previous consultations
by project leadership with Waukeshaw Development. To be most valuable to the purposes of
this study and local decisions that might flow
from it, the several scenarios will be evaluated
as to which is most feasible. Based on market
conditions, input from the community, and the
current and previous work of local leadership
the three scenarios explored were:
•

Scenario #1 – as an apartment building
with studio apartments on all three
floors owned privately.

•

Scenario #2 – as a publicly owned community center with public uses on all
floors.

•

Scenario #3 – as a mixed-use building
with a mix of public and retail (restaurant)
uses on the first floor, apartments on the
second floor, and public use as a
community center in the basement,
privately owned with leases for the public
and retail uses.

A Goal of Maintaining the Building’s Historic Character – Whether or not the building’s
revitalization it tackled with the use of Historic
Tax Credits (see below), this study assumes that
the historic character of the building will be
maintained as much as possible. While “historic character” can be in the eye of the
beholder, a wholesale gutting of the interior of
the building to rid the building of asbestos and
lead based paint as recommended in the memo
to the County Administrator from SEMCO
Services would destroy much of the historic
character of the interior of the building and the
exterior of the building as related to removing
the existing windows. Obviously, all hazardous
materials have to be abated, but complete
demolition is not always necessary. One
example would be the windows in the building,
which could be stripped of lead paint (both
onsite for the trim and offsite for the sashes) and
repaired at a cost not that dissimilar from the
cost of the demolition and installation of new
custom-made windows of the size found in the
Hindle Building.

5.1 COMMON FACTORS
A number of common factors across all three
scenarios were maintained in order to make the
comparison between the scenarios an “apples to
apples” comparison, particularly as related to
cost. These factors are delineated in the paragraphs that follow.

Use of Historic Tax Credits – The advantage
of being able to use federal Historic Tax Credits
(20%) and Virginia (25%) Historic Tax Credits
can not be overlooked. The development pro
forma for each scenario has more details as to
how the finances of using Historic Tax Credits
plays out, but it is important to note that this

High Construction Cost Environment – At
the writing of this study construction costs in
America are unfortunately at historic highs.
The cost increases caused by a shortage of
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to some extent. In order to install an elevator
with as little impact on the interior configuration as possible, all three scenarios show
an exterior, glass encased elevator entered at
ground level that descends to the basement level
and ascends to the first and second floors. The
use of glass would be interesting and attractive,
but actually serves a very practical purpose – to
look distinctively different from the original
building, a feature that the Virginia Department
of Historic Resources and the U.S. Department
of the Interior (the federal agency reviewing
Historic Tax Credits) would be looking for
when adaptations are made to meet modern
safety and accessibility standards. An exterior
elevator would also meet the need of
reconfiguring the interior space as little as
possible, the main adaptation being a connecting hallway from the elevator to the center
of the building.

common factor does vary across the three
scenarios. This variation is due to the fact that
eligibility for federal Historic Tax Credits
requires that the building be owned by a forprofit entity for a 5-year compliance period to
realize the full value of the credits and that at
least 51% of the building be rented or leased to
for-profit entities or as revenue producing
apartments. The Commonwealth of Virginia
does not have the same stipulation for the use of
its Historic Tax Credits. The adaptive reuse
envisioned in Scenario #1 would be eligible for
both the federal and state Historic Tax Credits.
Scenario #2 would be eligible for state Historic
Tax Credits only. Scenario #3 would be eligible
for both the federal and state Historic Tax
Credits as long as the public and non-profit use
did not exceed 49% of the space.

Elevator – The Hindle Building represents
quite a challenge when it comes to handicap
accessibility. There is no easy way to deal with
the issue without altering the building’s interior

Fire Suppression – In order to meet and
possibly exceed modern fire protection stand-

New Elevator
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ards, the building should have a sprinkler-based
fire protection system throughout. Because the
building consists mainly of twelve large and
open rooms and hallways, the cost should not
be so excessive as to derail the cost of the
project. Being an adaptive reuse with a pretty
“cool” vibe, there would be no reason to install
the fire protection system as recessed fixtures,
but rather install the piping and sprinklers in an
exposed fashion. Putting in place a sprinklerbased fire protection system also has the
advantage of not having to install exterior fire
escapes to the building.

The tall windows on the first and second floors
will flood the units there with much light, giving
the impression of units that are much larger.
Unfortunately, the units in the basement would
not have that advantage and would likely
demand lower rents. The only new walls added
into each apartment are those that are necessary
to create a private bath. The bed in each unit is
separated in some measure from the kitchen/
dining space by a partial wall that rises
approximately six feet. On the first and second
floors, this height should not overly hinder light
from the windows reaching other interior
spaces. Kitchens are modest, but finishes can
be used to make them attractive. Each unit has
an over/under apartment-sized washer and dryer.

The Old Boiler Room/Coal Storage Bin –
One of the most problematic areas within the
Hindle Building as related to hazardous
materials is the old boiler room and adjoining
coal storage bin. All three scenarios show at
least some of the boiler system being left in place
and the area being turned into mechanical space
and storage. This “auxiliary” use would help
keep the costs down for adapting this space and
help ameliorate the smells that are associated
with the space that would be difficult to
completely eliminate.

Another challenge for apartments in the Hindle
Building is the market demand. In urban
markets, studio apartments in an old historic
school with tall windows would be in very high
demand, particularly by students, young adults
just starting their careers, and even young
married couples without children. Units like
these are not only physically attractive, but they
also have the advantage of being easy to keep
tidy so as to allow more time to be “out on the
town,” a high priority for young urbanites.

With these common factors in mind, the three
scenarios are depicted verbally and graphically
over the next several pages. Following these
verbal and graphic presentations are development pro formas for the three scenarios in the
next section of this study.

Additionally, the Amelia Courthouse area has
very little night life to draw young adult renters
out of their small apartments, making for long
evenings living in a small space. In many ways,
adapting the Hindle Building as apartments
would be best undertaken if additional apartments could be constructed around it in a
complementary style so as to create a hub of
younger apartment dwellers. A larger density
of this group would help bring some life to the
Courthouse area and potentially new businesses. It would definitely be a new day if one
was to drive into Amelia Courthouse in the
early evening and see and hear a group of young
adults playing volleyball on a sand volleyball
court next to their apartment building and
music coming from a nearby brew pub.

5.2 SCENARIO #1 – APARTMENTS ONLY
Scenario #1 envisions the Hindle Building
being fully redeveloped as an apartment
building by a private developer. While physically
this is possible, developing the building as
apartments has the challenge of creating enough
units within the structure to make the project
financially feasible. In order to create the
highest unit count possible, the floorplans/
perspectives that follow show a conversion to
studio apartments of 400 to 600 square feet
within each former classroom and other space.
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Apartment Building
First Floor

Apartment Building
Second Floor
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The bathrooms for a community center need to
be more numerous and strategically placed to be
available when there might be several functions
going on in the building at the same time. The
floorplans/perspectives show the two large
bathroom spaces in the basement maintained as
larger men’s and women’s bathrooms, both
with shower stalls. With the growing use of the
athletic field adjacent to the Hindle Building,
this would provide sizeable restrooms for use by
both athletes, coaches, officials, and spectators.
The drawings also show two unisex single user
bathrooms on the second floor. These are
particularly important if the front space on the
second floor is regular used for larger events.

5.3 SCENARIO #2 – COMMUNITY CENTER
Scenario #2 envisions the Hindle Building
being fully redeveloped as a publicly owned
community center. Having originally served as
a school, the building does easily lend itself to
public reuse, except for the matter of handicap
accessibility which is addressed by the installation of the elevator. The floorplans/perspectives that follow show a mix of uses for the
existing classrooms including an art class, a
computer classroom, and a conference room.
The front two classrooms on the second floor
which were originally one room are shown
again as a 1-room space for larger events with a
foldable partition to subdivide the space for
smaller events. The front left basement space is
shown as an exercise room. The front left first
floor space is shown as three offices, either for
staff of the community center itself or for use by
local non-profit entities on an occasional basis
or as ongoing leased office space.

Community Center
First Floor
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Community Center
Second Floor

Community Center
Basement
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also accommodate a musician, providing some
entertainment for the evening. If workable
within the constraints of qualifying for Historic
Tax Credits, the existing doorways into the
front two classrooms (the new bistro and dining
room) could be enlarged and an opening could
be created between the bistro and the kitchen so
that patrons and wait staff can more easily move
between the kitchen and the two spaces.

5.4 SCENARIO #3 – MIXED USE
Scenario #3 envisions the Hindle Building
being redeveloped as a mixed-use building with
a community center classroom, two offices, and
two smaller men’s and women’s restrooms in
the basement, a restaurant on the first floor
along with a community center conference
room that can also be used for private meal
events, and four apartments on the second floor.

As a part of enticing a restaurant to the space,
the pro forma for Scenario #3 does show a
$100,000 owner’s contribution to the permanent restaurant fixtures that would need to
be installed to convert the space into a kitchen.
Exhaust hoods with a fire prevention system,
exhaust fans, sinks, etc. for a restaurant can get
to be quite expensive, easily exceeding the
owner’s $100,000 contribution. The owner’s
contribution is in order because many of the
new restaurant fixtures would become a
permanent part of the building and would
remain as an owner-held asset if a restaurant
tenant moved on.

Space usage for the apartment use and
community center use have been previously
explained, but a restaurant use is a concept
unique to this scenario. Envisioned is a
restaurant using three of the classrooms on the
first floor. The right rear classroom would
become the kitchen. The front left classroom
would be a dining room with tables that can seat
four or be combined for larger parties. The front
right classroom would be set up more as a bistro
with a bar and smaller high-top tables with a
vibe that says it is OK to linger, have a drink,
and enjoy some appetizers. This space could

Mixed Use
First Floor
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6

PRO FORMAS

Developing pro formas for a project at this stage
of development is an “art.” While the numbers
that follow represent much research into the
current pricing of items like an elevator and
current local rents and use the County’s existing
real property tax rate and water/sewer utility
rates, other numbers are the researcher’s best
estimate. As referenced in the previous section,
costs are assumed to be high because of the
general trends in construction costs and they
could decrease before any construction occurs.
But until a general contractor or project
manager puts a construction item out to bid, the
real cost is not truly known. Interest rates on
debts continue to be at historic lows, but it is
safer to assume they will eventually bounce off
these historic lows to some degree.

program provides grants and loans for
equipment for some educational and training
programs, particularly those aimed at building
a stronger rural workforce. On the construction
side of the equation, the vast majority of USDA
Rural Development funding for construction is
provided as loans, not grants.

6.1 THE QUESTION ABOUT GRANTS
For Scenario #2, it is important in particular to
explore the potential for grant funding to help
undergird the costs of redeveloping the Hindle
Building. One source of funding for community
centers is the Virginia Department of Housing
and Community Development’s Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) program. To
be eligible for CDBG funding a community
center has to serve a population of actual
users/clients that are 51% low- to moderateincome (LMI) or be located within a community that is 51% LMI, whereby it is assumed
that the users are 51% LMI. With the broad use
of a Hindle Building community center for
programs such as art classes, community
meetings, etc., it would be very difficult to meet
the 51% LMI target for actual users of the
facility. Additionally, a Hindle Building community center would be set up to serve all of
Amelia County and the County is not 51%
LMI. This funding resource would very likely
not be available to a Hindle Building project,
particularly within the competitive environment for Virginia’s CDBG funds.

With this variability it is very helpful to use
scenarios. By holding costs constant across the
several scenarios, a relative comparison and
evaluation of the scenarios becomes possible,
even if the actual numbers come in different.
The pro formas for the three scenarios that
follow provide a means of making this
comparison. The bulk of what’s found on each
page are development pro formas that outline
the uses and sources of funding. The latter part
of each page has a statement of “Profitability on
an Annual Basis” in the case of private ownership (Scenarios #1 and #3) or “Annual Operating Expenses” in the case of public ownership
(Scenario #2).
For Scenario #2 related to a community center,
and the community center components of
Scenario #3, it is important to note that
equipping the building for this use is not
included in the pro forma. This is intentional to
keep the “apples to apples” comparison across
scenarios intact and also because of a potential
funding source for this use. Depending on the
final mix of uses, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s (USDA) Rural Development

Another measure of need that can trigger
outside assistance is the rate of free and reduced
lunches in the public schools. Amelia County
does have a rate of free and reduced lunches that
is higher than the statewide average at 53.3%
versus 45.6% for the 2019-2020 academic year,
the last year for which the data is available.
However, that figure is likely skewed because of
the 120+ students from families who can afford
a private school education that are enrolled in
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the Amelia Academy. Nevertheless, Amelia
County’s rate of free and reduced lunches likely
puts the County in a position to compete for
educational funding for programs and activities
that meet the educational needs of underserved
populations. Such an effort would have to be
done in conjunction with Amelia County
Public Schools.

As can be seen from the information above and
on the previous page, outside grant funding for
Scenario #2’s public use is likely very hard to
come by.

6.2 KEY CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PRO
FORMAS
Several key conclusions can be drawn from the
pro formas that follow over the next several
pages:

Other funding sources were discussed in
previous meetings of the Hindle Building
Planning Committee, particularly in regard to
public uses. Included among those were:
•

Virginia Land Conservation Foundation Grants – Unfortunately these funds
can only be used for the acquisition of
land or structures needing to be
conserved, not land or structures already
in public ownership and not for
construction activities.

•

Virginia Tobacco Commission Grants
– Among the Commissions policies can
be found the following: “Commission
funds should be invested in projects that
generate substantial direct and measurable new economic activity in a region.
Commission funds should not be used
for projects that indirectly affect economic revitalization (e.g. community
centers, childcare centers, 4H centers,
YMCA or recreational initiatives, airports, local arts and cultural activities,
historic preservation, housing and retail
development) unless it is demonstrated
that the investment will produce significant economic impacts from outside the
Commission service area.”

•

Costs Mirror the Cost of New Construction – The three scenarios run from $2.4
million up to $2.9 million with Scenario #2
being on the lower end of the range and
Scenarios #1 and #3 being on the higher end.
These costs range from $328 to $411/square
foot for all hard costs, soft costs, and
construction financing. For hard costs alone,
they range from $258 to $296/square foot.
Cumming (Construction Data Analytics) reports that the hard costs for apartment
construction range from $288 to $377/square
foot and high school construction costs range
from $233 to $279/square foot in the RaleighDurham metro area, the closest region for
which they report data.

Private Redevelopment Does Not Cash
Flow Well – Both Scenario #1 and Scenario
#3 involve private development and private
ownership. The scenarios show the building
being transferred to the private owner for $0 to
incentivize private development. Both scenarios show full use of federal and state Historic
Tax Credits and involve a $500,000 investment
in the building, either by the developer or a
group of investors or both. They show a
developer fee of 15% of construction costs, an
amount that could whet the appetite of a
developer.

Opportunity Zone Funding – To be
eligible for Opportunity Zone funding,
typically put into a project as a loan, a
project has to be a for-profit endeavor
located in an Opportunity Zone. Amelia
County does not have any Opportunity
Zones.

But because the developer and his investors,
and by extension the purchaser of the Tax
Credits, have to hold the building for five years
to get the full benefit of the Historic Tax Credits
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that figure would drop to just over $53,000 per
year without any ongoing debt service. The
Community Center pro forma does show
outside revenue coming in to support the facility
in the form of rentals and fund raising at
$15,000 each on an annual basis.

at a rate of 20% of the credits per year, the
project has to cash flow well during those five
years. Unfortunately, both pro formas show a
negative cash flow, an obvious problem for the
developer and his investors. Perhaps even more
importantly and somewhat hidden in a 1-year
pro forma, a sustained negative cash flow
would impact the price at which the
building could be sold at a future date. For
an HTC property this would typically happen
after the 5-year HTC compliance period, but
before the debt has to be refinanced, indicated
in the pro forma as the end of year seven when
a balloon payment would come due on the
mortgage.

Community Center Use Is Viable Depending
on How the Improvements Are Financed –

The operating expenses also show a County
staff position for the facility funded at a cost
similar to a starting teacher’s salary in Amelia
County. Such a facility coordinator would
serve to program the space for County use,
coordinate short-term and longer-term use of
the space by local community groups, and along
with a group of dedicated volunteers, ensure
that the space is open and supervised during
hours of operation that would necessarily
extend beyond weekday business hours.

Depending on the desire of County leaders,
redeveloping, owning, and operating a Hindle
Building community center is doable at a cost
of just over $178,000 per year with $125,000 in
debt service wrapped into that figure. If paid for
out of current Capital Improvement Plan funds
(the County’s Capital Improvement Plan
currently shows $694,000 in funding in fiscal
years 2022 through 2024 for the Hindle Building),

It should be noted that such funding (up front
capital funding or debt service) could produce a
different, perhaps more desirable effect – a newly
constructed community center. However, a
decision in that direction would come with an
additional hidden cost – the eventual demolition of the Hindle Building, a quite expensive
proposition given the bulk of the building and
the hazardous materials present in the building.
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Scenario #1:
Hindle Building
Adaptive Reuse
as Apartments
Only in Private
Ownership

Quantity

Uses

Units

Per Item
Cost

Total
Cost

1st Floor
Apartment Unit - Front Left

414

SF

$250

$103,500

Apartment Unit - Front Right

462

SF

$250

$115,500

Apartment Unit - Rear Left

432

SF

$250

$108,000

Apartment Unit - Rear Right

462

SF

$250

$115,500

Common Space and Stairways to 2nd Floor

583

SF

$100

1st Floor Subtotal

$58,300
$500,800

2nd Floor
Apartment Unit - Front Left

528

SF

$250

$132,000

Apartment Unit - Front Right

594

SF

$250

$148,500

Apartment Unit - Rear Left

432

SF

$250

$108,000

Apartment Unit - Rear Right

430

SF

$250

$107,500

Common Space

316

SF

$100

2nd Floor Subtotal

$31,600
$527,600

Basement
Apartment Unit - Front Left

432

SF

$250

$108,000

Apartment Unit - Front Right

432

SF

$250

$108,000

Apartment Unit - Rear Left

432

SF

$250

$108,000

Storage Area / Mechanical Room

522

SF

$100

$52,200

Common Space and Stairways to Basement

583

SF

$100

Basement Subtotal

$58,300
$434,500

Elevator
Elevator Car / Lift System

1

Item

$35,000

Elevator Travelway / Car Installation / Electrical & Control Systems

4

Stop

$20,000

$80,000

Demolition / Construction of Steel and Glass Elevator Shaft

4

Stop

$30,000

$120,000

3

Stop

$20,000

Demolition / Construction of Connecting Hallways
Elevator Subtotal

$35,000

$60,000
$295,000

General Conditions
Miscellaneous Exterior Improvements (other than windows)

1

Drainage Enhancements / Basement Waterproofing

215

Permitting

1

Item
LF
Item

$25,000

$25,000

$125

$26,870

$6,300

General Conditions Subtotal

$6,300
$58,170
$1,816,070

Total of Building Adaptation / Improvements
15% Contingency

$272,415
Hard Costs Total

$2,088,485

Soft Costs
Acquisition of Property / First Year Taxes on Property

$0

Developer Fee @ 15%

$313,275

Architecture / Engineering @ 15.0%

$313,275

Legal Fees / HTC Credit Syndication / Closing Costs @ 4.0%

$83,540

Construction Financing @ 5% Interest for 1 Year

$104,425
Soft Costs Total

$814,515

Hard and Soft Costs Total

$2,903,000

Sources

Amount

Bank Debt

$1,425,585

Federal Historic Tax Credits @ 20% and $0.80 on the Dollar at Sale

$434,405

State Historic Tax Credits @ 25% and $0.80 on the Dollar at Sale

$543,010
$500,000

Owner's Equity Investment
Total Sources

Profitability on an Annual Basis

$2,903,000

Amount

Annual Revenue
Average Rent of $750 / Month Across 11 Units

$99,000
($4,950)

Minus 5% Vacancy Rate
Total Revenue

$94,050

Annual Expenses
Annual Loan Repayment @ 5% Interest Amortized for 30 Years with a Balloon Payment after 7 Years

$91,834

Real Estate Taxes $0.48 per $100 in Assessed Value (set at 80% of Final Constructed Price)

$11,150

Insurance @ $1,500 / $1 Million in Appraised Value

$4,355

Maintenance / Maintenance Reserve at 10% of Collected Rents

$9,900

Electricity for Lighting & HVAC in Common Areas and Exterior Lighting @ $100 / Month

$1,200
$6,240

Water & Sewer Utilities for 11 Units @ 3,000 Gallons Each / Month = $520 Monthly
Total Expenses
Revenue over Expenses
Rate of Return on Investment
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Scenario #2:
Hindle Building
Adaptive Reuse
as a Community
Center Owned
and Operated by
Amelia County

Quantity

Uses

Units

Per Item
Cost

Total
Cost

1st Floor
Classroom - Front Left

414

SF

$175

$72,450

Classroom - Front Right

462

SF

$175

$80,850

Conference Room - Rear Left

432

SF

$175

$75,600

Classroom - Rear Right

462

SF

$175

$80,850

583

SF

$100

Common Space and Stairways to 2nd Floor
1st Floor Subtotal

$58,300
$368,050

2nd Floor
1,122

SF

$175

Classroom - Rear Left

Large Performance Area - Front Left & Front Right

432

SF

$175

$75,600

Classroom - Rear Right

430

SF

$175

$75,250

Common Space

316

Demolition & Construction of 2 Unisex Single User Bathrooms

2

SF
Item

$196,350

$100

$31,600

$40,000

$80,000

2nd Floor Subtotal

$458,800

Basement
Office Space - Front Left

432

SF

$175

$75,600

Men's Restroom with Showers - Front Right

432

SF

$250

$108,000

Women's Restroom with Showers - Rear Left

432

SF

$250

$108,000

Storage Area / Mechanical Room

522

SF

$100

$52,200

Common Space and Stairways to Basement

583

SF

$100

$58,300

Basement Subtotal

$402,100

Elevator
Elevator Car / Lift System

1

Item

$35,000

Elevator Travelway / Car Installation / Electrical & Control Systems

4

Stop

$20,000

$80,000

Demolition / Construction of Steel and Glass Elevator Shaft

4

Stop

$30,000

$120,000

3

Stop

$20,000

Demolition / Construction of Connecting Hallways
Elevator Subtotal

$35,000

$60,000
$295,000

General Conditions
Miscellaneous Exterior Improvements (other than windows)

1

Drainage Enhancements / Basement Waterproofing
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Permitting

1

Item
LF
Item

$25,000

$25,000

$125

$26,870

$6,300

General Conditions Subtotal

$6,300
$58,170
$1,582,120

Total of Building Adaptation / Improvements
15% Contingency

$237,315
Hard Costs Total

$1,819,435

Soft Costs
Construction Management @ 10%

$181,945

Architecture / Engineering @ 15.0%

$272,915

HTC Syndication Fee @ 8% of Value of HTC's

$36,390
Soft Costs Total

$491,250

Hard and Soft Costs Total

$2,310,685

Sources

Amount

County Capital Improvement Plan Funding or Bond Financing

$1,855,825

State Historic Tax Credits @ 25% and $0.80 on the Dollar at Sale

$454,860
Total Sources

Annual Operating Budget

$2,310,685

Amount

Annual Revenue
Annual Rental Income

$15,000

Annual Fundraising

$15,000
Total Revenue

$30,000

Annual Expenses
Facility Coordinator Salary Set at Amelia County Starting Teacher's Salary

$40,100

Facility Coordinator FICA (Employers Portion)

$3,070

Facility Coordinator Benefits @ $600 / Month

$7,200

Contracted Cleaning Services @ $600 / Month

$7,200

Insurance @ $1,500 / $1 Million in Appraised Value

$3,464

Maintenance / Maintenance Reserve

$10,000

Electricity @ $600 / Month

$7,200

Internet Service @ $100 / Month

$1,200

Water & Sewer Utilities for 15,000 Gallons / Month = $325 Monthly

$3,900
Total Expenses
Revenue over Expenses

Annual Bond Repayment if Bond Financed @ 4.5% Interest for 25 Years

($53,334)
($125,155)

Expenses over Revenue with Bond Financing
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$83,334

($178,489)
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Scenario #3:
Hindle Building
Adaptive Reuse
as Community
Space, Retail,
and Apartments
in Private
Ownership

Quantity

Uses

Units

Per Item
Cost

Total
Cost

1st Floor
Dining Space - Front Left

414

SF

$175

$72,450

Dining / Pub Space - Front Right

462

SF

$175

$80,850

Conference Room / Private Dining Space - Rear Left

432

SF

$175

$75,600

Kitchen- Rear Right

462

SF

$250

$115,500

$100,000

$100,000

Owner's Share of Permanent Restaurant Fixtures for Selected Restaurant
Common Space and Stairways to 2nd Floor

1
583

Item
SF

$100

1st Floor Subtotal

$58,300
$502,700

2nd Floor
Apartment Units (4)
Common Space

1,984

SF

$250

316

SF

$100

2nd Floor Subtotal

$496,000
$31,600
$527,600

Basement
Office Space - Front Left

432

SF

$175

Classroom - Front Right

432

SF

$175

$75,600

Men's and Women's Restroom - Rear Left

432

SF

$250

$108,000

Storage Area / Mechanical Room

522

SF

$100

$52,200

Common Space and Stairways to Basement

583

SF

$100

Basement Subtotal

$75,600

$58,300
$369,700

Elevator
Elevator (All Costs)

1

Item

$295,000

Elevator Subtotal

$295,000
$295,000

General Conditions
Miscellaneous Exterior Improvements (other than windows)

1

Drainage Enhancements / Basement Waterproofing

215

Permitting

1

Item
LF
Item

$25,000

$25,000

$125

$26,870

$6,300

General Conditions Subtotal

$6,300
$58,170
$1,753,170

Total of Building Adaptation / Improvements
15% Contingency

$262,980
Hard Costs Total

$2,016,150

Soft Costs
Acquisition of Property / First Year Taxes on Property

$0

Developer Fee @ 15%

$302,420

Architecture / Engineering @ 15.0%

$302,420

Legal Fees / HTC Credit Syndication / Closing Costs @ 4.0%

$80,645

Construction Financing @ 5% Interest for 1 Year

$100,810
Soft Costs Total

$786,295

Hard and Soft Costs Total

$2,802,445

Sources

Amount

Bank Debt

$1,358,890

Federal Historic Tax Credits @ 20% and $0.80 on the Dollar at Sale

$419,355

State Historic Tax Credits @ 25% and $0.80 on the Dollar at Sale

$524,200

Owner's Equity Investment

$500,000
Total Sources

Profitability on Annual Basis

$2,802,445

Amount

Annual Revenue
Average Rent of $800 / Month Across 4 Units

$38,400

Minus 5% Vacancy Rate

($1,920)

Restaurant Rental Space @ $15 / SF / Year

$29,790

Community Center Leased Space @ $15 / SF / Year

$16,200
Total Revenue

$82,470

Annual Expenses
Annual Loan Repayment @ 5% Interest Amortized for 30 Years with a Balloon Payment after 7 Years

$87,538

Real Estate Taxes $0.48 per $100 in Assessed Value (set at 80% of Final Constructed Price)

$10,760

Insurance @ $1,500 / $1 Million in Appraised Value

$4,200

Maintenance / Maintenance Reserve at 10% of Collected Rents

$8,250

Electricity for Lighting & HVAC in Common Areas and Exterior Lighting @ $100 / Month

$1,200

Water & Sewer Utilities for 27,000 Gallons / Month = $450 Monthly

$5,400
Total Expenses
Revenue over Expenses
Rate of Return on Investment
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$117,348
($34,878)
-7.0%
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SUMMARY CONCLUSION

The pro formas definitely point toward moving
forward with a public redevelopment of the
property and use as a community center, but
there are other considerations that impact any
decision to move in this direction.
First, how well does the redevelopment of the
Hindle Building as a community center fit into
the County’s plans, particular the work and
future direction of the Parks and Recreation
Department?
Second, is the impact such a decision would
have on the County’s Capital Improvement
Plan, or debt load if the redevelopment of the
Hindle Building is financed, and annual budget
within reach of the County in the short term and
in the longer term?
Third, if a new community center passes muster
on the previous two questions, would the
County be better served by constructing a new
facility?
Ultimately, these questions have to be answered
by the County Board of Supervisors as they take
steps toward making a final decision regarding
the disposition of the Hindle Building. That
being said, because of the difficulty of financing
a private redevelopment of the Hindle Building,
redeveloping the property for public use may be
the only option for saving the building and
putting it back into productive use.
If
improvements to the Hindle Building are not
undertaken and it continues to exist in its
current vacant state with exposure to the
elements, it will likely hit a point of being nonviable within another ten years and face
demolition by neglect or necessitate an intentional demolition to alleviate a public hazard.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER, NOTES, AND PHOTOGRAPHS RE: PRELIMINARY
STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT FROM MASTER
ENGINEERS & DESIGNERS

APPENDIX B
LETTER AND DOCUMENTATION RE: HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS INSPECTION FROM HURT & PROFFIT

August 20, 2020
Mr. Daryl Gough
Public Works Director
Amelia County, Virginia
9030 N Five Forks Road / PO Box A
Amelia, Virginia 23002
Re:

Pre-Renovation/Demolition Hazardous Materials Inspection(s)
Amendment No. 1
Hindle Building (Former Amelia County High School)
9000 Washington Street; Amelia, Virginia 23002
Hurt & Proffitt Project: 20200698

Dear Mr. Gough:
Hurt & Proffitt, Inc. (H&P) is pleased to provide this document and enclosures as the final report for the
Hazardous Materials Inspection(s), including asbestos-containing materials, lead-based paints, and other
hazardous materials, performed throughout the Hindle Building in Amelia, Virginia.

1.0

Asbestos Survey and Laboratory Procedures

The inspection was performed in compliance with Local, State and Federal regulations as required by the
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs). General sampling protocol was in
accordance with both NESHAPs and the US EPA-Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA)
regulations and the State of Virginia.
Initial physical inspection and suspect bulk material sample collection activities were performed on
September 8, 2017 by Hurt & Proffitt representatives, Mr. Brian J. Trent and Mr. Robert A. Sears, III.
Supplemental sample collection activities, as requested by the Client, were performed on August 7, 2020
by Hurt & Proffitt representative, Mr. Brian J. Trent (Virginia Asbestos Inspector: 3303003533). A copy of
Mr. Trent’s Virginia Department of Professional and Occupational Regulation (VA DPOR) Asbestos
Inspector License is enclosed for your review.
Thirty-one (31) suspect bulk material samples were collected and logged on chain-of-custody forms as
representative of suspect homogenous materials (based on material type, color, texture, etc.), from the
functional spaces as they were determined by visual observations in the field. Note: Suspect bulk
material samples were collected during both inspection / assessment events.
The suspect asbestos samples were submitted for analysis by EPA Method No. 600/R-93/116 and
600/M4-82-020 (polarized light microscopy (PLM)). All samples were analyzed by SanAir Technologies
Laboratory of Powhatan, Virginia, a NVLAP accredited laboratory licensed to perform asbestos bulk
analysis within the State of Virginia.
Table I, on the following page, illustrates the sample identification number, material description/location
estimated quantity, analytical results as received from the laboratory and the current condition and
friability.

2524 LANGHORNE ROAD
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501

800-242-4906 TOLL FREE
434-847-7796 MAIN
434-847-0047 FAX

*ENGINEERING >> SURVEYING >>ENVIRONMENTAL >> PLANNING

www.HandP.com

Mr. Daryl Gough
RE:
Pre-Renovation/Demolition Hazardous Materials Inspection(s)
Hindle Building (Former Amelia County High School)
9000 Washington Street; Amelia, Virginia 23002
Hurt & Proffitt Project: 20200698
Table I
Suspect Asbestos-Containing Material Sample Analysis Summary
Hindle Building; Amelia, Virginia
Material
Description

Location

Estimated
Quantity

Lab Results
(% Asbestos)

NOT
SAMPLED

TSI (AIRCELL &
MAG)/BOILER
ROOM/PIPE
CHASES

BASEMENT

BOILER ROOM
+/- 45 LF/REST
OF BUILDING
UNKNOWN

PACM

DAMAGED / Y

NOT
SAMPLED

STAND ALONE
BOILER

BASEMENT

+/- 90 CF

PACM

DAMAGED / Y

NOT
SAMPLED

WALL INSET
BOILER

BASEMENT

UNKNOWN

PACM

DAMAGED / Y

003-EXWCABC

EXTERIOR
WINDOW CAULK

EXTERIOR
WINDOW
UNIT(S)

+/- 825 LF

10% CHRYSOTILE

DAMAGED / N

007-ELM-ABC

ELBOW
MUD/BOILER
ROOM

BASEMENT

+/- 25 SF

15% CHRYSOTILE

DAMAGED / Y

008-JC-AB

TYPICAL JOINT
COMPOUND

THROUGHOUT
(UNDERLYING
BLACKBOARD
UNIT(S))

+/- 960 SF1

2% CHYRSOTILE

GOOD / Y

010-EXWC-AB

WHITE EXTERIOR
WINDOW CAULK

BASEMENT
WINDOW
UNIT(S)

+/- 225 LF

3% CHRYSOTILE

DAMAGED / N

012-EXDC-A

TAN EXTERIOR
DOOR CAULK

EXTERIOR
DOOR UNIT(S)

+/- 70 LF

3% CHRYSOTILE

DAMAGED / N

Sample No.

Condition/
Friable Y/N

INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
001-WGLZABC

EXTERIOR
WINDOW GLAZING

EXTERIOR
WINDOW
UNIT(S)

N/A

NONE DETECTED

N/A

002-PNS-ABC

PENETRATION
SEALANT

EXTERIOR

N/A

NONE DETECTED

N/A

004-WLPLABC

TYPICAL WALL
PLASTER

INTERIOR WALL
SYSTEM(S)

N/A

NONE DETECTED

N/A

005-WLSHABC

TYPICAL
SHEETROCK

INTERIOR WALL
SYSTEM(S)

N/A

NONE DETECTED

N/A

006-IWGLZABC

INTERIOR
WINDOW GLAZING

INTERIOR
WINDOW
UNIT(S)

N/A

NONE DETECTED

N/A

009-WLSH-AB

FIBERBOARD
WALL MATERIAL
REMNANTS

BASEMENT

N/A

NONE DETECTED

N/A

011-EWGLZAB

WHITE EXTERIOR
WINDOW GLAZING

BASEMENT
WINDOW
UNIT(S)

N/A

NONE DETECTED

N/A
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Sample No.

013-DUWG-A
Notes:

Material
Description

Location

Estimated
Quantity

Lab Results
(% Asbestos)

DOOR UNIT
WINDOW GLAZE

FRONT DOOR
UNIT

N/A

NONE DETECTED

Condition/
Friable Y/N
N/A

1. 1 Additional quantities of asbestos-containing joint compound may exist within other areas of the structure, either
undetected or inaccessible, during the field inspection.
2. (ABC) following sample identification denotes multiple samples collected of the same homogenous material.
3. Contractor will be responsible for field verification of quantities of the above referenced asbestos-containing
materials (ACM).

Discussion and Recommendations
The State of Virginia requires a copy of this inspection report and any other substantiated evidence of the
presence of asbestos-containing materials to be provided to them at the point of applying for a building
renovation permit.
Local, state and federal law requires regulated asbestos-containing materials (RACM) to be removed
prior to renovation. The definition of RACM as defined by the US EPA NESHAPs as follows:
"Regulated Asbestos-Containing Material" (RACM) is (a) friable asbestos material, (b) Category I nonfriable ACM that has become friable, (c) Category I non-friable ACM that will be or has been subjected to
sanding, grinding, cutting or abrading, or (d) Category II non-friable ACM that has a high probability of
becoming or has become crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by the forces expected to act on
the material in the course of demolition or renovation operations.
Hurt & Proffitt recommends the following asbestos-containing materials be removed prior to
renovation activities that would disturb them:
•
•
•
•
•

Friable Thermal System Insulation (TSI)
Friable Boiler Components (Presumed Asbestos-Containing Materials)
Friable Joint Compound
Cat. II Non-Friable Exterior Window Caulk
Cat. II Non-Friable Exterior Door Caulk

Note: Based upon our experience, we recommend that all asbestos-containing materials (ACM) be
removed prior to renovation and/or demolition activities, due to the fact that disturbance can damage the
materials, create potential exposure to workers and occupants, and additionally make the materials
friable. This recommendation is made as a best management practice (BMP) to reduce potential
exposure and limit liability.
It is required that a Virginia Department of Professional and Occupational Regulation (VA DPOR)
licensed asbestos abatement contractor perform the removal of each of the materials described within
this report. It is additionally required that a twenty (20) day asbestos abatement notification be
submitted to the Virginia Department of Labor and Industry (VA DOLI) and US EPA NESHAPs division
prior to abatement; additionally, both the Virginia DOLI and the US EPA NESHAPs division must be
notified ten (10) days prior to the start of renovation of the structure.
It is required that the abatement process be monitored by a third party asbestos abatement project
monitoring firm, which will help maintain the integrity of the abatement process, solidify that the
abatement process has been completed correctly, through final visual clearance inspection(s) and final air
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clearance sampling in compliance with NIOSH 7400 Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM) methodologies or
through the collection and analysis of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). The third-party
monitoring will reduce the liability for which the owner and/or contractor may incur if there should happen
to be a violation determined by state and/or federal code enforcement personnel, i.e.: Virginia Department
of Labor and Industry (VA DOLI), US EPA NESHAPs division.
Our recommendations and requirements are based on the guidelines presented by the United States
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (US OSHA), United States Environmental Protection
Agency (US EPA), and the Commonwealth of Virginia. Any conditions discovered which deviate from the
data contained int his report should be presented to us for our evaluation.
Note: During the conduct of this inspection/assessment, bulk material sampling was limited to
those materials which were within the areas designated by the Owner / Client, which were safely
accessible, and which were able to be sampled without damaging systems and/or structures. As
such, additional asbestos-containing materials (ACM) or presumed asbestos-containing materials
(PACM) may exist, either undetected and/or inaccessible within other areas of the structure. If
additional suspect materials are discovered during either the asbestos-containing material
abatement or renovation activities, all work on the site must cease and the newly identified
material(s) be sampled by a Virginia licensed asbestos inspector and evaluated for asbestos
content.

2.0

Sampling and Analysis for LBP

Evaluation of coated surfaces was performed by means of collecting paint chip samples from building
components identified during the site inspection. The paint chip samples were collected using a manual
paint scraper. The removed paint chips were collected in a piece of clean construction paper for transfer
into plastic centrifuge tubes. Each container was sealed with a screw-on cap and labeled with a unique
sample number. Pertinent information for each sample including date of collection, location, color and
condition of the surface coatings were recorded on a sampling log form. After sample collection, each
sample site was cleaned of extraneous debris. Locations where paint-chip samples were collected were
noted.
The paint chip samples collected during the inspection were logged onto chain-of custody forms,
packaged with custody seals, and delivered by Federal Express to the analytical laboratory, SanAir
Technologies Laboratory Inc. of Powhatan, VA. SanAir is licensed by the Commonwealth of Virginia for
Lead analysis. SanAir analyzed the paint chip samples for Lead content following EPA’s Method SW
846/3051A/6010B (preparation by microwave-assisted acid digestion followed by analysis via inductively
coupled plasma). Analytical results were reported as parts per million (ppm, ug/g) and converted to percent Lead by weight. A copy of the analytical laboratory report is enclosed for your review.
Table II, on the following page, illustrates the analytical results and details about the paint chip samples
collected during the inspection.
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Table II
Suspect Lead-Based Paint Sample Analysis Summary
Hindle Building; Amelia, Virginia
Sample
Number

Building
Component / Room

Color

Substrate

Condition

Lead
Content
% weight

L-01

INTERIOR WALL

LIGHT BLUE

PLASTER

POOR

0.152%

L-02

INTERIOR WALL

DARK BLUE

PLASTER

POOR

0.3549%

L-03

INTERIOR WALL

LIGHT GREEN

PLASTER

POOR

0.4911%

L-04

INTERIOR WALL

DARK GREEN

PLASTER

POOR

1.4689%

L-05

INTERIOR STAIR RAIL

RED

WOOD

POOR

0.3565%

L-06

INTERIOR WALL

WHITE

PLASTER

POOR

0.1088%

L-07

INTERIOR DOOR

BLACK

WOOD

POOR

5.4416%

L-08

EXTERIOR WINDOW

WHITE

WOOD

POOR

L-09
Notes:

WALL
BEIGE
CERAMIC
INTACT
Values in BOLD ITALICS exceed the regulation-defined value for lead-based paint.
Values in ITALICS exceed the regulation-defined value for lead-containing paint.

2.4779%
<0.009%

Discussion and Recommendations
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in regulation 40 CFR Part 745 authorized by the Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA); and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (US HUD)
in Guidelines for the Control of Lead-based Paint Hazards in Housing; define Lead-based Paint (LBP) as
any surface coating containing an amount of Lead equal to or greater than one-half (0.5%) percent by
weight of the entire coating material. This is the applicable standard for the regulation of paint in housing
and child-occupied facilities; and this standard is a generally accepted definition of Lead-based paint.
Compliance with provisions of US EPA and US HUD regulations and standards pertaining to housing are
applicable when commercial buildings are converted to residential use.
The U.S. Consumer and Product Safety Commission has published a standard that requires that surface
coatings intended for use in occupied building interiors contain no greater than 0.009% Lead content by
weight. Surface coatings that meet this requirement are referred to as CPSC Compliant in this report.
Surface coatings that contain less than 0.5% and more than 0.009% Lead by weight are referred to as
Lead-containing Paint (LCP) in this report.
US Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) regulation 29 CFR 1926.62 regulates Lead
exposures at any level to the construction workforce where Lead-based Paint and Lead-containing Paint
will be disturbed in construction, demolition and renovation operations. OSHA regulation
29CFR1910.1200, Hazard Communication, requires that employers inform their employees about
chemical hazards (including Lead) that are present in the workplace.
Building renovation/demolition where LBP is present must comply with the OSHA regulation 29 CFR
1926.62, Lead in Construction; and US EPA waste disposal regulations found in 40 CFR Part 261. OSHA
regulations are designed to limit exposure of the construction workforce to Lead which is a welldocumented toxic element. The primary route of exposure OSHA regulations are concerned with is the
inhalation of Lead-containing dust generated by renovation/demolition operations within the building.
These hazards are assessed by measuring the Lead concentration in air when renovation/demolition
operations are initiated; a procedure called a negative exposure assessment. The OSHA defined
Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) for Lead is 50 micro-grams (ug) of Lead per cubic-meter (m3) air.
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Analysis of paint-chip samples collected across the site has demonstrated that substantial quantities of
LBP are present on the interior dark green walls, interior black doors, and exterior white windows, doors,
and trim components.
Analysis of paint-chip samples collected across the site has demonstrated that substantial quantities of
LCP are present on interior light blue walls, interior dark blue walls, interior light green walls, interior white
walls, and red stair rail and stair components.
Construction contractors employed to remove any interior walls, interior black doors, red stair rail or stair
components, and any exterior white building components will have to comply with the OSHA Lead in
Construction regulation.
Waste disposal for concentrated LBP debris (paint chips and scrapings, HEPA vacuum contents,
protective suits, drop cloths, etc.) and for building components coated with LBP is regulated under 40
CFR Part 261 and/or 29CFR1910.1200. If the components and debris are to be disposed in a landfill as
demolition debris, the components and debris must be contained and tested to determine if it is
hazardous waste. The waste is tested by means of the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure
(TCLP) for Lead. A representative sample of the demolition waste debris is collected by a competent
person and submitted to a certified laboratory for the TCLP-Lead analysis. Debris leaching five parts-permillion (5 ppm) or more of Lead is hazardous and must be disposed of in specially permitted facilities. If
the components are to be salvaged, restored or reused; whoever receives and works on these
components must be notified in writing about the presence of LBP.

3.0

Other Hazardous Materials

On August 7, 2020, Hurt & Proffitt representative, Mr. Brian J. Trent, whom has been trained in
accordance with US OSHA Regulation 29 CFR 1310.120 (Hazardous Waste Operations) performed a
detailed survey of the Hindle Building in Amelia, Virginia for the presence, identification, and cataloging of
Other Hazardous Materials (OHMs).
The results of this survey are presented in the sections that follow:
Fluorescent Lighting Fixtures, Ballasts and Light Tubes
Fluorescent light ballasts are the electrical components attached to fluorescent light fixtures usually found
under a metal over-plate. Prior to 1978, electrical equipment, including light ballasts, was commonly
manufactured with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). PCBs were used in fluorescent light ballasts
because of their superior electrical insulating capabilities. Ballasts made after 1978 are usually marked
“Non-PCB.” Additionally, other hydraulic equipment can utilize PCB-containing fluid.
Hurt & Proffitt personnel identified fluorescent light fixtures with internal voltage transformer(s) or light
ballast(s) components throughout the site structure, which based upon the age of the facility, may contain
PCBs. The following table summarizes potential PCB-containing light ballasts, segregated by functional
space of the above referenced structure:
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Table III
Potential PCB-Containing Fluorescent Light Ballast(s)
Hindle Building; Amelia, Virginia
Fluorescent Light Fixture
Estimated Quantity of
Functional Space
Quantity
Fluorescent Light Ballasts
First Floor
+/- 9 Light Fixtures
+/- 18 Ballasts
Second Floor
+/- 7 Light Fixtures
+/- 14 Ballasts
+/- 16 Fluorescent Light
+/- 32 Fluorescent Light
Fixtures
Ballasts
Hurt & Proffitt cannot preclude the presence of others which were not accounted for.
Total

Note:

Hurt & Proffitt recommends that any light ballast(s) be inspected at the time of demolition / renovation /
replacement to verify the presence or absence of PCB labeling. If no label is present, then the presence
of PCB’s should be assumed. If such light ballasts are encountered, the disposal of fluorescent light
ballasts should be based upon the presence or lack thereof of PCBs and the condition of the ballasts
(leaking, etc.). The best option for non-leaking PCB ballasts is to recycle them at an approved recycling
facility. Non-leaking PCB ballasts that are not recycled must be managed and disposed of as hazardous
waste. Leaking PCB ballasts should be handled with extreme caution to avoid exposure, contamination,
and liability. All applicable local, state, and federal regulations should be followed.
Fluorescent light tubes, all of which may contain mercury, were observed throughout above referenced
structure. The following table summarizes potential mercury-containing fluorescent light tubes,
segregated by functional space:
Table IV
Potential Mercury-Containing Fluorescent Light Tubes
1200 Fenwick Drive; Lynchburg, Virginia
Fluorescent Light Fixture
Estimated Quantity of
Functional Space
Quantity
Fluorescent Light Tubes
First Floor
+/- 9 Light Fixtures
+/- 35 Light Tubes
Second Floor
+/- 7 Light Fixtures
+/- 19 Light Tubes
+/- 16 Fluorescent Light
+/- 54 Fluorescent Light Tubes
Fixtures
Hurt & Proffitt cannot preclude the presence of others which were not accounted for.
Total

Note:

Hurt & Proffitt notes that newer lamps which are sold as low-mercury which are identified by green end
caps (often referred to as “green-tipped” lamps) still contain 3-4 milligrams of Mercury and should be
handled and disposed of properly. The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
recommends, as a "best management practice" (BMP), that generators manage all mercury containing
lamps under the provisions of the Universal Waste Rule. Even though these lamps may be managed as
a non-hazardous waste if they do not fail TCLP testing and would be acceptable for landfill disposal, DEQ
strongly recommends that generators of substantial quantities of them recycle them as a Universal
Waste. H&P recommends compliance with the DEQ BMP for fluorescent lamp disposal.
Emergency Lighting System(s)
Emergency lighting system(s), including back-up emergency access/egress lighting and exit signs,
potentially containing battery sources which may contain lead, mercury, lithium, cadmium, and other
potentially toxic metals were observed within the interior of the structure.
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Mr. Daryl Gough
RE:
Pre-Renovation/Demolition Hazardous Materials Inspection(s)
Hindle Building (Former Amelia County High School)
9000 Washington Street; Amelia, Virginia 23002
Hurt & Proffitt Project: 20200698
Hurt & Proffitt recommends that prior to renovation activities which may disturb the above referenced
lighting system(s), all batteries shall be appropriately removed intact from the system, segregated from
other construction debris, and appropriately recycled through an approved vendor.
Mercury-Containing Switches
The above referenced structure was surveyed to determine the presence of electrical switches,
thermostats, and thermometers which could potentially contain Mercury. Mercury-containing switches,
thermostats, etc. were not readily observed within the structure; however, Mercury-containing
components may exist, either undetected or inaccessible, within the structure.
Underground Storage Tank(s) / Aboveground Storage Tank(s)
The exterior and interior of the structure was surveyed for the presence of any indications, i.e. fill piping,
vent piping, ground depressions, etc. which could potentially indicate the presence of an underground or
aboveground storage tank system. Hurt & Proffitt personnel did not observe any evidence of an
underground or aboveground storage tank system being present upon or within the Property.
Additionally, the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VA DEQ) Virginia Environmental
Geographic Information System (VEGIS) was surveyed to determine the potential current and/or historical
presence of storage tank systems upon the subject Property. The above referenced database system did
not indicate the presence of historical presence of storage tank systems upon the Property.
Chemical / Hazardous Material Storage
Chemical storage, i.e.: janitorial and building maintenance products, were observed in minor quantities
within the basement of the structure. The above referenced materials were observed to be stored in
appropriate containers, labeled to correspond to their contents, with no visual nor olfactory evidence of
product release or leakage.

4.0

Limitations

This report summarizes the results of Hurt & Proffitt’s Pre-Renovation/Demolition Hazardous Materials
Inspection located at the above referenced project based upon our understanding of the requested scope
of services. The findings prepared by Hurt & Proffitt are based upon our observations and the analytical
analysis of the suspect bulk samples collected at the time of our field inspection. The services performed
were provided in accordance with generally-accepted environmental industry standard practices. No
warranty, expressed or implied, are made. Our observations, conclusions, and recommendations are
based upon conditions readily visible at the time of our field inspection, the results of analytical testing,
and information provided to us by others.
During Hurt & Proffitt’s non-invasive inspection, accessible areas were visually surveyed for the presence
of suspect asbestos-containing materials, lead-based paints, and other hazardous materials. Locations
and areas reviewed were limited to those identified by the Client and those that could be readily and
safely accessed. Our conclusions and recommendations are based on the results of our sampling and
analysis activities and cannot be used to form a professional opinion of conditions in others area beyond
those from which the bulk material samples were collected. It is possible that inaccessible areas, such as
behind walls or above ceilings, may not have been surveyed and therefore, conditions in these areas are
unknown.
During this inspection, suspect asbestos-containing material samples were submitted for analysis at an
NVLAP-accredited laboratory via polarized light microscopy (PLM) while suspect lead-based paint
samples were submitted for analysis via US EPA’s Method SW 846/3051A/6010B (preparation by
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Mr. Daryl Gough
RE:
Pre-Renovation/Demolition Hazardous Materials Inspection(s)
Hindle Building (Former Amelia County High School)
9000 Washington Street; Amelia, Virginia 23002
Hurt & Proffitt Project: 20200698
microwave-assisted acid digestion followed by analysis via inductively coupled plasma). As with any
similar survey of this nature, actual conditions exist only at the precise locations from which the bulk
material samples were collected. Certain inferences are based on the results of this sampling and related
testing to form a professional opinion of conditions in areas beyond those from which the samples were
collected. It is understood that this survey / inspection was limited due to tenancy within the housing units;
therefore, it is possible that concealed materials may be present that were not accessible to Hurt & Proffitt
personnel at the time of field inspection activities.
Hurt & Proffitt assumes no responsibility regarding response actions initiated as a result of our findings,
nor liability for the duties and responsibilities of the Client or Building Owner with respect to compliance
with applicable regulations. Compliance with local, state, and/or federal requirements / regulations are the
responsibility of the Client or Building Owner.

5.0

Closing

Thank you for allowing Hurt & Proffitt the opportunity to provide consulting services. Should you have any
questions and/or concerns, please contact the undersigned at via email or by phone at (434) 847-7796. It
was a pleasure working with you on this project and I hope we can be of service to you in the future.
Sincerely,
HURT & PROFFITT, INC
Report Prepared By:

Report Reviewed By:

Brian J. Trent
Environmental Project Manager
btrent@handp.com

W. Chris Nixon
Vice President, Environmental Services
cnixon@handp.com

Enclosures:
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Asbestos Inspector License
SanAir Technologies Laboratory Results
Suspect Asbestos-Containing Material Bulk Samples
SanAir Technologies Laboratory Results
Suspect Paint Chip Samples
Field Note(s) / Sample Location Map(s)
Asbestos-Containing Material Location(s) Map(s)

Asbestos Inspector License

COMMONWEALTH of VXRGXNXA
EXPIRES ON

Department of Professional arid Occupational Regulation
9960 Mayland Drive, Suite 400, Richmond, VA 23233
Telephone: (804) 367-8500

12-31-2020

BOARD FOR ASBESTOS, LEAD, AND HOME INSPECTORS
ASBESTOS INSPECTOR LICENSE

BRIAN JUSTIN TRENT
307 RECTOR ROAD
CONCORD, VA 24538

NUMBER

3303003533

■.il!J.Lt

Status can be verified at http://www.dpor.virginia.gov
(SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR PRIVILEGES AND INSTRUCTIONS)

DPOR-LIC (02/2017)

Laboratory Report / Chain-of-Custody Documentation
Suspect Asbestos Samples

SanAir Technologies Laboratory

Analysis Report
prepared for

Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.

Report Date: 9/18/2017
Project Name: Hindle Building
Project #: 20171393
SanAir ID#: 17035720

804.897.1177

www.sanair.com
Page 1 of 8

SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc.
1551 Oakbridge Drive, Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 Toll Free: 888.895.1177 Fax: 804.897.0070
Web: http://www.sanair.com E-mail: iaq@sanair.com

Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501

September 18, 2017

SanAir ID #
Project Name:
Project Number:

17035720
Hindle Building
20171393

Dear R. Sears,
We at SanAir would like to thank you for the work you recently submitted. The 21 sample(s) were
received on Monday, September 11, 2017 via FedEx. The final report(s) is enclosed for the following
sample(s): 001-WGLZ-A, 001-WGLZ-B, 001-WGLZ-C, 002-PNS-A, 002-PNS-B, 002-PNS-C, 003EXWC-A, 003-EXWC-B, 003-EXWC-C, 004-WLPL-A, 004-WLPL-B, 004-WLPL-C, 005-WLSH-A,
005-WLSH-B, 005-WLSH-C, 006-IWGLZ-A, 006-IWGLZ-B, 006-IWGLZ-C, 007-ELM-A, 007-ELM-B,
007-ELM-C.
These results only pertain to this job and should not be used in the interpretation of any other job.
This report is only complete in its entirety. Refer to the listing below of the pages included in a
complete final report.
Sincerely,

Sandra Sobrino
Asbestos & Materials Laboratory Manager
SanAir Technologies Laboratory
Final Report Includes:
- Cover Letter
- Analysis Pages
- Disclaimers and Additional Information
sample conditions:
21 sample(s) in Good condition
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SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc.

SanAir ID Number

17035720

1551 Oakbridge Drive, Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 Toll Free: 888.895.1177 Fax: 804.897.0070
Web: http://www.sanair.com E-mail: iaq@sanair.com

Name: Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Address: 2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501

FINAL REPORT

Project Number:
P.O. Number:
Project Name:
Collected Date:
Received Date:
Report Date:
Analyst:

20171393
Hindle Building
9/8/2017
9/11/2017 9:10:00 AM
9/18/2017 2:30:40 PM
Childress, Susan

Asbestos Bulk PLM EPA 600/R-93/116
SanAir ID / Description
001-WGLZ-A / 17035720-001
Exterior Window Glazing

SanAir ID / Description
001-WGLZ-B / 17035720-002
Exterior Window Glazing

SanAir ID / Description
001-WGLZ-C / 17035720-003
Exterior Window Glazing

SanAir ID / Description
002-PNS-A / 17035720-004
Penetration Sealant

SanAir ID / Description
002-PNS-B / 17035720-005
Penetration Sealant

SanAir ID / Description
002-PNS-C / 17035720-006
Penetration Sealant

SanAir ID / Description
003-EXWC-A / 17035720-007
Exterior Window Caulk

Stereoscopic
Appearance

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

Black
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

Grey
Non-Fibrous
Heterogeneous

90% Other

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
10% Chrysotile

Certification
Analyst:
Analysis Date: 9/18/2017

Approved Signatory:
Date: 9/18/2017
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SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc.

SanAir ID Number

17035720

1551 Oakbridge Drive, Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 Toll Free: 888.895.1177 Fax: 804.897.0070
Web: http://www.sanair.com E-mail: iaq@sanair.com

Name: Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Address: 2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501

FINAL REPORT

Project Number:
P.O. Number:
Project Name:
Collected Date:
Received Date:
Report Date:
Analyst:

20171393
Hindle Building
9/8/2017
9/11/2017 9:10:00 AM
9/18/2017 2:30:40 PM
Childress, Susan

Asbestos Bulk PLM EPA 600/R-93/116
SanAir ID / Description

Stereoscopic
Appearance

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

003-EXWC-B / 17035720-008
Exterior Window Caulk

SanAir ID / Description

Not Analyzed

Stereoscopic
Appearance

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

003-EXWC-C / 17035720-009
Exterior Window Caulk

SanAir ID / Description
004-WLPL-A / 17035720-010
Typical Wall Plaster, Plaster
004-WLPL-A / 17035720-010
Typical Wall Plaster, Skim Coat

SanAir ID / Description
004-WLPL-B / 17035720-011
Typical Wall Plaster, Plaster
004-WLPL-B / 17035720-011
Typical Wall Plaster, Skim Coat

SanAir ID / Description
004-WLPL-C / 17035720-012
Typical Wall Plaster, Plaster
004-WLPL-C / 17035720-012
Typical Wall Plaster, Skim Coat

Asbestos
Fibers

Asbestos
Fibers
Not Analyzed

Stereoscopic
Appearance
Grey
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous
White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance
Grey
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous
White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance
Grey
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous
White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

< 1% Hair

% Fibrous

% Fibrous

100% Other

None Detected

100% Other

None Detected

Components
% Non-Fibrous

< 1% Hair

Asbestos
Fibers

100% Other

None Detected

100% Other

None Detected

Components
% Non-Fibrous

< 1% Hair

Asbestos
Fibers

Asbestos
Fibers

100% Other

None Detected

100% Other

None Detected

Certification
Analyst:
Analysis Date: 9/18/2017

Approved Signatory:
Date: 9/18/2017
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SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc.

SanAir ID Number

17035720

1551 Oakbridge Drive, Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 Toll Free: 888.895.1177 Fax: 804.897.0070
Web: http://www.sanair.com E-mail: iaq@sanair.com

Name: Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Address: 2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501

FINAL REPORT

Project Number:
P.O. Number:
Project Name:
Collected Date:
Received Date:
Report Date:
Analyst:

20171393
Hindle Building
9/8/2017
9/11/2017 9:10:00 AM
9/18/2017 2:30:40 PM
Childress, Susan

Asbestos Bulk PLM EPA 600/R-93/116
SanAir ID / Description
005-WLSH-A / 17035720-013
Typical Wall Sheetrock

SanAir ID / Description
005-WLSH-B / 17035720-014
Typical Wall Sheetrock

SanAir ID / Description
005-WLSH-C / 17035720-015
Typical Wall Sheetrock

SanAir ID / Description
006-IWGLZ-A / 17035720-016
Interior Window Glazing

SanAir ID / Description
006-IWGLZ-B / 17035720-017
Interior Window Glazing

SanAir ID / Description
006-IWGLZ-C / 17035720-018
Interior Window Glazing

SanAir ID / Description
007-ELM-A / 17035720-019
Elbow Mud/ Boiler Room

Stereoscopic
Appearance
Grey
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance
Grey
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance
Grey
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

3% Cellulose

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

3% Cellulose

% Fibrous

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

Tan
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

Tan
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance
Grey
Fibrous
Homogeneous

97% Other

Components
% Non-Fibrous

Tan
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

Stereoscopic
Appearance

97% Other

Components
% Non-Fibrous

3% Cellulose

% Fibrous

97% Other

100% Other

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

40% Glass

45% Other

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
None Detected

Asbestos
Fibers
15% Chrysotile

Certification
Analyst:
Analysis Date: 9/18/2017

Approved Signatory:
Date: 9/18/2017
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SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc.

SanAir ID Number

17035720

1551 Oakbridge Drive, Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 Toll Free: 888.895.1177 Fax: 804.897.0070
Web: http://www.sanair.com E-mail: iaq@sanair.com

Name: Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Address: 2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501

FINAL REPORT

Project Number:
P.O. Number:
Project Name:
Collected Date:
Received Date:
Report Date:
Analyst:

20171393
Hindle Building
9/8/2017
9/11/2017 9:10:00 AM
9/18/2017 2:30:40 PM
Childress, Susan

Asbestos Bulk PLM EPA 600/R-93/116
SanAir ID / Description

Stereoscopic
Appearance

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

007-ELM-B / 17035720-020
Elbow Mud/ Boiler Room

SanAir ID / Description

Asbestos
Fibers
Not Analyzed

Stereoscopic
Appearance

% Fibrous

Components
% Non-Fibrous

007-ELM-C / 17035720-021
Elbow Mud/ Boiler Room

Asbestos
Fibers
Not Analyzed

Certification
Analyst:
Analysis Date: 9/18/2017

Approved Signatory:
Date: 9/18/2017
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Disclaimer
The final report cannot be reproduced, except in full, without written authorization from SanAir.
Fibers smaller than 5 microns cannot be seen with this method due to scope limitations. The
accuracy of the results is dependent upon the client’s sampling procedure and information
provided to the laboratory by the client. SanAir assumes no responsibility for the sampling
procedure and will provide evaluation reports based solely on the sample and information
provided by the client. This report may not be used by the client to claim product endorsement by
NVLAP or any other agency of the U.S. government.
For NY state samples, method EPA 600/M4-82-020 is performed.
Polarized- light microscopy is not consistently reliable in detecting asbestos in floor covering and
similar non-friable organically bound materials. Quantitative transmission electron microscopy is
currently the only method that can be used to determine if this material can be considered or
treated as non-asbestos containing.
NY ELAP lab ID 11983
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Analysis Report
prepared for
Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Report Date: 8/17/2020
Project Name: Hindle Building
Project #: 20200698
SanAir ID#: 20044512
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SanAir ID Number

20044512

FINAL REPORT
8/17/2020 10:08:51 AM
Name: Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Address: 2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501
Phone: 434-841-3893 (c)

Project Number: 20200698
P.O. Number:20200698
Project Name: Hindle Building
Collected Date: 8/7/2020
Received Date: 8/10/2020 9:05:00 AM

Dear Brian Trent,
We at SanAir would like to thank you for the work you recently submitted. The 10 sample(s) were received on
Monday, August 10, 2020 via FedEx. The final report(s) is enclosed for the following sample(s): 008-JC-AB, 008-JCA, 009-WLSH-A, 009-WLSH-B, 010-EXWC-A, 010-EXWC-B, 011-EWGLZ-A, 011-EWGLZ-B, 012-EXDC-A, 013DUWG-A.
These results only pertain to this job and should not be used in the interpretation of any other job. This report is only
complete in its entirety. Refer to the listing below of the pages included in a complete final report.
Sincerely,

Sandra Sobrino
Asbestos & Materials Laboratory Manager
SanAir Technologies Laboratory
Final Report Includes:
- Cover Letter
- Analysis Pages
- Disclaimers and Additional Information
Sample conditions:
- 10 samples in Good condition.

1551 Oakbridge Dr. Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139 | 804.897.1177 | Fax: 804.897.0070 | www.SanAir.com | IAQ@SanAir.com
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SanAir ID Number

20044512

FINAL REPORT
8/17/2020 10:08:51 AM
Project Number: 20200698
P.O. Number:20200698

Name: Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Address: 2524 Langhorne Road

Project Name: Hindle Building

Lynchburg, VA 24501

Collected Date: 8/7/2020

Phone: 434-841-3893 (c)

Received Date: 8/10/2020 9:05:00 AM

Analyst: Roseblock, Mary

Asbestos Bulk PLM EPA 600/R-93/116
Stereoscopic
SanAir ID / Description

Appearance

008-JC-AB / 20044512-001
Typical Joint Compound

Components
% Fibrous

Tan
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

% Non-fibrous

Asbestos Fibers

98% Other

2% Chrysotile

008-JC-A / 20044512-002
Typical Joint Compound

Not Analyzed

009-WLSH-A / 20044512-003
Fiber Board Wall Material/
Basement (Remnants)

Brown
Fibrous
Homogeneous

98% Cellulose

2% Other

None Detected

009-WLSH-B / 20044512-004
Fiber Board Wall Material/
Basement (Remnants)

Brown
Fibrous
Homogeneous

98% Cellulose

2% Other

None Detected

010-EXWC-A / 20044512-005
Exterior Door Caulk

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

97% Other

3% Chrysotile

010-EXWC-B / 20044512-006
Exterior Door Caulk

Not Analyzed

011-EWGLZ-A / 20044512-007
Exterior Window Glazing/
Basement Windows

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Other

None Detected

011-EWGLZ-B / 20044512-008
Exterior Window Glazing/
Basement Windows

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Other

None Detected

012-EXDC-A / 20044512-009
Exterior Door Caulk

Tan
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

97% Other

3% Chrysotile

013-DUWG-A / 20044512-010
Door Unit Window Glaze

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

100% Other

None Detected

Approved Signatory:

Analyst:
Analysis Date:

8/17/2020

Date:

8/17/2020
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Disclaimer
This report is the sole property of the client named on the SanAir Technologies Laboratory chainof-custody (COC). Results in the report are confidential information intended only for the use by
the customer listed on the COC. Neither results nor reports will be discussed with or released to
any third party without our client's written permission. The final report shall not be reproduced
except in full without written approval of the laboratory to assure that parts of the report are not
taken out of context. The information provided in this report applies only to the samples
submitted and is relevant only for the date, time, and location of sampling. The accuracy of the
results is dependent upon the client’s sampling procedure and information provided to the
laboratory by the client. SanAir assumes no responsibility for the sampling procedure and will
provide evaluation reports based solely on the sample(s) in the condition in which they arrived at
the laboratory and information provided by the client on the COC, such as: project number,
project name, collection dates, po number, special instructions, samples collected by, sample
numbers, sample identifications, sample type, selected analysis type, flow rate, total volume or
area, and start stop times that may affect the validity of the results in this report. Samples were
received in good condition unless otherwise noted on the report. SanAir assumes no
responsibility or liability for the manner in which the results are used or interpreted. This report
does not constitute and shall not be used to claim product certification, approval, or endorsement
by NVLAP, NIST, or any other U.S. governmental agencies and may not be certified by every
local, state, and federal regulatory agencies.
Samples are held for a period of 60 days. Fibers smaller than 5 microns cannot be seen with this
method due to scope limitations.
For NY state samples, method EPA 600/M4-82-020 is performed.
NYELAP Disclaimer:
Polarized- light microscopy is not consistently reliable in detecting asbestos in floor covering and
similar non-friable organically bound materials. Quantitative transmission electron microscopy is
currently the only method that can be used to determine if this material can be considered or
treated as non-asbestos containing.
Asbestos Certifications
NVLAP lab code 200870-0
City of Philadelphia: ALL-460
PA Department of Environmental Protection Number: 68-05397
California License Number: 2915
Colorado License Number: AL-23143
Connecticut License Number: PH-0105
Massachusetts License Number: AA000222
Maine License Number: LB-0075, LA-0084
New York ELAP lab ID: 11983
Rhode Island License Number: PCM00126, PLM00126, TEM00126
Texas Department of State Health Services License Number: 300440
Commonwealth of Virginia 3333000323
Washington State License Number: C989
West Virginia License Number: LT000616
Vermont License: AL166318
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality: 212253, Cert 05088

Revision Date: 8/14/2020
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ir
Technologies Laboratory

Asbestos
Chain of Custody

Fonn 140, Rev I, 1/20/2017

sanair.com

Com an :

Hurt & Proffitt Inc.

Address:

2524 Langhorne Road

Pro·ect Name:

Phone#:

434-841-3893 (C)

Ci

Lynchburg, VA 24501

Da1c Collected:

Fax#:

434-847-0047

P.O. umber:

Email:

St.,Zi:

VA

State of Collection:

Pro'cct #:

2099

Account#:

Bulk

Air

PLM EPA 600/R-93/116

ABB

Positive Stop

ls(

rl..

ABEPA

PLM EPA 400 Point Count

ABB1K

PLM EPA 1000 Point Count

ABBEN

PLM EPA NOB**

ABBCH

TEM Chatfield**

ABBTM

TEM EPA NOB**

ABQ

PLM Qualitative

D

D
D
D
D

** Available on 24-hr. to 5-day TAT

I

SanAir ID Number

1551 Oakbridge Dr. STE B
Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 / 888.895.1177
Fax 804.897.0070

ABHE

I

Water

I □I

EPA 100.2

Turn Around

Sample#

PCM NIOSH 7400

ABA-2

OSHA w/TWA*

ABTEM

TEMAHERA

ABATN

TEM NIOSH 7402

ABT2

TEMLevel Il

I

D 2 Days

D
D

D
D

D

PLMNY

New York ELAP
PLM EPA 600/M4-82-020

ABEPA2

NY ELAP 198.1

ABENY

NY ELAP 198.6 PLM NOB

ABBNY

NY ELAP 198.4 TEM NOB
6 HR (8HR TEM)

D

ABSE

I

PLM EPA 600/R-93/116 (Qual.)

Vermiculite & Soil

ABSP

PLM CARB 435 (LOD <1%)

ABSP1

PLM CARB 435 (LOD 0.25%)

ABSP2

PLM CARB 435 (LOD 0.1%)

I

D

I

D

D
D

Dust

ABWA

TEM Wipe ASTM D-6480

D

ABDMV

TEM Microvac ASTM D-5755

D

D
D
D

□

I

Matrix

I

Other

I□ I

12 HR D

D 3 Days

Sample Identification/Location

I

D

Other:

3 HR (4 HR TEM) D

Times

Special Instructions

D

ABA

24HR D

,

D 4 Days

Volume

or Area

Sample
Date

Flow
Rate*

')6

5 Days

Start- Stop
Time*

If no technician is provided, then the primary contact for your account will be selected. Unless scheduled, the turnaround time for all samples received after 3 pm EST

Friday will begin at 8 am Monday morning. Weekend or holiday work must be scheduled ahead of time and is charged for rush turnaround time. SanAir covers
Standard Overnight FedEx shipping. Shipments billed to SanAir with a faster shipping rate will result in additional charges.
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Laboratory Report / Chain-of-Custody Documentation
Suspect Paint Chip Samples

SanAir Technologies Laboratory

Analysis Report
prepared for

Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.

Report Date: 9/18/2017
Project Name: Hindle Building
Project #: 20171393
SanAir ID#: 17035721

804.897.1177

www.sanair.com
Page 1 of 7

SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc.
1551 Oakbridge Drive, Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 Toll Free: 888.895.1177 Fax: 804.897.0070
Web: http://www.sanair.com E-mail: iaq@sanair.com

Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501

September 18, 2017

SanAir ID #
Project Name:
Project Number:

17035721
Hindle Building
20171393

Dear R. Sears,
We at SanAir would like to thank you for the work you recently submitted. The 9 sample(s) were
received on Monday, September 11, 2017 via FedEx. The final report(s) is enclosed for the following
sample(s): L-01, L-02, L-03, L-04, L-05, L-06, L-07, L-08, L-09.
These results only pertain to this job and should not be used in the interpretation of any other job.
This report is only complete in its entirety. Refer to the listing below of the pages included in a
complete final report.
Sincerely,

Abisola Kasali
Metals Laboratory Director
SanAir Technologies Laboratory
Final Report Includes:
- Cover Letter
- Analysis Pages
- Disclaimers and Additional Information
sample conditions:
9 sample(s) in Good condition
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SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc.

SanAir ID Number

17035721

1551 Oakbridge Drive, Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 Toll Free: 888.895.1177 Fax: 804.897.0070
Web: http://www.sanair.com E-mail: iaq@sanair.com

FINAL REPORT

Name: Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Address: 2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501

Project Number:
P.O. Number:
Project Name:
Collected Date:
Received Date:
Report Date:
Analyst:

Lead Paint Analysis

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-001

L-01 / Interior

µg Pb
in Sample
158

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1039

Calculated
RL
96.2

20171393
Hindle Building
9/8/2017
9/11/2017 9:10:00 AM
9/18/2017 8:47:23 AM
Peterson, Chelsea

Sample
Result
1520.2
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
0.152 %
By Weight

Light Blue

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-002

L-02 / Interior Dark

µg Pb
in Sample
422

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1188

Calculated
RL
84.2

Sample
Result
3548.7
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
0.3549 %
By Weight

Blue

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-003

L-03 / Interior

µg Pb
in Sample
538

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1096

Calculated
RL
91.2

Sample
Result
4911.2
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
0.4911 %
By Weight

Light Green

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-004

L-04 / Interior Dark

µg Pb
in Sample
1611

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1097

Calculated
RL
91.2

Sample
Result
14688.7
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
1.4689 %
By Weight

Green

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-005

L-05 / Interior Red

µg Pb
in Sample
375

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1051

Calculated
RL
95.1

Sample
Result
3565.4
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
0.3565 %
By Weight

Certification

SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc. participates in the certification for environmental lead analysis programs as administered by AIHA-ELLAP (Lab ID
162952) and the State of New York-ELAP (Lab Id 11983), and has met the EPA's NLLAP program standards.

Signature:
Date: 9/12/2017

Reviewed:
Date: 9/12/2017
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SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc.

SanAir ID Number

17035721

1551 Oakbridge Drive, Suite B, Powhatan, VA 23139
804.897.1177 Toll Free: 888.895.1177 Fax: 804.897.0070
Web: http://www.sanair.com E-mail: iaq@sanair.com

FINAL REPORT

Name: Hurt & Proffitt, Inc.
Address: 2524 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 24501

Project Number:
P.O. Number:
Project Name:
Collected Date:
Received Date:
Report Date:
Analyst:

Paint Analysis

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-006

L-06 / Interior White

µg Pb
in Sample
118

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1085

Calculated
RL
92.2

20171393
Hindle Building
9/8/2017
9/11/2017 9:10:00 AM
9/18/2017 8:47:23 AM
Peterson, Chelsea

Sample
Result
1088
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
0.1088 %
By Weight

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-007

L-07 / Interior Black

µg Pb
in Sample
5632

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1035

Calculated
RL
96.6

Sample
Result
54416
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
5.4416 %
By Weight

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-008

L-08 / Exterior White

µg Pb
in Sample
2840

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1146

Calculated
RL
87.3

Sample
Result
24778.9
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
2.4779 %
By Weight

Test Method: SW846/M3050B/7000B
NOTE: µg/g=ppm
Sample

Description

17035721-009

L-09 / Ceramic Tile

µg Pb
in Sample
< 10

Sample
Size (grams)
0.1106

Calculated
RL
90.4

Sample
Result
<90.4
µg/g (ppm)

Sample
Result
<0.009 %
By Weight

M
Ceet
rthifoicdatRioenporting Limit <10 µg/0.1 g paint

SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc. participates in the certification for environmental lead analysis programs as administered by AIHA-ELLAP (Lab ID
162952) and the State of New York-ELAP (Lab Id 11983), and has met the EPA's NLLAP program standards.

Signature:
Date: 9/12/2017

Reviewed:
Date: 9/12/2017
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Disclaimer
Final reports cannot be reproduced, except in full, without written authorization from SanAir
Technologies Laboratory, Inc. SanAir is not responsible for sample collection or interpretation made
by others. This report does not constitute endorsement by AIHA/NVLAP and/or any other U.S.
governmental Agencies; and may not be certified by every local, state or federal regulatory agencies.
SanAir Technologies Laboratory, Inc only assures the precision and accuracy of the data it generates
and assumes no responsibility for errors or biasing that occur during collection prior to SanAir’s
receipt of the the sample. SanAir’s Method Detection Limits (MDL) and Reporting Limits (RL) have
been derived using wipe materials meeting ASTM-E1792. The MDL and RL may not be relevant or
applicable for other forms of wipe materials. All quality control results are acceptable unless otherwise
noted. All quality control results are acceptable unless otherwise noted. Results are not corrected for
blanks.

Revision Date 9/7/2017
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Lead Exposure Limits
1.5 µg/m3
30 µg/m3
50 µg/m3
50 µg/m3

Air
EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standard (Quality Time – Weight Average)
OSHA Action Level (8-hour time weighted average)
OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit (General Industry)
OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit (Construction)

40 µg/ft2
10 µg/ft2
100 µg/ft2
100 µg/ft2
40 µg/ft2

Dust
HUD Clearance Level for Floors (Non OLHCHH; LBPHC; LHRD Grantees)
HUD Clearance Level for Floors (OLHCHH; LBPHC; LHRD Grantees)
HUD Clearance Level for Interior Window Sills
HUD Clearance Level for Window Troughs (Non OLHCHH; LBPHC; LHRD Grantees)
HUD Clearance Level for Porch Floors (Non OLHCHH; LBPHC; LHRD Grantees)

Water
15 ppb (µg/liter) EPA Maximum Containment Level

0.5% by weigh
1.0 mg/cm2
5000 ppm

400 ppm

Paint
HUD definition of lead based paint

Soil
HUD-Play areas and high-contact areas for children
TCLP EPA Limits
5.0 mg/L
Silver (Ag)
Arsenic (As)
5.0 mg/L
Barium (Ba)
100 mg/L
Cadmium (Cd)
1.0 mg/L
Chromium (Cr)
5.0 mg/L
Mercury (Hg)
0.2 mg/L
Lead (Pb)
5.0 mg/L
Selenium (Se)
1.0 mg/L

Revision Date 9/7/2017
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Field Notes / Sample Location Drawing(s)

Hindle Building
Amelia, Virginia
23002
Basement Floor Plan
Suspect Asbestos-Containing Material
Sample Collection Location(s)

010-EXWC-A (+)

007-ELM-A (+)

10- EXWC-B (+)
11- EWGLZ-A (-)

009-WLSH-AB (-)

Hindle Building
Amelia, Virginia
23002
First Floor Plan
Suspect Asbestos-Containing Material
Sample Collection Location(s)

012-EXDC-B (+)

001-WGLZ-AB (-)

008-JC-AB (+)

004-WLPL-C (-)
003-EXWC-AB (+)

013-DUWG-A (-)
003-EXWC-C (+)

001-WGLZ-C (-)

012-EXDC-A (+)

002-PNS-ABC (-)

Hindle Building
Amelia, Virginia
23002
Second Floor Plan
Suspect Asbestos-Containing Material
Sample Collection Location(s)

005-WLSH-ABC (-)
004-WLPL-AB (-)

006-IWGLZ-ABC (-)

Project Drawing(s)

Hindle Building
Amelia, Virginia
23002
Basement Floor Plan
Asbestos-Containing Material Location(s)

Asbestos-Containing Pipe Elbow / Fitting Mud
(TSI)
Asbestos-Containing
White Exterior
Window Caulk

Presumed Asbestos-Containing Thermal System
Insulation (TSI); Pipe Insulation Lagging, Boiler
Components. Asbestos-Containing Debris on
Earthen Flooring System

Hindle Building
Amelia, Virginia
23002
First Floor Plan
Asbestos-Containing Material Location(s)

Asbestos-Containing
Tan Exterior Door Caulk

Asbestos-Containing
Exterior Window Caulk

Asbestos-Containing
Joint Compound
(Underlying Blackboard(s))

Hindle Building
Amelia, Virginia
23002
Second Floor Plan
Asbestos-Containing Material Location(s)

Asbestos-Containing
Exterior Window Caulk

Asbestos-Containing
Joint Compound
(Underlying Blackboard(s))

APPENDIX C
LETTER RE: ASBESTOS ABATEMENT, SELECTIVE
DEMOLITION, AND LEAD PAINT REMOVAL
FROM SEMCO SERVICES, INC.

Amelia County
Attn: Taylor Harvie
Re:

Amelia County Hindle Building
Asbestos Abatement, Selective Demolition, Lead Paint Removal

Mr. Harvie,
We are pleased to provide this proposal for the Asbestos Abatement, Selective Demolition, and Lead
Paint Removal at the existing Hindle Building for Amelia County. Our proposal is based on the Asbestos
Survey provided by Hurt & Proffitt, dated 8/20/20. Our specific scope of work is outlined below.

Asbestos Abatement
• Removal of existing asbestos containing materials (ACMs) as identified in the survey, including
the following:
o ACM pipe insulation and related debris associated with the boilers in the mechanical
room. Some selective demolition will take place in the mechanical room to expose any
hidden ACMs inside wall chases and will be abated, however any unforeseen ACMs
inside wall chases or unexposed outside of the mechanical room will not be included.
o Removal of (2) existing boilers with presumed ACMs located inside the boilers.
o Removal of existing blackboards with associated sheetrock attached that contains
asbestos in the joint compound of the sheetrock.
o Removal of exterior windows/doors with ACM caulking. Scraping of the existing caulking
will not be cost effective so the entire windows & doors will need to be removed &
disposed of. Does not include any installation of temporary weather protection.
Selective Demolition
• Interior gut of existing architectural components throughout the basement, 1st, and 2nd floors
shall include the following:
o Plaster walls and ceilings.
o Interior doors, frames, and all hardware.
o Wood floor finish down to existing subfloor.
o All casework, wall mounted items, misc. items throughout the building.
o Bathroom stalls, plumbing fixtures, and components.
o Existing mechanical, electrical, and plumbing lines complete back to source. Only
includes removal of exposed items (i.e. radiators, heaters, exposed piping & electrical
wiring, light fixtures, etc.
o Removal of existing LBP items identified in the survey – walls with dark green paint,
black painted interior doors. (Windows to be disposed of as ACM).

Lead Based Paint
• Lead Based Paint (LBP) can be removed during the asbestos abatement on the walls with dark
green paint, and existing doors with black LBP as noted on the H&P survey. Should this occur,
then the lead will have to be disposed of as hazardous waste and charged accordingly which is
what the below price reflects.
• Should the lead paint be removed during selective demolition however, the LBP can be removed
using lead safe work practices, and disposed of as general construction debris (assuming it
passes a TCLP sample) and will be much more cost effective.

Quotations:
Asbestos Abatement:
Selective Demolition:
LBP Removal (During Abatement):
Hazardous Tubes & Ballast Removal:

$64,520.00
$113,180.00
$34,450.00
$3,400.00

Exclusions/Clarifications
• No patching, repairing, sanding, toothing, or prep for new work during demolition activities.
• No structural shoring, bracing, installation of lintels or supports during demolition activities.
• Owner to provide all temporary power, water, and sanitation facilities during
demolition/abatement activities.
• Amelia County Landfill to waive all fees related to the asbestos and construction debris disposal.
Hauling to the landfill by SEMCO is not included in these prices, as we are unaware of whether
the landfill will provide dumpsters on site or will be requiring SEMCO to haul it to them.
• Does not include the cost of any asbestos abatement project monitoring, or post abatement air
sample clearances by a licensed third party – although this shall be required as the building will
be reoccupied.
• These prices are budget figures only. Should 100% construction documents be issued that
reveals any changes to the scope of work, additional pricing may be needed.
• Selective demolition does not reflect what the overall scope of work may need (i.e. floor
penetrations for new mechanical lines, stairwell removal, openings for new doors, etc.)
• No site demolition or excavation of any kind is included.
• No roofing demolition is included.
• SEMCO Services, Inc. owns the proprietary right to this proposal, and it shall not be shared with
any other abatement, demolition, or remediation contractors. Should an actual pre-bid meeting
be held with multiple other contractors, the price is subject to change due to updates in
specifications.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide a quotation for this project. Should you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me via mobile – (540) 414-1166.
Sincerely,
SEMCO Services, Inc.

Tyler Meadows
Project Manager

2023-2027 CIP Project Request
(1) Office/Department

Planning

James L. Hamner Library

Commission
Use

(2) Project Title
Library Construction

Year Required 2027

(3) Project Description (Include sketches, appraisals, plans, etc.)
Construct new library to meet needs of the community. Conceptual Deisgn attached.
Attachment # 1
(4) Project Justification (Include ramifications if project is not implemented)
Needs Study conducted last year determined the cost of renovating/expanding
the current library is estimated to be comparable to new construction due to
limitations with current property. Land is not available at this time; however, the
Board would like to begin evaluating potential property for future library site.
Attachment # 1
(5) Cost (Include staffing needs, annual O&M requirements, planning/engineering,
equipment/furniture, acquisition, construction)
$9,000,000

includes design, construction, technology and furnishings

Attachment # 1
(6) Funding source(s)

Data Source: Enteros Needs Study

◊ Current Revenue ___X___
◊ Revenue Bond ______
◊ General Obligation Bond _____
◊ Capital Reserve Fund ______

Requestor

Jennifer L. Harris
Library Board Chairman

◊
◊
◊
◊

Grant (Type) __X____
Loan (Type) ______
Special Assessment ______
Other _________________

Date:

11/30/2021

Planning Commission Meeting _____________________
Date/Time

Planning Commission Comments: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Amelia County Parks and Recreation (ACPR)
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)
PRIORITY
1

2022-2023 Fiscal Year (Year:2023) Submitted November 30, 2021

YEAR
PROJECT TITLE
REQUIRED
2023
GYM SAFETY
UPGRADES
BLEACHER
Replacement
(ACPR Gym)

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
Gym Bleachers.
Replace original
Parks and Rec
Bleachers with
telescopic, retractable
bleachers including
motorize retraction,
steps for access to
upper seating with
all-access safety rails
at various entry
points, and a
handicap area for
handicap
accessibility.

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION
Safety Issue. GYM-Replace Bleachers in
Parks and Rec Gym. Total replacement is
required for compliance of public handicap
accessibility and safety standards. Currently,
there is no accommodation for handicap spectators.
There are no handrails to reach upper seating areas
except at the far ends of the bleachers. There
are no steps to navigate up the bleachers; fans
must step over the bleacher rows, which
presents a hazardous slip/fall risk. The gap in
the bleacher flooring areas is large enough to
present a slip/fall risk, and also for trash/liquid
disposal which falls directly to the treated gym floor
which could potentially ruin the flooring. The
current bleachers are no longer easily
retractable, extremely difficult to handle by
staff/players. Bleachers are 200-250 lbs. per
section. They roll back crooked and jump off
track. A replacement is required to meet
safety and handicap accessible standards.

COST
GYM Bleachers
Replacement (New)
$54,600 7-row retractable bleachers
including installation (290 seats)
Source: TJ Distributors

Page
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Public Works 2023 CIP List
Project
Existing
Elementary Field Lighting
Wellhead Protection Study
Beopple Building Improve.
Library Field Grading & Lights
Hindle Field Lights
WWTP UV Upgrade
Fire Station Pavement Improvements, Phase V
Evaluation 360 Sewer & Water
P&R Generator Install
War Memorial Building Evaluation
Fire Station Pavement Improvements, Phase VI
2023
Wastewater System Inflow and Infiltration Study
Courthouse Window Upgrade
Superior Way Extension
2024
Pridesville Rd WWTP Upgrade, Phase 2
County Park Fence Improvements
Jackson Building Basement Improvements
2025
EOC/Hindle Building Parking Lot Upgrade
Water Well Exploration North of 360
2026
Water Tank
Water Well Development North of 360
2027
Smack's Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant

Department
Maintenance
Water
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Sanitary Dist.
Maintenance
Sanitary Dist.
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

Request
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000
170,000
47,000
60,000
40,000
307,000
226,000
90,000
92,000
25,000
166,000
1,273,000

Sanitary Dist. $
Public Works $
Admin. / EDA $
Sanitary Dist.
Public Works
Public Works

Priority Notes

1
2

Complete
Is underway
On hold pending building study
Materials have been ordered
Complete
On hold pending direction from 360 expansion study
99% Complete
On hold pending direction from BOS
Material has been ordered
New project
Plan to bid in January 2022

50,000
60,000
975,000

1
1
1

New project
New Project
New Project

$
$
$

160,000
50,000
35,000

1
1
2

Moved back from to allow more time for direction on expansion
New Project
New Project

Administration $
Sanitary Dist. $

187,000
150,000

1
1

Moved back from 2023 to allow time to complete other phases
Moved back from to allow more time for direction on expansion

Sanitary Dist.
Sanitary Dist.

$
$

1,634,500
150,000

1
2

Moved back from 2023 to allow more time for 360 expansion
Moved back from 2024 to allow time to complete other phases

Sanitary Dist.

$

29,000,000

1

Moved back from 2023 to allow more time for 360 expansion

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT REQUEST
(1) Office/Department
Public Works, Buildings & Grounds

Planning
Commission
Use

(2) Project Title
Courthouse Window Upgrade
Project Priority:
Year Required:

1
2023

(3) Project Description (Include sketches, appraisals, plans, etc.)
The project will upgrade the existing single pane windows in the Circuit Court Building.

Attachment #
(4) Project Justification (Include ramifications if project is not implemented)
The project will replace the existing single pane windows with double pane insulated glass
windows. The new windows / glass will maintain the architectural integrity of the building.
The existing frames will retrofitted with a combination of vinyl and aluminum for low
maintenance.
Attachment #
(5) Cost (Include staffing needs, annual O&M requirements, planning/engineering,
equipment/furniture, acquisition, construction)
$ 55,000.00 Windows and Glass Work
$ 5,000.00 Painting & Misc. Work
$ 60,000.00 Total Request
Attachment
(6) Funding source(s)
◊ Current Revenue _______
◊ Revenue Bond ______
◊ General Obligation Bond _____
◊ Capital Reserve Fund ______

Data Source: Verbal Quote

◊
◊
◊
◊

Grant (Type) ______
Loan (Type) ______
Special Assessment ______
Other _________________

Requestor: Daryl L. Gough, Director of Public Works

11/30/2021

Planning Commission Meeting _____________________
Date/Time

Planning Commission Comments: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

